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2019-20 Dance Annual Program Plan 
I.A. Program Profile: Purpose 

Describe the program(s) to be reviewed. What is the purpose of the program and 
how does it contribute to the mission of Skyline College? 

Narrative 
The mission of this program is to train the community college student in the 
techniques, aesthetics, production processes and analysis of dance. 

Today's dance field includes not only concert-based, traditional performances, 
but competitions and streaming content that celebrates dancers' proficiency and 
precision in multiple styles of dance. In order to prepare our students to creatively 
communicate in their community, we have modified our program to focus on 
cultivating skills in diverse dance techniques, peer pedagogy, team leadership, 
goal-setting and collaboration. Students hone these skills through competition 
and performances, community involvement, cultural and historical lecture 
courses that illuminate the way that dance interacts with historical cultural 
movements. 

Dance students participate in community outreach and cooperative project 
management during the production of dance and musical theater performances, 
and through the Dance Exchange Project. The previously grant-funded, Dance 
Conference, attracted students and community members to our campus and 
dance program by offering clinics from professional dance instructors in a 
culturally diverse selection of movement styles. Community members, students 
from across the district, and professional guest artists join us on campus for our 
Dance Concerts and Spring Musical performances. 

Therefore, the program is consistent with the college mission of empowering and 
transforming a global community of learners and fulfills the college goal of being 
a leading academic and cultural center for the community. Skyline dance 
students become performers, choreographers, teachers, directors of dance 
programs and/or studios, and/or discerning audience members who appreciate 
and understand other cultures and dance styles. 

Associate Objectives 
1058-Facility Improvements 

1059-Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major 

1060-Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team 

1061-Institutionalize Dance Festival 
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I.B. Program Planning Team 
Annual program planning is intended to be a collaborative process which 
promotes dialogue and reflection. Please identify all individuals who contributed 
to or shaped the narrative. Include names and the title or role of each person.   

Narrative 
Amber Steele - Professor 

Joe Morello - Dean KAD 

Jan Fosberg - Professor, Curriculum Representative 

Additional Input: 

Gary Ferguson - Guest Artist In Residence 

Marianne Beck - Professor, Curriculum Representative (Transfer/Articulation 
Officer) 

Jude Navari - Professor, Curriculum Representative  

Ken Delmar - Instructor 

Kevin Simmers - Instructor  

Kelly McCann - Napa Valley College Dance Department Chair  

Joan Walton - Professor, San Jose State University 

Dance Program Alumni & Current Dance Majors / Students 

Associate Objectives 
1058-Facility Improvements 

1059-Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major 

1060-Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team 

1061-Institutionalize Dance Festival 
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II.A. Analysis: Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals) and Activities 
Describe the progress made on previously established program objectives 
(goals) including identification of achievements or areas in which further effort is 
needed. New programs which have not yet established CPR/APP objectives 
should discuss progress on program implementation or activities.    

Narrative 
Goals Set in Our 2017 CPR: 

• Revamp DANC AA - ACHEIVED 
• Institutionalize Dance Festival - On Hold, pending funding 
• Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team: Pending on staffing, 

funding, space 
• Add DANC 117 Tap Dance - ACHEIVED waiting to offer pending 

enrollment/space 
• Additional Section of DANC 150 Hip Hop Dance  - Pending on 

staffing/enrollment 
• Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major 

- In Progress 

All Goals Set in Our 2012 CPR Have Been Achieved: 

• Complete the Spring Musical and integrate into the regular program 
offerings.  
o In 2020, we were preparing to offer Chicago before COVID 19 forced 

the show to be suspended. We are hopeful this will be rescheduled in 
Spring 2021.This year a dance musical was made possible by the 
funding of a resident artist who was responsible for many of the 
aspects of the performance. This would make offering a musical 
sustainable with this level of support. Dance and Music have 
institutionalized the process via a combination of course offerings in 
tandem with the Creative Arts Division, ticket sales, ASSC support and 
SMCCD Foundation Funding.  

o Completed TracDAT assessments for all courses offered 
o Offer increased sections of DANC 130 
 We have progressed to offer this once per year (Spring Semesters) 

o Offer increased sections of production classes 
 We have now been offering DANC 395 and 400 annually. 
 We will offer DANC 400 in the fall and look at 395 in the spring. 
 Our new AA will keep DANC 400 annually offered 

Previous APP Goals: 

• Improve Technical Dance Skills By Offering More Technique Classes - In 
Progress 
o DANC 130 will be offered each Spring (occasionally in the Summer) 
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o DANC 121 will be offered each Fall 
o DANC 117/150 we hope to offer on a rotating basis. 
o We want to offer more technique courses as enrollment and facility 

availability allow. Currently, we attempt to sequence the courses so 
students pursuing the major can finish. 

• Improve Visual Self-Analysis Skills - In Progress/Achieved 
o In order to improve the verbalization and ability to self-analyze, we 

implemented additional in-class self-review discussions. This has been 
made possible by the upgrade of our dance studio's AV system in 2017, 
allowing the teacher to video tape the students in-class performances and 
immediately show the video to the students for critiquing sessions, where 
the students can gain an objective perspective on their effective use of 
skills in class.  

o The effects of self-evaluation have been shown in goal-setting and self-
analysis reviews over the past year. Students' self-analysis became much 
more concrete (specific movements, postural changes, timing details, etc.) 
as rubrics for goal-setting and self-reflection became more easily 
facilitated in class. 

• Provided Consistency in Classroom Scheduling to Improve Attendance 
- Achieved 
o SHIFT IN GOAL - we are now suffering from impaction within the 

dance studio, since the DRAMA classes are taking place in the dance 
studio. These classes benefit from the open floor and curtains, however, 
they require seats which damage the floor and tangle in the curtains and 
damage the wainscoting/walls of the room, as they must be dragged out 
and replaced by students before and after each class. While we love 
having the students use the dance studio for their performances and tech, 
the courses themselves need a proper facility that doesn't add so much 
wear and tear on a room already over-impacted. 

o In previous years, our shortage of classroom space (3-201 shares use 
with many Fitness, Drama & Combatives classes,) some dance classes 
were scheduled in the theater, which must accommodate other events. 
This would then send the students into alternate classrooms, and resulted 
in decreased student attendance. 

o More recently, we have been able to schedule almost all of the dance 
classes in the dance studio, which has improved attendance.  

• Provide Cleaner Facilities to Prevent Illness and Improve Attendance - In 
Progress 
o As per our previous requests, the dance floor continues to need more 

frequent cleaning; but in particular a weekly or bi-weekly deep cleaning.  
The floor is now being sanitized once per week (Monday morning). We are 
hopeful that the same machine used to clean the gym floor can be used in 
the dance room once a week. We have requested that through the dean. 
He will attempt to schedule that with the gym floor so that both can be 
done on the same night. This is going to be critical as we move out of a 
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COVID 19 environment. Students will become more germaphobic based 
on media coverage and recommended hygiene practices. 3-201 sees 
hundreds of students each day, and is an exceptionally high-use 
classroom, where students are sweating and changing shoes, visitors use 
it during special events, etc. it continues to require special care. 
Additionally, its important to remember that students are literally lying on 
the floor in this classroom, and touching it with their hands and faces. We 
would love to improve on this front! 

• Continue to Represent Diversity and Support Student Cohorts with 
Historically Lower Success Rates 
o When comparing to college average, we would like to increase the 

recruitment of male students (this lower number is normal in dance 
programs, but nonetheless); and to improve the recruitment and success 
rates of Black Non-Hispanic students. 

o Repeatability has affected our freedom to offer diverse dance styles 
because it took out Dance in a Cultural Context from the curriculum 
(DANC 665). In an attempt to make up for this loss, we have been trying 
to offer more styles of dance through the annual Dance Festival 2014, 
2015, 2016 (was PIF Grant Funded), teaching diverse dances in the 
dance production classes (DANC 395, DANC 400) and in the 
survey/history lecture courses (DANC 100, DANC 102). However, we 
need funding to continue support for coordination time for the dance 
festival, and guest choreographers and teachers. 

• We consider equity and diversity to be a constant focal point, and seek 
to serve students in the following ways: 
o Recruitment: in our Promotional Materials, we post pictures that represent 

our diverse student dancers, and make sure to post pictures of male 
dancers outside of the dance studio 

o Offer more sections of Hip Hop (Hopefully, by next year) 
o Created a successful Competitive Hip Hop team, which won 2nd place in 

the 2018 National Championships 
o Faculty professional development this summer at Alvin Ailey to represent 

the Black style of modern dance (planned for Summer 2018, delayed due 
to funding constraints) 

o Hire diverse faculty and Assistant Coaches 
o Offer additional styles of dance as workshops, guest choreographers, etc. 

Evidentiary Documents 
Dance_CPR_2017-2018.docx 

Associate Objectives 
1058-Facility Improvements 

1059-Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major 

1060-Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team 
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1061-Institutionalize Dance Festival 

(Note: Please see the Attachments tab to access all non-PDF documents.)  
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II.B. Analysis: Program Environment 
Describe any recent external or internal changes impacting the program or which 
are expected to impact the program in the next year. Please include when the 
specified changes occurred or are expected to occur.   

Narrative 
Industry Skill Requirements & College Redesign Impacts 

College Redesign Impact - Our Redesigned AA Degree 

In the pursuit of aligning with the Skyline Promise, we are now completing our 
Redesign of the Dance Major to increase our graduation rates & Student 
Preparedness  

Student Preparedness 

Switching Emphasis from Choreography to Technique 

The major now focuses on choreography courses (4 versus 3 in technique) 
Alumni have reported re-taking choreography classes after transfer. More 
technique classes will improve students' audition chances, both at transfer 
institutions and for job opportunities 

Adding Diversity to our Technique Offerings & Recruitment 

Industry demands a mastery of the basic skills in a diversity of techniques. 

• Institutionalizing the Dance Festival, which offers diverse dance 
workshops  

• Institutionalizing the Competitive Hip Hop Team, to increase diverse 
recruitment  

• Increasing course offerings of Hip Hop, Tap, DANC 102 

Graduation Rates - Faster & Better for Transfer 

• Our graduation numbers are equivalent to other dance programs, state-
wide 

• Dance courses are also part of the KINE AA-T and PE Majors as well. 
KINE AA-T is fifth most popular AA-T at Skyline College and 10th most 
popular degree. 

• We would like to grow, and so researched obstacles to transfer within our 
major 

• Removed BIO 260 Human Anatomy, as it is considered "upper division" 
by transfer institutions, and students were having to re-take the course 
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Despite certificates adding successful numbers to other colleges' reports, these 
certificates (e.g.: dance instruction) do not hold much water in hiring practices, as 
they are not nationalized or standardized. Therefore, we have again decided 
against focusing on these offerings, as they do not align with the Skyline Promise 
to get students "out on time."  

Industry Skill Requirements 

In order to prepare students to win steady, well-paying jobs in the dance industry, 
technical skill must be achieved in the following dance styles: ballet (which 
improves skills in Jazz and Modern), Jazz, Tap and Modern (including 
Contemporary). Popular dance styles such as Hip Hop, Polynesian dances 
(Hula, Tahitian, Filipino cultural dances), Ballroom dances (competitive ballroom 
styles), Swing dancing, Vintage social dances, Flamenco, Latin social dances 
(Salsa, Bachata, Cumbia, Cuban Salsa), Tango (both social and competitive 
forms), etc. are all additional skills that should be chosen by the student as an 
emphasis in which they can excel. In an audition, however, the dancer who has 
the foundational skill set will be able to out- perform almost every specialty 
dancer, because of increased strength and versatility. This is becoming even 
more true in a globalized world of entertainment and popular love of dance style 
fusion. Just as a visual artist cannot expect to succeed in their career with only 
the ability to do line drawings, dancers are expected to at least have mastered 
the basics in these core techniques, in order to maintain regular employment. 

As California was the birthplace of modern dance (Isadora Duncan, Martha 
Graham, Doris Humphrey and more Modern Dance Pioneers), and the first 
collegiate dance program in America (Mills College), we tend to focus on the 
academic tradition of modern dance. However, this has led most West Coast 
colleges to produce mostly Modern/Contemporary dancers, which does not 
prepare students to work in most dance industry jobs, because they lack a 
diversity of techniques. Similarly, current popular dance styles (e.g.: Salsa and 
Hip Hop,) must be treated not just as physical education courses, but as a place 
for students to realize their passion and to channel that into their momentum to 
"Get in, Get through and Graduate ...on time!" Too often, students discover a true 
passion and love of dance, but because dance programs fail to recruit and 
educate properly from those classes. For example, if a student were a rapper in 
their free time, the college's job is to make the connection between rap 
authorship and performance, poetry, music and public speaking. We would hope 
that our collegiate Music and/or English programs would recruit that student, and 
that their love of their style of expression would help them to meet their goals in a 
timely manner. Tap dancing is a required skill for dance professionals, and due to 
the emphasis in California on Modern Dance, college dance graduates with tap 
skills are becoming more rare. These skills are highly important for performances 
in musical theater, on and off Broadway, in amusement parks, on cruise ships 
and in film and live productions. Additionally, as a dance that developed from the 
Jazz music scene in America and was made famous by many male, African 
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American dance superstars, this class would increase the diversity of our course 
offerings. 

Evidentiary Documents 
Dance_ProgAwardsSumm_CCC_DataMart_2018-2019.xls 

DegreesCertificates-overall.pdf 

DegreesCertificates-top10_2014-2019.pdf 

KINE_ProgAwardsSumm_CCC_DataMart_2018-2019.xls 

PE_ProgAwardsSumm_CCC_DataMart_2018-2019.xls 

Associate Objectives 
1058-Facility Improvements 

1059-Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major 

1060-Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team 

1061-Institutionalize Dance Festival 

(Note: Please see the Attachments tab to access all non-PDF documents.) 
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II.C. Analysis: Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs and PSLOs) 
1) Instructional Programs Only: Describe what was learned from the assessment 

of course SLOs for the current and past year.  
2) Student Service Programs Only: If PSLOs are being assessed this year  

(3-year cycle), describe what was learned. If no assessment was done 
because this is an off-cycle year, please state that this item is not 
applicable.    

Narrative 
SLO & PSLO Assessment Results 

Since 2015, all SLO and PSLO Assessments in all courses (which were offered) 
met their criteria 

Inconclusive results for critical thinking and self-assessment SLOs had been 
close to the mark in 2015, and have since improved to surpass the criteria. The 
classes with the lowest success rates in completing assignments and gaining 
technical skill all cited attendance as affecting their student's success on exams 
and performance execution. 

Improving Student Critical Thinking Skills 

In order to improve the verbalization and ability to self-analyze, we implemented 
additional in-class self-review discussions. This has been made possible by the 
upgrade of our dance studio's AV system, allowing the teacher to video the 
students in-class performances and immediately show the video to the students 
for critiquing sessions, where the students can gain an objective perspective on 
their effective use of skills in class. 

Increased Online Course Success Rates 

Improved Online Course Success and Retention 

Online courses were behind in 2014-2015, at 59.5% success rate. We have 
improved our success rates to 75.7%, and have met or surpassed the college 
average since 2015. The retention rate has improved by 15% over the same 
period with a reduction of the withdrawal rate of 15%.This may be due to the 
modifications made over the past four years in DANC 100. We have converted to 
CANVAS, and have added rubrics to almost all of the assignments that students 
interact with, clarifying the expectations for their assignments. Students also 
participate in peer reviews using these rubrics, which has improved their success 
with Critical Thinking SLO's and PSLO's. 
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Face to Face v. On-Line Metrics 

Dance appears to be an area where it is important to look at face to face data v. 
on-line as when the numbers are combined they tend to blend results. Face to 
face enrollment has been declining slightly and is consistent with overall college 
enrollment trends. FTEF and Load have declined slightly as well. The Gender 
gap has narrowed in face to face to 65% female to 35% male. Filipino and 
Hispanic students are underrepresented in face to face with whie non-Hispanic 
students being over-represented. Age demographics are evening spread with 
19% being 60 or older which reflects the three sections of evening dance. This 
evening cohort is also the reason that 35% of students in face to face indicate 
their interest in dance is exploratory. 73% of students enrolling in face to face 
dance courses are part-time. In comparison, on-line enrollment (DANC 100) has 
been growing. This growth outpaces campus growth in online enrollment with 
total enrollment going up over 200%. Female to Male ratio is 63% to 37%. Ethnic 
diversity of students taking on-line courses is fairly consistent with campus trends 
except white non-Hispanic students are underrepresented. Age demographics 
are skewed heavily to students that are 22 or younger (80%) with another 12% 
being between 23-28. 93% of students taking DANC 100 indicate transfer as 
their primary educational goal. 65% of students taking DANC 100 are full-time. 
You see the correlation between age, educational goal and full-time status 
because DANC 100 fulfills a C1 general education requirement and is UC, CSU 
and IGETC certified. Students want this course and like having the on-line option. 
Improvements in success and retention on-line have lifted success rates for all 
students.  

Facilities Improvements and Obstacles 

In years previous to 2015, the Tango classes and the DANC 395, 400 and 391 
courses, had seen student success impacted by being displaced from their 
assigned facilities. (These classes were scheduled on the stage because 3-201 
was impacted by Fitness and Combatives courses.) Since the Spring 2015, we 
continue to see improvement because the DANC 400 course was able to be 
entirely scheduled in 3-201. The Dance Floor in 3-201 is coming to the end of it's 
useful life. Several areas have depressed (lowered) flooring. We have a 
commitment that the floor will be repaired / replaced in the summer of 2021 with 
a new marley placed on the surface. Special care should be taken to remove the 
step boxes from the back area when this happens. They damage the marley 
when not moved properly. In fact, better storage is an ongoing need for dance. 

Assessment 

One barrier to effective assessment in previous years has been small sample 
sizes. This may become more dire as we move forward with the leveling of 
courses within TracDat. All courses in the dance department have both SLO's 
and Assessment plans in leveled format, but not necessarily entered by 
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individual level into TracDat. With the courses divided up into levels, we may see 
even more courses with sample sizes too small to give clear results. 

All courses will continue to be assessed every semester when offered. SLO's and 
assessments track skill and fitness development based on a pre-test and post-
test, including assessments of in-class videos, that the students and instructors 
evaluate together. In addition, depending on the course, assessments related to 
technical skill demonstration, technical and/or theoretical knowledge, cultural 
customs, history and basic applied anatomy and physiology are conducted. 
Students are evaluated by progression within levels established at a beginning, 
intermediate, advanced intermediate and advanced level. 

Performance courses are evaluated by the student's ability to learn and 
effectively execute choreography and artistic expression, as well as their ability to 
work in teams, use time management techniques, communicate effectively and 
to complete the choreographic process from initial idea to final performance 
piece. Performance courses usually also require the students to write about this 
process and to analyze their own professionalism in this context. DANC 100 is a 
lecture course about the history of dance, and these students are assessed via 
their self-expression in forums, in essay papers and via multiple-choice exams. 

Evidentiary Documents 
Assessment_ Course Four Column_Dance_2019-2020.pdf 

danc_apr.pdf 

danc_apr_f2f.pdf 

danc_apr_o.pdf 

Associate Objectives 
1058-Facility Improvements 

1059-Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major 

1060-Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team 

1061-Institutionalize Dance Festival 
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III.A. Reflection: Considering Key Findings 
Consider the previous analysis of progress achieved, program environment, and 
course-level SLOs or PSLOs (if applicable). What are the key findings and/or 
conclusions drawn? Discuss how what was learned can be used to improve the 
program's effectiveness.   

Narrative 
2020 APP 

Face to Face v. On-Line Metrics 

Dance appears to be an area where it is important to look at face to face data v. 
on-line as when the numbers are combined they tend to blend results. Face to 
face enrollment has been declining slightly and is consistent with overall college 
enrollment trends. FTEF and Load have declined slightly as well. The Gender 
gap has narrowed in face to face to 65% female to 35% male. Filipino and 
Hispanic students are underrepresented in face to face with whie non-Hispanic 
students being over-represented. Age demographics are evening spread with 
19% being 60 or older which reflects the three sections of evening dance. This 
evening cohort is also the reason that 35% of students in face to face indicate 
their interest in dance is exploratory. 73% of students enrolling in face to face 
dance courses are part-time. In comparison, on-line enrollment (DANC 100) has 
been growing. This growth outpaces campus growth in online enrollment with 
total enrollment going up over 200%. Female to Male ratio is 63% to 37%. Ethnic 
diversity of students taking on-line courses is fairly consistent with campus trends 
except white non-Hispanic students are underrepresented. Age demographics 
are skewed heavily to students that are 22 or younger (80%) with another 12% 
being between 23-28. 93% of students taking DANC 100 indicate transfer as 
their primary educational goal. 65% of students taking DANC 100 are full-time. 
You see the correlation between age, educational goal and full-time status 
because DANC 100 fulfills a C1 general education requirement and is UC, CSU 
and IGETC certified. Students want this course and like having the on-line option. 
Improvements in success and retention on-line have lifted success rates for all 
students.  

Improved Online Course Success and Retention 

Online courses were behind in 2014-2015, at 59.5% success rate. We have 
improved our success rates to 75.7%, and have met or surpassed the college 
average since 2015. The retention rate has improved by 15% over the same 
period with a reduction of the withdrawal rate of 15%.This may be due to the 
modifications made over the past four years in DANC 100. We have converted to 
CANVAS, and have added rubrics to almost all of the assignments that students 
interact with, clarifying the expectations for their assignments. Students also 
participate in peer reviews using these rubrics, which has improved their success 
with Critical Thinking SLO's and PSLO's. 
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Equity 

Our program continues to have success rates in all age groups that are above 
the college average rates.  

Facilities Improvements and Obstacles 

In years previous to 2015, the Tango classes and the DANC 395, 400 and 391 
courses, had seen student success impacted by being displaced from their 
assigned facilities. (These classes were scheduled on the stage because 3-201 
was impacted by Fitness and Combatives courses.) Since the Spring 2015, we 
continue to see improvement because the DANC 400 course was able to be 
entirely scheduled in 3-201. The Dance Floor in 3-201 is coming to the end of it's 
useful life. Several areas have depressed (lowered) flooring. We have a 
commitment that the floor will be repaired / replaced in the summer of 2021 with 
a new marley placed on the surface. Special care should be taken to remove the 
step boxes from the back area when this happens. They damage the marley 
when not moved properly. In fact, better storage is an ongoing need for dance. 

Time to Grow! 

In addition to adding a new lecture course, we would like to continue growing the 
dance team. We have discussed expanding the Hip Hop team into a jr./varsity 
dual level format, so that more students could join the team, over time. 
Additionally, we are requesting funding to cover more hours of coordination and 
rehearsals, which will improve the caliber of the team AND provide time for 
recruitment activities (some of which could offer students opportunity to perform 
at local high schools as part of recruitment activities). 
We would also like to bring back the Dance Festival 

Evidentiary Documents 
Assessment_ Course Four Column_Dance_2019-2020.pdf 

danc_apr.pdf 

danc_apr_f2f.pdf 

danc_apr_o.pdf 

Associate Objectives 
1058-Facility Improvements 

1059-Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major 

1060-Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team 

1061-Institutionalize Dance Festival  
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III.B. Reflection: ISLOs 
If your program participated in assessment of ISLOs this year:  
(1) What are the findings and/or conclusions drawn?  
(2) Does the program intend to make any changes or investigate further based 
on the findings? If so, briefly describe what the program intends to do.    

Narrative 
SLO & PSLO Assessment Results 
SLO & PSLO Assessment Results 

Since 2015, all SLO and PSLO Assessments in all courses (which were offered) 
met their criteria 

Inconclusive results for critical thinking and self-assessment SLOs had been 
close to the mark in 2015, and have since improved to surpass the criteria. The 
classes with the lowest success rates in completing assignments and gaining 
technical skill all cited attendance as affecting their student's success on exams 
and performance execution. 

Improving Student Critical Thinking Skills 

In order to improve the verbalization and ability to self-analyze, we implemented 
additional in-class self-review discussions. This has been made possible by the 
upgrade of our dance studio's AV system, allowing the teacher to video the 
students in-class performances and immediately show the video to the students 
for critiquing sessions, where the students can gain an objective perspective on 
their effective use of skills in class. 

Facilities Improvements and Obstacles 

In years previous to 2015, the Tango classes and the DANC 395, 400 and 391 
courses, had seen student success impacted by being displaced from their 
assigned facilities. (These classes were scheduled on the stage because 3-201 
was impacted by Fitness and Combatives courses.) Since the Spring 2015, we 
continue to see improvement because the DANC 400 course was able to be 
entirely scheduled in 3-201. The Dance Floor in 3-201 is coming to the end of it's 
useful life. Several areas have depressed (lowered) flooring. We have a 
commitment that the floor will be repaired / replaced in the summer of 2021 with 
a new marley placed on the surface. Special care should be taken to remove the 
step boxes from the back area when this happens. They damage the marley 
when not moved properly. In fact, better storage is an ongoing need for dance. 
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Assessment 

One barrier to effective assessment in previous years has been small sample 
sizes. This may become more dire as we move forward with the leveling of 
courses within TracDat. All courses in the dance department have both SLO's 
and Assessment plans in leveled format, but not necessarily entered by 
individual level into TracDat. With the courses divided up into levels, we may see 
even more courses with sample sizes too small to give clear results. 

All courses will continue to be assessed every semester when offered. SLO's and 
assessments track skill and fitness development based on a pre-test and post-
test, including assessments of in-class videos, that the students and instructors 
evaluate together. In addition, depending on the course, assessments related to 
technical skill demonstration, technical and/or theoretical knowledge, cultural 
customs, history and basic applied anatomy and physiology are conducted. 
Students are evaluated by progression within levels established at a beginning, 
intermediate, advanced intermediate and advanced level. 

Performance courses are evaluated by the student's ability to learn and 
effectively execute choreography and artistic expression, as well as their ability to 
work in teams, use time management techniques, communicate effectively and 
to complete the choreographic process from initial idea to final performance 
piece. Performance courses usually also require the students to write about this 
process and to analyze their own professionalism in this context. DANC 100 is a 
lecture course about the history of dance, and these students are assessed via 
their self-expression in forums, in essay papers and via multiple-choice exams. 

Evidentiary Documents 
Assessment_ Course Four Column_Dance_2019-2020.pdf 

Relationship and Assessment_ Outcomes by PSLO's_Dance_2019-2020.pdf 

Associate Objectives 
1058-Facility Improvements 

1059-Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major 

1060-Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team 

1061-Institutionalize Dance Festival 
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IV.A. Strategy for Program Enhancement: Continuation/Modification 
Indicate whether the program is continuing implementation of the last CPR 
strategy or revising the strategy. Please describe the modifications if revisions 
are intended.  

Note: Any new strategies should be linked to Institutional Goals through creation 
of objectives in the next section. If the program has not yet participated in 
comprehensive program review, an annual or multi-year strategy can be defined 
in this item.   

Narrative 
Expanding the Dance Program: Curriculum, Outreach, 
Competitive Dance Team, & Facilities 
Increase Sections of Technique Courses 

As we recruit and grow, we would hope to offer multiple sections of our leveled 
curriculum, allowing us to separate Beginning, Intermediate from the Advanced 
Intermediate students: In addition, depending on interest and enrollment we 
would want to: 

• Offer DANC 150 Hip Hop annually. 
• Offer DANC 117 Tap Dance annually 
• Offer DANC 121 Contemporary Modern in both the Spring and the Fall 
• Offer DANC 102 and DANC 100 every fall and spring semester 

Expanding the Competitive Dance Team & Connecting with Community 

We would like to institutionalize the dance team. We have discussed expanding 
the Hip Hop team into a jr./varsity dual level format, so that more students could 
join the team, while retaining the level of rigor at competitions. Additionally, 
funding that we are seeking would cover more hours of coordination and 
rehearsals, which will improve the caliber of the team AND provide time for 
recruitment activities (some of which could offer students opportunity to 
perform at local high schools as part of recruitment activities).  

We would also like to bring back the Dance Festival.  The festival attracted 
students and community members to our campus and dance program by offering 
clinics from professional dance instructors in a culturally diverse selection of 
movement styles. This would help grow the program and connect with the 
community. 

Facilities Improvements 

 In years previous to 2015, the Tango classes and the DANC 395, 400 and 391 
courses, had seen student success impacted by being displaced from their 
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assigned facilities. (These classes were scheduled on the stage because 3-201 
was impacted by Fitness and Combatives courses.) Since the Spring 2015, we 
continue to see improvement because the DANC 400 course was able to be 
entirely scheduled in 3-201. The Dance Floor in 3-201 is coming to the end of it's 
useful life. Several areas have depressed (lowered) flooring. We have a 
commitment that the floor will be repaired / replaced in the summer of 2021 with 
a new marley placed on the surface. Special care should be taken to remove the 
step boxes from the back area when this happens. They damage the marley 
when not moved properly. In fact, better storage is an ongoing need for dance 

As per our previous requests, the dance floor continues to need more frequent 
cleaning; but in particular a weekly or bi-weekly deep cleaning.  The floor is now 
being sanitized once per week (Monday morning). We are hopeful that the same 
machine used to clean the gym floor can be used in the dance room once a 
week. We have requested that through the dean. He will attempt to schedule that 
with the gym floor so that both can be done on the same night. This is going to 
be critical as we move out of a COVID 19 environment. Students will become 
more germaphobic based on media coverage and recommended hygiene 
practices. 3-201 sees hundreds of students each day, and is an exceptionally 
high-use classroom, where students are sweating and changing shoes, visitors 
use it during special events, etc. it continues to require special care. Additionally, 
its important to remember that students are literally lying on the floor in this 
classroom, and touching it with their hands and faces. We would love to improve 
on this front! 

Evidentiary Documents 
Assessment_ Course Four Column_Dance_2019-2020.pdf 

danc_apr.pdf 

danc_apr_f2f.pdf 

danc_apr_o.pdf 

Dance_ProgAwardsSumm_CCC_DataMart_2018-2019.xls 

DegreesCertificates-overall.pdf 

Relationship and Assessment_ Outcomes by PSLO's_Dance_2019-2020.pdf 

Associate Objectives 
1058-Facility Improvements 

1059-Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major 

1060-Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team 
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1061-Institutionalize Dance Festival 

(Note: Please see the Attachments tab to access all non-PDF documents.) 
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IV.B. Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests 
Based on the most recent CPR and any desired modifications, develop an 
annual action plan with related resource requests. No narrative response will be 
entered in this section, but the objectives you create will be printed automatically 
in the APP report under this item.  

(1) To begin, click on PLANNING at the top of the page, then CREATE A NEW 
OBJECTIVE. To view previously created objectives, click PLANNING at the top 
of the page, then VIEW MY OBJECTIVE.  
(2) IMPORTANT! Make sure to associate each objective to this standard in the 
APP. Need help? Contact the PRIE Office for further instructions. Institutional 
Goals. Need help? Contact the PRIE Office for further instructions.  

Narrative 
Associate Objectives 
1058-Facility Improvements 

1059-Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major 

1060-Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team 

1061-Institutionalize Dance Festival 
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline
Top 10
Overall


Program N %


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Interdisciplinary
Studies: Letters &
Science Skyline Pattern 395 8.8% 82.92 9.4


Allied Health Science 392 8.7% 79.72 9.6


Interdisciplinary
Studies: Social & Nat
Sci Skyline Pattern 295 6.6% 84.17 9.1


Interdisciplinary
Studies: Social &
Behav Sci Skyline
Pattern 257 5.7% 83.02 9.7


Emergency Medical
Technology 238 5.3% 35.51 4.2


Business: Business
Admin. for Transfer,
CSUGE 230 5.1% 84.22 9.1


Psychology for
Transfer, CSU-GE 208 4.6% 80.07 9.1


Interdisciplinary
Studies: Arts &
Humanities Skyline
Pattern 181 4.0% 87.34 10.4


Early Childhood
Education 176 3.9% 70.41 9.3


Business: Business
Admin. for Transfer,
IGETC-CSU 164 3.7% 81.66 7.9


Top 10
Associate's


Program N %


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Interdisciplinary
Studies: Letters &
Science Skyline Pattern 395 8.8% 82.92 9.4


Allied Health Science 392 8.7% 79.72 9.6


Interdisciplinary
Studies: Social & Nat
Sci Skyline Pattern 295 6.6% 84.17 9.1


Interdisciplinary
Studies: Social &
Behav Sci Skyline
Pattern 257 5.7% 83.02 9.7


Business: Business
Admin. for Transfer,
CSUGE 230 5.1% 84.22 9.1


Psychology for
Transfer, CSU-GE 208 4.6% 80.07 9.1


Interdisciplinary
Studies: Arts &
Humanities Skyline
Pattern 181 4.0% 87.34 10.4


Business: Business
Admin. for Transfer,
IGETC-CSU 164 3.7% 81.66 7.9


Psychology for
Transfer, IGETC CSU 101 2.3% 81.01 7.9


Kinesiology for
Transfer, CSU-GE 97 2.2% 81.86 9.0


Top 10
Certificates


Program N %


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Emergency Medical
Technology 238 5.3% 35.51 4.2


Automotive
Technology: Electricity/
Electronics 151 3.4% 60.94 5.6


Automotive
Technology: Engines
Technology 149 3.3% 55.03 5.3


Automotive
Technology: Chassis
Technology 145 3.2% 58.69 5.4


Automotive
Technology: Drive
Train Technology 139 3.1% 59.09 5.5


Cosmetology:
Esthetician 137 3.1% 34.78 4.2


Cosmetology 124 2.9% 55.41 5.4


Early Childhood
Education 118 3.9% 57.66 8.0


Automotive
Technology: Engine
Performance 80 1.8% 104.35 8.7


Automotive
Technology: Advanced
Engine Performance
Tech 75 1.7% 114.85 9.3
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Dance Courses


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


Summer 98 125 148 90 101


Fall 271 247 275 290 378


Spring 245 364 303 373 380


Total 534 630 636 652 759


Unduplicated Headcount by Term


Enrollments by Term


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


Summer 114 146 164 103 115


Fall 295 263 288 305 405


Spring 263 386 328 391 410


Total 672 795 780 799 930
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Dance Courses


Female Male Unreported


2014-2015 372 69.7% 146 27.3% 16 3.0%


2015-2016 441 70.0% 176 27.9% 13 2.1%


2016-2017 456 71.7% 161 25.3% 19 3.0%


2017-2018 427 65.5% 209 32.1% 16 2.5%


2018-2019 480 63.2% 262 34.5% 17 2.2%


Total 1,850 67.7% 813 29.7% 71 2.6%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


Am. Ind./Alaska Native 3 0.6% 1 0.2% 1 0.2% 1 0.1%


Asian 99 18.5% 111 17.6% 114 17.9% 177 27.1% 152 20.0%


Black - Non-Hispanic 16 3.0% 17 2.7% 14 2.2% 11 1.7% 14 1.8%


Filipino 110 20.6% 127 20.2% 117 18.4% 118 18.1% 160 21.1%


Hispanic/Latino 101 18.9% 90 14.3% 98 15.4% 98 15.0% 118 15.5%


Pacific Islander 2 0.4% 3 0.5% 8 1.3% 2 0.3% 10 1.3%


White Non-Hispanic 95 17.8% 129 20.5% 129 20.3% 124 19.0% 145 19.1%


Multi Races 93 17.4% 130 20.6% 139 21.9% 107 16.4% 143 18.8%


Unreported 15 2.8% 23 3.7% 16 2.5% 14 2.1% 16 2.1%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender and Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Dance Courses


Unduplicated Headcount by Goal


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


4yr stu take class for 4yr col 27 5.1% 37 5.9% 24 3.8% 13 2.0% 12 1.6%


College Preparation 23 4.3% 24 3.8% 19 3.0% 21 3.2% 27 3.6%


CTE Certif/Career Development 44 8.2% 50 7.9% 45 7.1% 22 3.4% 26 3.4%


Degree/Transfer 320 59.9% 408 64.8% 439 69.0% 495 75.9% 577 76.0%


Exploratory 120 22.5% 111 17.6% 109 17.1% 101 15.5% 117 15.4%


Total 534 630 636 652 759


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


Age Under 18 40 7.5% 47 7.5% 36 5.7% 52 8.0% 67 8.8%


Age 18 - 22 242 45.3% 324 51.4% 331 52.0% 361 55.4% 413 54.4%


Age 23 - 28 87 16.3% 108 17.1% 115 18.1% 87 13.3% 93 12.3%


Age 29 - 39 61 11.4% 56 8.9% 65 10.2% 65 10.0% 68 9.0%


Age 40 - 49 26 4.9% 27 4.3% 29 4.6% 21 3.2% 37 4.9%


Age 50 - 59 27 5.1% 26 4.1% 14 2.2% 25 3.8% 24 3.2%


Age 60 + 51 9.6% 42 6.7% 46 7.2% 41 6.3% 57 7.5%


Total 534 630 636 652 759


Unduplicated Headcount by Age


Unduplicated Headcount by Fall Unit Load


FALL 2014 FALL 2015 FALL 2016 FALL 2017 FALL 2018


Full Time (12+ Units) 111 41.0% 111 44.9% 130 47.3% 135 46.6% 192 50.8%


Part Time (Less Than 12 Units) 160 59.0% 136 55.1% 145 52.7% 155 53.4% 186 49.2%


Total 271 247 275 290 378
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES 
Dance Courses (Excludes Summer)


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2014-2015 558 421 75.4% 85.1% 14.9%


2015-2016 649 498 76.7% 86.6% 13.4%


2016-2017 616 484 78.6% 90.7% 9.3%


2017-2018 696 605 86.9% 92.7% 7.3%


2018-2019 815 659 80.9% 91.0% 9.0%


Total 3,334 2,667 80.0% 89.5% 10.5%


Annual Course Success and Retention (Excludes Summer)


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


Fall 2014 295 210 71.2% 84.1% 15.9%


Fall 2015 263 198 75.3% 86.3% 13.7%


Fall 2016 288 224 77.8% 92.7% 7.3%


Fall 2017 305 273 89.5% 95.4% 4.6%


Fall 2018 405 319 78.8% 90.9% 9.1%


Spring 2015 263 211 80.2% 86.3% 13.7%


Spring 2016 386 300 77.7% 86.8% 13.2%


Spring 2017 328 260 79.3% 89.0% 11.0%


Spring 2018 391 332 84.9% 90.5% 9.5%


Spring 2019 410 340 82.9% 91.2% 8.8%


Total 3,334 2,667 80.0% 89.5% 10.5%


Term Course Success and Retention (Excludes Summer)
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES 
Dance Courses (Excludes Summer)


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 Total
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Am. Ind./Alaska Native 3 100% 0% 100% 2 50% 50% 2 100% 0% 1 100% 0% 8 88% 13%


Asian 93 82% 16% 118 90% 6% 106 87% 7% 186 87% 10% 178 87% 7% 681 87% 9%


Black - Non-Hispanic 14 64% 14% 22 45% 23% 12 50% 42% 11 82% 18% 15 60% 13% 74 58% 22%


Filipino 117 72% 17% 116 69% 18% 111 68% 13% 124 85% 9% 168 82% 8% 636 76% 13%


Hispanic/Latino 106 69% 18% 90 72% 13% 87 77% 10% 100 91% 2% 121 74% 8% 504 77% 10%


Pacific Islander 2 50% 50% 3 33% 33% 9 44% 11% 2 100% 0% 11 27% 36% 27 41% 26%


White Non-Hispanic 104 82% 12% 135 81% 16% 148 86% 6% 145 87% 7% 159 85% 9% 691 84% 10%


Multi Races 104 73% 13% 142 76% 13% 127 78% 8% 108 84% 7% 150 79% 9% 631 78% 10%


Unreported 15 93% 7% 23 83% 9% 14 86% 7% 18 100% 0% 12 83% 17% 82 89% 7%


Total 558 75% 15% 649 77% 13% 616 79% 9% 696 87% 7% 815 81% 9% 3,334 80% 11%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Ethnicity (Excludes Summer)
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES 
Dance Courses (Excludes Summer)


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 Total
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Age Under 18 33 79% 15% 44 84% 14% 40 90% 3% 50 86% 8% 69 93% 6% 236 87% 8%


Age 18 - 22 268 74% 15% 324 72% 13% 308 74% 11% 380 86% 7% 439 77% 8% 1,719 77% 10%


Age 23 - 28 89 66% 18% 112 76% 15% 102 74% 12% 82 76% 13% 106 73% 16% 491 73% 15%


Age 29 - 39 64 72% 22% 62 76% 23% 65 75% 12% 70 93% 7% 63 86% 10% 324 81% 15%


Age 40 - 49 27 74% 19% 28 75% 14% 22 82% 9% 20 100% 0% 42 90% 7% 139 84% 10%


Age 50 - 59 21 95% 5% 23 91% 9% 11 91% 0% 28 93% 7% 28 93% 4% 111 93% 5%


Age 60 + 56 93% 5% 56 98% 2% 68 99% 1% 66 97% 3% 68 91% 9% 314 96% 4%


Total 558 75% 15% 649 77% 13% 616 79% 9% 696 87% 7% 815 81% 9% 3,334 80% 11%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Age (Excludes Summer)
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES 
Dance Courses (Excludes Summer)


Course Success and Retention by Gender (Excludes Summer)


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2014-2015 Female 377 72.7% 84.1% 15.9%


2014-2015 Male 166 81.3% 88.0% 12.0%


2014-2015 Unreported 15 80.0% 80.0% 20.0%


2014-2015 Total 558 75.4% 85.1% 14.9%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2015-2016 Female 453 74.8% 84.8% 15.2%


2015-2016 Male 183 81.4% 90.7% 9.3%


2015-2016 Unreported 13 76.9% 92.3% 7.7%


2015-2016 Total 649 76.7% 86.6% 13.4%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2016-2017 Female 433 77.4% 89.6% 10.4%


2016-2017 Male 167 81.4% 94.0% 6.0%


2016-2017 Unreported 16 81.3% 87.5% 12.5%


2016-2017 Total 616 78.6% 90.7% 9.3%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2017-2018 Female 454 88.3% 93.4% 6.6%


2017-2018 Male 225 84.0% 91.6% 8.4%


2017-2018 Unreported 17 88.2% 88.2% 11.8%


2017-2018 Total 696 86.9% 92.7% 7.3%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2018-2019 Female 535 83.4% 92.1% 7.9%


2018-2019 Male 267 76.0% 88.8% 11.2%


2018-2019 Unreported 13 76.9% 92.3% 7.7%


2018-2019 Total 815 80.9% 91.0% 9.0%
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SKYLINE COLLEGE PRODUCTIVITY 
Dance Courses


Year FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


2014-2015 3.48 64.17 553 23 29.2


2015-2016 3.66 75.22 17.2% 617 11.5% 26 30.6


2016-2017 3.81 73.71 -2.0% 581 -5.9% 26 30.0


2017-2018 3.91 76.90 4.3% 591 1.7% 25 32.0


2018-2019 3.80 86.26 12.2% 681 15.3% 26 35.8


Term FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


Fall 2014 1.40 29.66 636 9 32.9


Fall 2015 1.30 26.71 -9.9% 616 -3.0% 10 26.3


Fall 2016 1.45 29.52 10.5% 611 -0.9% 8 36.0


Fall 2017 1.65 32.47 10.0% 590 -3.4% 9 33.9


Fall 2018 1.65 40.64 25.2% 739 25.2% 10 40.5


Spring 2015 1.63 27.79 -31.6% 512 -30.8% 9 29.0


Spring 2016 1.78 39.77 43.1% 669 30.8% 10 38.6


Spring 2017 1.78 33.95 -14.6% 571 -14.6% 12 27.3


Spring 2018 1.88 39.64 16.8% 633 10.8% 11 35.5


Spring 2019 1.78 40.29 1.6% 681 7.6% 11 37.3


Summer 2014 .45 6.72 -83.3% 448 -34.2% 5 22.8


Summer 2015 .58 8.74 30.1% 456 1.8% 6 24.3


Summer 2016 .58 10.23 17.1% 534 17.1% 6 27.5


Summer 2017 .38 4.79 -53.2% 383 -28.3% 5 20.6


Summer 2018 .38 5.33 11.3% 426 11.3% 5 23.0
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DEFINITIONS


Term Definition


Reporting Period Academic Year(s): 2014-2015 to 2018-2019


Duplicated Headcount (Enrollments) Counts each student once for every course in which they enroll.


Unduplicated Headcount Counts each student once and only once, regardless of the number of courses in
which they enroll.


Course Success Grades starting with ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, and ‘P’ are considering successful – all other letter
grades represent unsuccessful outcomes. The success rate is calculated based on the
following formula: number of registrations with grades A, B, C, or P ÷ Number of
registrations with a non-blank grade. Note that the denominator includes withdrawals,
i.e. grades of W.


Course Retention The percentage of enrollments that earned any letter grade other than W.


Course Withdrawal The percentage of enrollments that earned a W letter grade.


4 yr stu take class for 4 yr col Students with education goal listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year college


College Preparation Goal Students with education goal listed as Complete Credits for HS Diplom, or Improve
Basic Skills


CTE Certif/Career Development Goal Students with education goal listed as Acquire Job Skills/ New Career, Earn 2 year
Certificate without Transfer, Maintain Certificate/License, Update Job Skills/ Job
Advance, or  Earn Vocational Certificate without Transfer


Degree/Transfer Goal Students with education goal listed as Earn AA/AS & Transfer to 4 year institution,
Earn AA/AS w/out Transfer, or Transfer to 4 year institution without AA/AS


Exploratory Goal Students with education goal not listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year
college, College Preparation, CTE Certificate/Career Development, or Degree/Transfer


Full-Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF) Total faculty workload divided by 15. Excludes faculty workload assigned to sections
that were cancelled.


Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) 1 FTES = 525 contact hours. Cancelled sections and audit enrollments are excluded
from this figure.


Load Weekly Student Contact Hours (WSCH) ÷ FTEF. Cancelled sections and audit
enrollments are excluded from this figure.


Fall Unit Load Based on the unit enrollment districtwide.
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Dance Face to Face Courses


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


Summer 98 90 101 90 101


Fall 196 140 128 124 141


Spring 156 221 180 174 149


Total 374 360 328 295 301


Unduplicated Headcount by Term


Enrollments by Term


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


Summer 114 108 116 103 115


Fall 219 155 140 139 162


Spring 169 238 204 185 175


Total 502 501 460 427 452
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Dance Face to Face Courses


Female Male Unreported


2014-2015 252 67.4% 109 29.1% 13 3.5%


2015-2016 244 67.8% 110 30.6% 6 1.7%


2016-2017 239 72.9% 80 24.4% 9 2.7%


2017-2018 206 69.8% 84 28.5% 5 1.7%


2018-2019 195 64.8% 97 32.2% 9 3.0%


Total 890 68.9% 367 28.4% 34 2.6%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


Am. Ind./Alaska Native 2 0.5% 1 0.3% 1 0.3%


Asian 71 19.0% 65 18.1% 54 16.5% 76 25.8% 61 20.3%


Black - Non-Hispanic 6 1.6% 7 1.9% 8 2.4% 3 1.0% 6 2.0%


Filipino 71 19.0% 70 19.4% 38 11.6% 49 16.6% 36 12.0%


Hispanic/Latino 66 17.6% 55 15.3% 57 17.4% 41 13.9% 32 10.6%


Pacific Islander 1 0.3% 4 1.2% 4 1.3%


White Non-Hispanic 79 21.1% 81 22.5% 87 26.5% 73 24.7% 94 31.2%


Multi Races 65 17.4% 67 18.6% 67 20.4% 44 14.9% 57 18.9%


Unreported 13 3.5% 15 4.2% 13 4.0% 8 2.7% 10 3.3%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender and Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Dance Face to Face Courses


Unduplicated Headcount by Goal


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


4yr stu take class for 4yr col 13 3.5% 19 5.3% 14 4.3% 6 2.0% 7 2.3%


College Preparation 22 5.9% 21 5.8% 17 5.2% 17 5.8% 21 7.0%


CTE Certif/Career Development 36 9.6% 36 10.0% 29 8.8% 14 4.7% 20 6.6%


Degree/Transfer 192 51.3% 190 52.8% 170 51.8% 167 56.6% 148 49.2%


Exploratory 111 29.7% 94 26.1% 98 29.9% 91 30.8% 105 34.9%


Total 374 360 328 295 301


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


Age Under 18 34 9.1% 33 9.2% 27 8.2% 19 6.4% 25 8.3%


Age 18 - 22 134 35.8% 131 36.4% 130 39.6% 107 36.3% 87 28.9%


Age 23 - 28 58 15.5% 74 20.6% 54 16.5% 48 16.3% 39 13.0%


Age 29 - 39 48 12.8% 39 10.8% 36 11.0% 41 13.9% 42 14.0%


Age 40 - 49 23 6.1% 18 5.0% 22 6.7% 17 5.8% 29 9.6%


Age 50 - 59 26 7.0% 23 6.4% 13 4.0% 23 7.8% 22 7.3%


Age 60 + 51 13.6% 42 11.7% 46 14.0% 40 13.6% 57 18.9%


Total 374 360 328 295 301


Unduplicated Headcount by Age


Unduplicated Headcount by Fall Unit Load


FALL 2014 FALL 2015 FALL 2016 FALL 2017 FALL 2018


Full Time (12+ Units) 61 31.1% 44 31.4% 35 27.3% 29 23.4% 39 27.7%


Part Time (Less Than 12 Units) 135 68.9% 96 68.6% 93 72.7% 95 76.6% 102 72.3%


Total 196 140 128 124 141
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Dance Face to Face Courses (Excludes Summer)


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2014-2015 388 319 82.2% 88.7% 11.3%


2015-2016 393 322 81.9% 87.3% 12.7%


2016-2017 344 300 87.2% 90.7% 9.3%


2017-2018 324 291 89.8% 91.4% 8.6%


2018-2019 337 297 88.1% 90.2% 9.8%


Total 1,786 1,529 85.6% 89.5% 10.5%


Annual Course Success and Retention (Excludes Summer)


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


Fall 2014 219 170 77.6% 87.2% 12.8%


Fall 2015 155 125 80.6% 87.1% 12.9%


Fall 2016 140 122 87.1% 92.1% 7.9%


Fall 2017 139 129 92.8% 94.2% 5.8%


Fall 2018 162 143 88.3% 90.1% 9.9%


Spring 2015 169 149 88.2% 90.5% 9.5%


Spring 2016 238 197 82.8% 87.4% 12.6%


Spring 2017 204 178 87.3% 89.7% 10.3%


Spring 2018 185 162 87.6% 89.2% 10.8%


Spring 2019 175 154 88.0% 90.3% 9.7%


Total 1,786 1,529 85.6% 89.5% 10.5%


Term Course Success and Retention (Excludes Summer)
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Dance Face to Face Courses (Excludes Summer)


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 Total
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Am. Ind./Alaska Native 2 100% 0% 100% 100% 2 100% 0% 1 100% 0% 5 100% 0%


Asian 64 94% 6% 74 93% 7% 57 89% 7% 82 83% 12% 84 93% 5% 361 90% 7%


Black - Non-Hispanic 4 100% 0% 9 67% 22% 6 50% 50% 3 100% 0% 7 71% 29% 29 72% 24%


Filipino 78 77% 15% 67 63% 22% 38 84% 11% 50 92% 8% 41 93% 7% 274 80% 14%


Hispanic/Latino 68 75% 18% 56 86% 9% 53 79% 15% 41 95% 5% 32 88% 9% 250 83% 12%


Pacific Islander 1 100% 0% 100% 4 75% 25% 100% 4 25% 50% 9 56% 33%


White Non-Hispanic 87 83% 10% 93 82% 16% 110 91% 6% 93 90% 9% 102 86% 11% 485 87% 10%


Multi Races 72 79% 10% 78 86% 9% 65 89% 8% 41 90% 10% 60 88% 12% 316 86% 9%


Unreported 12 100% 0% 16 88% 6% 11 100% 0% 12 100% 0% 6 83% 17% 57 95% 4%


Total 388 82% 11% 393 82% 13% 344 87% 9% 324 90% 9% 337 88% 10% 1,786 86% 10%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Ethnicity (Excludes Summer)
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Dance Face to Face Courses (Excludes Summer)


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 Total
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Age Under 18 27 78% 15% 31 87% 13% 31 94% 3% 15 80% 13% 23 87% 13% 127 86% 11%


Age 18 - 22 155 85% 9% 140 72% 14% 134 80% 13% 116 86% 11% 103 85% 11% 648 81% 12%


Age 23 - 28 57 68% 18% 81 81% 16% 46 83% 17% 40 83% 15% 46 87% 13% 270 80% 16%


Age 29 - 39 49 78% 16% 46 78% 22% 39 90% 10% 46 93% 7% 37 86% 11% 217 85% 13%


Age 40 - 49 24 75% 17% 19 95% 5% 16 88% 0% 16 100% 0% 34 91% 6% 109 89% 6%


Age 50 - 59 20 95% 5% 20 95% 5% 10 100% 0% 26 92% 8% 26 92% 4% 102 94% 5%


Age 60 + 56 93% 5% 56 98% 2% 68 99% 1% 65 97% 3% 68 91% 9% 313 96% 4%


Total 388 82% 11% 393 82% 13% 344 87% 9% 324 90% 9% 337 88% 10% 1,786 86% 10%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Age (Excludes Summer)
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Dance Face to Face Courses (Excludes Summer)


Course Success and Retention by Gender (Excludes Summer)


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2014-2015 Female 253 79.4% 86.2% 13.8%


2014-2015 Male 124 87.1% 93.5% 6.5%


2014-2015 Unreported 11 90.9% 90.9% 9.1%


2014-2015 Total 388 82.2% 88.7% 11.3%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2015-2016 Female 266 81.2% 85.3% 14.7%


2015-2016 Male 120 84.2% 91.7% 8.3%


2015-2016 Unreported 7 71.4% 85.7% 14.3%


2015-2016 Total 393 81.9% 87.3% 12.7%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2016-2017 Female 240 85.0% 88.8% 11.3%


2016-2017 Male 96 91.7% 94.8% 5.2%


2016-2017 Unreported 8 100.0% 100.0% 0.0%


2016-2017 Total 344 87.2% 90.7% 9.3%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2017-2018 Female 221 89.1% 91.4% 8.6%


2017-2018 Male 97 91.8% 91.8% 8.2%


2017-2018 Unreported 6 83.3% 83.3% 16.7%


2017-2018 Total 324 89.8% 91.4% 8.6%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2018-2019 Female 234 88.9% 90.6% 9.4%


2018-2019 Male 98 85.7% 88.8% 11.2%


2018-2019 Unreported 5 100.0% 100.0% 0.0%


2018-2019 Total 337 88.1% 90.2% 9.8%
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SKYLINE COLLEGE PRODUCTIVITY 
Dance Face to Face Courses


Year FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


2014-2015 2.88 47.27 492 20 25.1


2015-2016 2.66 45.82 -3.1% 517 5.0% 21 23.9


2016-2017 2.81 41.71 -9.0% 446 -13.8% 21 22.0


2017-2018 2.71 39.70 -4.8% 440 -1.2% 19 22.5


2018-2019 2.40 38.46 -3.1% 481 9.2% 19 23.8


Term FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


Fall 2014 1.20 21.96 549 8 27.4


Fall 2015 .90 15.91 -27.5% 530 -3.4% 8 19.4


Fall 2016 1.05 14.72 -7.5% 421 -20.7% 6 23.3


Fall 2017 1.05 15.87 7.8% 453 7.8% 6 23.2


Fall 2018 1.05 16.34 3.0% 467 3.0% 7 23.1


Spring 2015 1.23 18.59 13.8% 454 -2.9% 7 24.1


Spring 2016 1.38 24.97 34.3% 541 19.4% 8 29.8


Spring 2017 1.38 21.55 -13.7% 467 -13.7% 10 20.4


Spring 2018 1.28 19.04 -11.6% 446 -4.5% 8 23.1


Spring 2019 .98 16.79 -11.8% 517 15.8% 7 25.0


Summer 2014 .45 6.72 -60.0% 448 -13.3% 5 22.8


Summer 2015 .38 4.94 -26.5% 395 -11.8% 5 21.6


Summer 2016 .38 5.43 10.0% 434 10.0% 5 23.4


Summer 2017 .38 4.79 -11.9% 383 -11.9% 5 20.6


Summer 2018 .38 5.33 11.3% 426 11.3% 5 23.0
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DEFINITIONS


Term Definition


Reporting Period Academic Year(s): 2014-2015 to 2018-2019


Duplicated Headcount (Enrollments) Counts each student once for every course in which they enroll.


Unduplicated Headcount Counts each student once and only once, regardless of the number of courses in
which they enroll.


Course Success Grades starting with ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, and ‘P’ are considering successful – all other letter
grades represent unsuccessful outcomes. The success rate is calculated based on the
following formula: number of registrations with grades A, B, C, or P ÷ Number of
registrations with a non-blank grade. Note that the denominator includes withdrawals,
i.e. grades of W.


Course Retention The percentage of enrollments that earned any letter grade other than W.


Course Withdrawal The percentage of enrollments that earned a W letter grade.


4 yr stu take class for 4 yr col Students with education goal listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year college


College Preparation Goal Students with education goal listed as Complete Credits for HS Diplom, or Improve
Basic Skills


CTE Certif/Career Development Goal Students with education goal listed as Acquire Job Skills/ New Career, Earn 2 year
Certificate without Transfer, Maintain Certificate/License, Update Job Skills/ Job
Advance, or  Earn Vocational Certificate without Transfer


Degree/Transfer Goal Students with education goal listed as Earn AA/AS & Transfer to 4 year institution,
Earn AA/AS w/out Transfer, or Transfer to 4 year institution without AA/AS


Exploratory Goal Students with education goal not listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year
college, College Preparation, CTE Certificate/Career Development, or Degree/Transfer


Full-Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF) Total faculty workload divided by 15. Excludes faculty workload assigned to sections
that were cancelled.


Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) 1 FTES = 525 contact hours. Cancelled sections and audit enrollments are excluded
from this figure.


Load Weekly Student Contact Hours (WSCH) ÷ FTEF. Cancelled sections and audit
enrollments are excluded from this figure.


Fall Unit Load Based on the unit enrollment districtwide.
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Relationships and Assessment: Course
Outcomes by PSLOs


SKY Dept - Dance


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Culture and History - Understanding of the cultural and historical events that led to the development of Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Tap and Musical Theater Dance.


Start Date: 07/27/2012
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their exam/quiz.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 70% of the
students scored 70% or higher (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 60% of the
students scored 70% or higher (12/19/2018)


Exam - A)   Quizzes & Final Exam:
Students answer multiple-choice and
short-answer questions to identify
dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Culture and History - Understanding of the cultural and historical events that led to the development of Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Tap and Musical Theater Dance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts. More than 70% of the students
scored 70% or higher (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Showed an almost 10% point
increase year to year.


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts. Slightly less than 70% of the
students scored 70% or higher. (02/22/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Inconclusive
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 60% of the
students scored 70% or higher. (02/08/2016)


Action: Look at assessment and also
pedagogy (03/24/2015)
Action Plan Category: Engage in
professional development


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion not met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 50% of the
students scored 70% or higher. (03/24/2015)
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Culture and History - Understanding of the cultural and historical events that led to the development of Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Tap and Musical Theater Dance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
88% (15/17) Final exams received a grade of 70% or higher.Students answer multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to identify dancers and dances within their historical, cultural
and stylistic contexts. (12/20/2012)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their essay.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. More than 80% of students received a grade of 70% or
higher on their essay. (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. Slightly more than 80% of students received a grade of
70% or higher on their essay. (12/19/2018)


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met


Essay - B)   Midterm/Final Paper:
Students write a paper on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history.  Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
successful.
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Culture and History - Understanding of the cultural and historical events that led to the development of Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Tap and Musical Theater Dance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. Slightly more than 70% of students received a grade of
70% or higher on their essay. (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. Slightly more than 75% of students received a grade of
70% or higher on their essay. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. Slightly more than 70% of students received a grade of
70% or higher on their essay. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Inconclusive
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Culture and History - Understanding of the cultural and historical events that led to the development of Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Tap and Musical Theater Dance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful.Slightly less than 70% of students received a grade of 70%
or higher on their essay. (03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion met
Students improved on this over past semesters. Slightly more than 70% successfully wrote a
paper on a historically important person or performance in dance history. Papers are graded
on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in the context of dance
history. Students complete a peer-review process of their rough drafts to ensure that they
are successful.  (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
94% (16/17) Students received a grade of 70% or higher on their essay.Students write a paper
on a historically important person or performance in dance history. Papers are graded on the
student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in the context of dance history.
Students complete a peer-review process of their rough drafts to ensure that they are
successful. (12/20/2012)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their Forum posts.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description. More than 80% of the students
received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts (12/13/2019)


Essay - C)  Forum: Students must
post reactions and descriptions of
the videos watched in class. Forum
postings are graded for content and
effective analysis and description.
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Culture and History - Understanding of the cultural and historical events that led to the development of Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Tap and Musical Theater Dance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 80% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 70% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Talked with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 70% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Culture and History - Understanding of the cultural and historical events that led to the development of Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Tap and Musical Theater Dance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 70% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
 Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 80% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
70% (14/20) of students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts.Forum
postings are graded for content and effective analysis and description. (12/20/2012)


Dance Styles - Ability to understand and describe the major styles of dance in the Western world.


Start Date: 07/27/2012
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their Forum posts.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description. More than 80% of the students
received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (12/13/2019)


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019


Essay - Forum: Students must post
reactions and descriptions of the
videos watched in class. Forum
postings are graded for content and
effective analysis and description.
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Dance Styles - Ability to understand and describe the major styles of dance in the Western world.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 80% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts.  (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 70% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Talked with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 70% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 70% of the
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Dance Styles - Ability to understand and describe the major styles of dance in the Western world.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
70% of students (16/20) received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts.Students
must post reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings are
graded for content and effective analysis and description. (12/20/2012)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their essay.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. Over 80% of students received a grade of 70% or higher on
their essay (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. More than 80% of students received a grade of 70% or
higher on their essay (12/19/2018)


Essay - Midterm/Final Paper:
Students write a paper on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history.  Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
successful.
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Dance Styles - Ability to understand and describe the major styles of dance in the Western world.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. More than 70% of students received a grade of 70% or
higher on their essay. (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Just
barely below 70%


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. Slightly less than 70% of students received a grade of 70%
or higher on their essay. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. Slightly more than 70% of students received a grade of
70% or higher on their essay. (02/08/2016)
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Dance Styles - Ability to understand and describe the major styles of dance in the Western world.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
94% (16/17) Students received a grade of 70% or higher on their essay.Students write a paper
on a historically important person or performance in dance history. Papers are graded on the
student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in the context of dance history.
Students complete a peer-review process of their rough drafts to ensure that they are
successful. (12/20/2012)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their exam/quiz.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts. More than 80% of the students
scored 70% or higher. (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 80% of the
students scored 70% or higher. (12/19/2018)


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 70% of the


Exam - Quizzes & Final Exam:
Students answer multiple-choice and
short-answer questions to identify
dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Dance Styles - Ability to understand and describe the major styles of dance in the Western world.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


students scored 70% or higher. (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: 5%
improvement from past year


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 65% of the
students scored 70% or higher. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Inconclusive
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 60% of the
students scored 70% or higher. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 70% of the students who took all the quizzes and final exam were able to successfully
identify dancers and dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.
(02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
88% (15/17) Final exams received a grade of 70% or higher.Students answer multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to identify dancers and dances within their historical, cultural
and stylistic contexts. (12/20/2012)
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Dance Styles - Ability to understand and describe the major styles of dance in the Western world.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


SKY DANC 102 : A Survey of Jazz Dance from Streets to Stage


Identify Movement Styles - Describe and identify the influences and characteristics of different genres of dance as they evolved into a form of Jazz Dance that
is now a staple of musical theater.


Start Date: 02/22/2017
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Directly related to Course Outcome


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: No
discussion


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)


Course not taught in 19-20 (12/13/2019)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 75% or
more will be at a passing level (C) or
higher on the rubric used to assess
student performance.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Exam - Quizzes, written critiques and
short writing assignments utilizing
identification and analysis for style,
genre and other influences on
particular productions.
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SKY DANC 102 : A Survey of Jazz Dance from Streets to Stage


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Identify Movement Styles - Describe and identify the influences and characteristics of different genres of dance as they evolved into a form of Jazz Dance that
is now a staple of musical theater.


Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/23/2017)


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 75% will
have a passing grade (C) or higher on
the submitted critique assignments.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/23/2017)


Other - Critique videos of dances
from different productions and
compare those with influences from
vaudeville, film and other forms of
Jazz dance


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive


Exam - Final Exam on course topics
including analysis of productions in
terms of personal reactions and
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SKY DANC 102 : A Survey of Jazz Dance from Streets to Stage


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Identify Movement Styles - Describe and identify the influences and characteristics of different genres of dance as they evolved into a form of Jazz Dance that
is now a staple of musical theater.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 75% or
more will have a passing (C) grade or
higher on the final exam.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/23/2017)


understanding audience bias and
presumptions.


Historical, Cultural and Media Influences - Describe the historical and cultural interactions between the creation of a dance in musical theater production and
the performers and audiences of its time.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Directly related to Course Outcome


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: No
discussion


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)


Course not taught in 19-20 (12/13/2019)
Result Type: Inconclusive
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SKY DANC 102 : A Survey of Jazz Dance from Streets to Stage


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Historical, Cultural and Media Influences - Describe the historical and cultural interactions between the creation of a dance in musical theater production and
the performers and audiences of its time.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Directly related to Course Outcome


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 75% or
more will be at a passing level (C) or
higher on the rubric used to assess
student performance.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/23/2017)


Quizzes, written critiques and short
writing assignments utilizing
identification and analysis for
historical and cultural interactions
between dance, theater and the
type of society that it represents.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 75% will


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Other - Critique videos of dances
from different productions and
compare those with influences from
vaudeville, film and other forms of
Jazz dance
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SKY DANC 102 : A Survey of Jazz Dance from Streets to Stage


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Historical, Cultural and Media Influences - Describe the historical and cultural interactions between the creation of a dance in musical theater production and
the performers and audiences of its time.


have a passing grade (C) or higher on
the submitted critique assignments.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/23/2017)


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 75% or
more will have a passing (C) grade or
higher on the final exam.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/23/2017)


Exam - Final Exam on course topics
including analysis of productions in
terms of personal reactions and
understanding audience bias and
presumptions
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SKY DANC 102 : A Survey of Jazz Dance from Streets to Stage


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Historical, Cultural and Media Influences - Describe the historical and cultural interactions between the creation of a dance in musical theater production and
the performers and audiences of its time.


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


SKY DANC 117.1: Tap Dance I


Steps - Reproduce beginning level Tap steps and technical drills without prompt from instructor. Examples could include: Heel Drops, Shuffles, Fa-laps,
Stomps, Stamps, Toe-Heels, etc.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Directly related to Course Outcome


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: No
discussion


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)


Course not taught in 19-20 (12/13/2019)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria:  70% of students will show
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
steps they have learned.  Students
receive corrections from the
instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.
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SKY DANC 117.1: Tap Dance I


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Steps - Reproduce beginning level Tap steps and technical drills without prompt from instructor. Examples could include: Heel Drops, Shuffles, Fa-laps,
Stomps, Stamps, Toe-Heels, etc.


Discussed with Dean


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will be able
to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique
exercises


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises


Combinations - Perform short combinations of beginning level steps for the class in small groups to demonstrate coordination, dexterity, and rhythmic accuracy.
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SKY DANC 117.1: Tap Dance I


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Directly related to Course Outcome


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: No
discussion


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)


Course not taught in 19-20 (12/13/2019)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will be able
to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique
exercises


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019Presentation/Performance -
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SKY DANC 117.1: Tap Dance I


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Combinations - Perform short combinations of beginning level steps for the class in small groups to demonstrate coordination, dexterity, and rhythmic accuracy.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria:  70% of students will show
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Students are asked to perform the
steps they have learned.  Students
receive corrections from the
instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, and
combination techniques.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not offered in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance at a
beginning level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
cominations and performance
techniques.
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SKY DANC 117.1: Tap Dance I


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Combinations - Perform short combinations of beginning level steps for the class in small groups to demonstrate coordination, dexterity, and rhythmic accuracy.


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


SKY DANC 117.2: Tap Dance II


Steps - Reproduce intermediate level Tap steps and technical drills without prompt from instructor. Examples could include: Irish, Maxie Ford, Triple Time-
Steps, Charleston, Rolling Fa-Laps, Shuffles, etc.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Directly related to Course Outcome


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: No
discussion


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)


Course not taught in 19-20 (12/13/2019)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019


Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)
Result Type: Inconclusive
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SKY DANC 117.2: Tap Dance II


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Steps - Reproduce intermediate level Tap steps and technical drills without prompt from instructor. Examples could include: Irish, Maxie Ford, Triple Time-
Steps, Charleston, Rolling Fa-Laps, Shuffles, etc.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Directly related to Course Outcome Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria:  70% of students will show
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
steps they have learned.  Students
receive corrections from the
instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will be able
to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique
exercises


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises
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SKY DANC 117.2: Tap Dance II


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Steps - Reproduce intermediate level Tap steps and technical drills without prompt from instructor. Examples could include: Irish, Maxie Ford, Triple Time-
Steps, Charleston, Rolling Fa-Laps, Shuffles, etc.


Combinations - Perform short combinations of intermediate level steps for the class in small groups to demonstrate coordination, dexterity, and rhythmic
accuracy.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Directly related to Course Outcome


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: No
discussion


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)


Course not taught in 19-20 (12/13/2019)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria:  70% of students will show
improvement on 3 of 5 corrections


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
steps they have learned.  Students
receive corrections from the
instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
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SKY DANC 117.2: Tap Dance II


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Combinations - Perform short combinations of intermediate level steps for the class in small groups to demonstrate coordination, dexterity, and rhythmic
accuracy.


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will be able
to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique
exercises


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Course not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


participation points in progressive
exercises


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at an
intermediate, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, and
combination techniques.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance at an
intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
cominations and performance
techniques.


SKY DANC 150.1: Hip Hop I


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography. - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break step, ball
change and shuffle steps.
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SKY DANC 150.1: Hip Hop I


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will be able
to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique
exercises


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 5 or more technique areas related to Hip Hop Dance. (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 5 or more technique areas related to Hip Hop Dance. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 5 or more technique areas related to Hip Hop Dance. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 5 or more technique areas related to Hip Hop Dance. (02/23/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises appropriate for a beginning
level.
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SKY DANC 150.1: Hip Hop I


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography. - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break step, ball
change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 28 students who enrolled 23 were able to earn enough points, based on improvement
from participation, in at least 5 or more technique areas related to Hip Hop Dance.
(02/08/2016)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% who enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate corrections
into their beginning / intermediate routines from the instructor. The 80% were able to do 3 or
more corrections. 70%were able to do at least two corrections (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% who enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their beginning / intermediate routines from the instructor. Over 80% were
able to do 3 or more corrections. Over 90%were able to do at least two corrections
(12/19/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
beginning steps they have learned.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.
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SKY DANC 150.1: Hip Hop I


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography. - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break step, ball
change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% who enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their beginning / intermediate routines from the instructor. Over 80% were
able to do 3 or more corrections. Over 90%were able to do at least two corrections
(12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
90% who enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate corrections
into their beginning / intermediate routines from the instructor. The 80% were able to do 3 or
more corrections. 90%were able to do at least two corrections (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
21 of 28 students who enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their beginning routines from the instructor. The 21 were able to do 3 or
more corrections. 4 were able to do at least two corrections. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at a beginning level, integration of technical


Presentation/Performance -
Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance at a
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SKY DANC 150.1: Hip Hop I


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography. - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break step, ball
change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


skills, and utilization of performance techniques. Over 80% of students demonstrated
proficiency at a beginning level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at a beginning level, integration of technical
skills, and utilization of performance techniques. Over 90% of students demonstrated
proficiency at a beginning level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at a beginning level, integration of technical
skills, and utilization of performance techniques. Over 90% of students demonstrated
proficiency at a beginning level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques. (12/20/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


beginning level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques.
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SKY DANC 150.1: Hip Hop I


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography. - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break step, ball
change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at a beginning level, integration of technical
skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 83% of students demonstrated proficiency
at a beginning level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and performance
techniques. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at a beginning level, integration of technical
skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 24 of 28 students demonstrated proficiency
at a beginning level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and performance
techniques.


 (02/08/2016)


SKY DANC 150.2: Hip Hop II


Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and
execute beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break
step, ball change and shuffle steps.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions
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SKY DANC 150.2: Hip Hop II


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and
execute beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break
step, ball change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will be able
to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique
exercises


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
90% of students were able to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique exercises successfully
(12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique exercises successfully
(12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique exercises successfully
(12/20/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique exercises successfully
(02/23/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises appropriate for an
intermediate level.
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SKY DANC 150.2: Hip Hop II


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and
execute beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break
step, ball change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Inconclusive
No results in 2015-16 to report. No students took the second level class. (02/08/2016)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students who completed the class will be able to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students who completed the class will be able to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level. (12/19/2018)


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students who completed the class will be able to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level. (12/20/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
intermediate steps they have
learned.  Students receive
corrections from the instructor, and
must incorporate these corrections
into their demonstration.
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SKY DANC 150.2: Hip Hop II


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and
execute beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break
step, ball change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students who completed the class will be able to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level.  (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Inconclusive
No results in 2015-16 to report. No students took the second level class. (02/08/2016)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at an
intermediate level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
techniques.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students demonstrated proficiency at an intermediate level, and improvement in their
use of technical skills, and performance techniques. (12/13/2019)


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students who completed the class will be able to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level. (12/19/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance at an
intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques.
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SKY DANC 150.2: Hip Hop II


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and
execute beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break
step, ball change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students demonstrated proficiency at an intermediate level, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, and performance techniques. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students demonstrated proficiency at an intermediate level, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, and performance techniques. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Inconclusive
No results in 2015-16 to report. No students took the second level class. (02/08/2016)


SKY DANC 151.1 : Social Dance I


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand
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SKY DANC 151.1 : Social Dance I


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


and execute beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may include the East Coast
Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Start Date: 02/10/2016
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level in their final
performance.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their beginning routines from the instructor. (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their beginning routines from the instructor. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their beginning routines from the instructor. (12/20/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their beginning routines from the instructor. (02/23/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
beginning steps they have learned in
one form of social dance. Students
receive corrections from the
instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
choreography and performance in
their final performance of the
semester.
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SKY DANC 151.1 : Social Dance I


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may include the East Coast Swing, Slow
Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their beginning routines from the instructor. (02/10/2016)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their beginning routines from the instructor. (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their beginning routines from the instructor. (12/19/2018)


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their beginning routines from the instructor. (12/20/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Students will be graded on their
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques
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SKY DANC 151.1 : Social Dance I


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may include the East Coast Swing, Slow
Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at a beginning level, integration of technical
skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 100% demonstrated proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and performance
techniques. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at a beginning level, integration of technical
skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 100% demonstrated proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and performance
techniques. (02/10/2016)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be able to demonstrate progress
in at least two different types of


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 2 or more types of Social Dance (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -  In-
Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at
least two different types of social
dance appropriate for a beginning
level.
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SKY DANC 151.1 : Social Dance I


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may include the East Coast Swing, Slow
Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


social dance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 2 or more types of Social Dance (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 2 or more types of Social Dance  (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 2 or more types of Social Dance (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 2 or more types of Social Dance (02/10/2016)
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SKY DANC 151.1 : Social Dance I


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may include the East Coast Swing, Slow
Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


SKY DANC 151.2: Social Dance II


Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and
execute intermediate level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may include the East Coast
Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Start Date: 02/10/2016
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at an
intermediate level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
techniques.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at an intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 100% demonstrated proficiency at
an intermediate level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and performance
techniques (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at an intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 100% demonstrated proficiency at
an intermediate level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and performance
techniques (12/19/2018)


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Presentation/Performance -
Students will be graded on their
performance at an intermediate
level, integration of technical skills,
and utilization of performance
techniques
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SKY DANC 151.2: Social Dance II


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and
execute intermediate level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may include the East Coast
Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at an intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 100% demonstrated proficiency at
an intermediate level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and performance
techniques. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at an intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 100% demonstrated proficiency at
an intermediate level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and performance
techniques. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at an intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 100% demonstrated proficiency at
an intermediate level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and performance
techniques. (02/10/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students completed in-Class participation points in progressive dance techniques in


Presentation/Performance - In-Class
participation points in progressive
dance techniques in at least two
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SKY DANC 151.2: Social Dance II


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and
execute intermediate level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may include the East Coast
Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be able to demonstrate progress
in at least two different types of
social dance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


at least two different types of social dance appropriate for an intermediate level.
(12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students completed in-Class participation points in progressive dance techniques in
at least two different types of social dance appropriate for an intermediate level.
(12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students completed in-Class participation points in progressive dance techniques in
at least two different types of social dance appropriate for an intermediate level.
(12/20/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students completed in-Class participation points in progressive dance techniques in
at least two different types of social dance appropriate for an intermediate level.
(02/23/2017)


different types of social dance
appropriate for an intermediate
level.
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SKY DANC 151.2: Social Dance II


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and
execute intermediate level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may include the East Coast
Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
In-Class participation points in progressive dance techniques in at least two different types of
social dance appropriate for an intermediate level. (02/10/2016)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level in their final
performance


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their intermediate routines from the instructor. (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their intermediate routines from the instructor. (12/19/2018)


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their intermediate routines from the instructor. (12/20/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
intermediate steps they have
learned in one form of social dance.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
choreography and performance in
their final performance of the
semester.
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SKY DANC 151.2: Social Dance II


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and
execute intermediate level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may include the East Coast
Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their intermediate routines from the instructor. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their intermediate routines from the instructor. (02/10/2016)


SKY DANC 151.3 : Social Dance III


Advanced / Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately
understand and execute advanced / intermediate level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may
include the East Coast Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Start Date: 02/10/2016
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met


Presentation/Performance -
Students will be graded on their
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SKY DANC 151.3 : Social Dance III


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Advanced / Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately
understand and execute advanced / intermediate level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may
include the East Coast Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at an
advanced intermediate level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
techniques.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Students were graded on their final performance at an advanced intermediate level,
integration of technical skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at an advanced intermediate level, and improvement in their use of technical
skills, and performance techniques (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at an advanced intermediate level,
integration of technical skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at an advanced intermediate level, and improvement in their use of technical
skills, and performance techniques. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at an advanced intermediate level,
integration of technical skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at an advanced intermediate level, and improvement in their use of technical
skills, and performance techniques. (12/20/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


performance at an advanced
intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques
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SKY DANC 151.3 : Social Dance III


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Advanced / Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately
understand and execute advanced / intermediate level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may
include the East Coast Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at an advanced intermediate level,
integration of technical skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at an advanced intermediate level, and improvement in their use of technical
skills, and performance techniques. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at an advanced intermediate level,
integration of technical skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at an advanced intermediate level, and improvement in their use of technical
skills, and performance techniques. (02/10/2016)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be able to demonstrate progress
in at least two different types of
social dance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 2 or more types of Social Dance (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 2 or more types of Social Dance (12/19/2018)


Presentation/Performance - In-Class
participation points in progressive
dance techniques in at least two
different types of social dance
appropriate for an advanced
intermediate level.
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SKY DANC 151.3 : Social Dance III


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Advanced / Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately
understand and execute advanced / intermediate level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may
include the East Coast Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 2 or more types of Social Dance  (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 2 or more types of Social Dance (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 2 or more types of Social Dance (02/10/2016)


Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their advanced intermediate routines from the instructor. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
advanced intermediate steps they
have learned in one form of social
dance. Students receive corrections
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SKY DANC 151.3 : Social Dance III


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Advanced / Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately
understand and execute advanced / intermediate level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may
include the East Coast Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level in their final
performance.


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their advanced intermediate routines from the instructor. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their advanced intermediate routines from the instructor. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their advanced intermediate routines from the instructor. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016


from the instructor, and must
incorporate these corrections into
their choreography and performance
in their final performance of the
semester.
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SKY DANC 151.3 : Social Dance III


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Advanced / Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately
understand and execute advanced / intermediate level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in social dance technique. Dances covered may
include the East Coast Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their advanced intermediate routines from the instructor. (02/10/2016)


SKY DANC 161   : Tango Argentino


1) Tango elements - Demonstrate an understanding of beginning Argentine Tango elements and techniques through improvisation with appropriate balance,
posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Start Date: 06/01/2010
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will score 70% or better
Related Documents:
Midterm Exam DANC 161


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the exam.
(12/13/2019)


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the exam.
(12/19/2018)


Exam - A) Midterm exam pertaining
to social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.
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SKY DANC 161   : Tango Argentino


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Tango elements - Demonstrate an understanding of beginning Argentine Tango elements and techniques through improvisation with appropriate balance,
posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the exam.
(12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the exam.
(02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the exam.
(02/08/2016)
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SKY DANC 161   : Tango Argentino


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Tango elements - Demonstrate an understanding of beginning Argentine Tango elements and techniques through improvisation with appropriate balance,
posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. Slightly more than 80% of students
passed the exam. (03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 16 students who took the exam, 100% received a grade of 70% or higher on mid-term
exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the importance of
positions and posture. (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 14 students who took the exam, 100% received a grade of 70% or higher on mid-term
exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the importance of
positions and posture. (05/20/2013)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
97 % of students scored a 70% or better. Exam - A) Midterm exam pertaining to social
etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the importance of positions and posture.
(12/21/2012)


Reporting Cycle: 2010 - 2011
Result Type: Criterion met
86% of students scored 70% or better on a mid term exam (05/04/2011)


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met


Presentation/Performance - B) Final
in-class demonstration of Argentine
Tango skills, musicality, and
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SKY DANC 161   : Tango Argentino


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Tango elements - Demonstrate an understanding of beginning Argentine Tango elements and techniques through improvisation with appropriate balance,
posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 5 or more points Who discussed the assessment,


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students received a passing grade. (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students received a passing grade. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students received a passing grade. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students received a passing grade (02/23/2017)


etiquette using an 8 point rubric.
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SKY DANC 161   : Tango Argentino


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Tango elements - Demonstrate an understanding of beginning Argentine Tango elements and techniques through improvisation with appropriate balance,
posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students received a passing grade. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. Slightly more than 80% of the students received a passing
grade. (03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 16 students who completed the class, 13 received an excellent rating (7+) based on
their final in class demonstrationof Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an
8 point rubric. (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 14 students who completed the class, 100% received an excellent rating (7+) based on
their final in class demonstrationof Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an
8 point rubric.  (05/20/2013)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
97% of students who completed the pre and post test scored 5 or more points on
rubric.Presentation/Performance - B) Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills,
musicality, and etiquette using an 8 point rubric. (12/21/2012)
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SKY DANC 161   : Tango Argentino


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Tango elements - Demonstrate an understanding of beginning Argentine Tango elements and techniques through improvisation with appropriate balance,
posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond positively to at least
70% of survey questions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt then had improved skills,
knowledge and understanding (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt then had improved skills,
knowledge and understanding. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt then had improved skills,
knowledge and understanding. (12/20/2017)


Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango
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SKY DANC 161   : Tango Argentino


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Tango elements - Demonstrate an understanding of beginning Argentine Tango elements and techniques through improvisation with appropriate balance,
posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt then had improved skills,
knowledge and understanding. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt then had improved skills,
knowledge and understanding. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt then had improved skills,
knowledge and understanding. (03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 16 students who completed the class, 11 expressed on their self-assessment the
impression that their skills, knowledge, confidence and ability had improved based on their
class experience. (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 14 students who completed the class, 100% expressed on their self-assessment the
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SKY DANC 161   : Tango Argentino


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Tango elements - Demonstrate an understanding of beginning Argentine Tango elements and techniques through improvisation with appropriate balance,
posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


impression that their skills, knowledge, confidence and ability had improved based on their
class experience. (05/20/2013)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
97% of students responded positively to survey questions.Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with Argentine Tango
(12/21/2012)


Reporting Cycle: 2011 - 2012
Result Type: Criterion met
91% of students responded positively to at least 70% of survey questions (12/07/2011)


SKY DANC 162   : Tango Milonga


1) Tango Milonga elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of Tango Milonga through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. Costume, history, vocabulary,
rhythm and music)


Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will score 70% or better


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the exam
(12/13/2019)


Exam - A) Midterm exam pertaining
to social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.
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SKY DANC 162   : Tango Milonga


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Tango Milonga elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of Tango Milonga through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. Costume, history, vocabulary,
rhythm and music)


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the exam.
(12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the exam.
(12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the exam.
(02/23/2017)
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SKY DANC 162   : Tango Milonga


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Tango Milonga elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of Tango Milonga through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. Costume, history, vocabulary,
rhythm and music)


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the exam.
(02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
 Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the exam.
(03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 5 students who took the midterm exam, 100% scored a 70% or higher, class average
94%, on exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the importance
of positions and posture. (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 30 students who took the midterm exam, 100% scored a 70% or higher, class average
94%, on exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the importance
of positions and posture.  (05/20/2013)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
92% of students scored 70% or better on the exam. Exam - A) Midterm exam pertaining to
social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the importance of positions and posture
(12/21/2012)


Action: Will devote more time to
preparing students for the exam. Will


Reporting Cycle: 2011 - 2012
Result Type: Criterion not met
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SKY DANC 162   : Tango Milonga


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Tango Milonga elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of Tango Milonga through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. Costume, history, vocabulary,
rhythm and music)


Assessment Methods Result Actions


spend more time
in future and give study guide.
(04/04/2013)
Action Plan Category: Use New or
Revised Teaching methods


56% of students scored 70% or better (01/30/2012)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 5 or more points


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of students successfully scored 5 or more points.
(12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of students successfully scored 5 or more points.
(12/19/2018)


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of students successfully scored 5 or more points.
(12/20/2017)


Presentation/Performance - B) Final
in-class demonstration of Argentine
Tango skills, musicality, and
etiquette using an 8 point rubric.
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SKY DANC 162   : Tango Milonga


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Tango Milonga elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of Tango Milonga through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. Costume, history, vocabulary,
rhythm and music)


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of students successfully scored 5 or more points.
(02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of students successfully scored 5 or more points.
(02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of students successfully scored 5 or more points.
(03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Inconclusive
Of the 5 students who completed the course, 3 scored at an excellent level of higher on
Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8 point rubric. (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
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SKY DANC 162   : Tango Milonga


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Tango Milonga elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of Tango Milonga through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. Costume, history, vocabulary,
rhythm and music)


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 30% of the students who completed the course, 28 scored at an excellent level of
higher on Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8 point rubric.
(05/20/2013)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
92% of students based on pre-assessment scored a 5 or higher in final class
demonstration.Presentation/Performance - B) Final in-class demonstration of Argentine
Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8 point rubric.  (12/21/2012)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond positively to at least
70% of survey questions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students expressed a belief that their skills,
knowledge and ability had improved. (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students expressed a belief that their skills,
knowledge and ability had improved. (12/19/2018)


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango
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SKY DANC 162   : Tango Milonga


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Tango Milonga elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of Tango Milonga through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. Costume, history, vocabulary,
rhythm and music)


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students expressed a belief that their skills,
knowledge and ability had improved. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students expressed a belief that their skills,
knowledge and ability had improved. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students expressed a belief that their skills,
knowledge and ability had improved. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students expressed a belief that their skills,
knowledge and ability had improved. (03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
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SKY DANC 162   : Tango Milonga


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Tango Milonga elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of Tango Milonga through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. Costume, history, vocabulary,
rhythm and music)


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Result Type: Inconclusive
Of the 5 students who completed the class, four expressed improved efficacy related to
confidence, ability, and their class experience with Tango Milonga (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
28 of 30 students who completed the class felt, based on their self-assessment, that their
confidence, ability and skills had improved based on performance. (05/20/2013)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
92% of students responded positively to the self-assessment. Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with Argentine Tango
(12/21/2012)


SKY DANC 163   : Tango Buenos Aires


1) Intermediate Argentine Tango elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of advanced Argentine tango
through a demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. performance, choreography, costume,
history, vocabulary, rhythm and music).


Start Date: 06/01/2010
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the
examination (12/13/2019)


Exam - A) Midterm exam pertaining
to social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.
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SKY DANC 163   : Tango Buenos Aires


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Intermediate Argentine Tango elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of advanced Argentine tango
through a demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. performance, choreography, costume,
history, vocabulary, rhythm and music).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will score 70% or better


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the
examination. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the
examination. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the
examination. (02/23/2017)
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SKY DANC 163   : Tango Buenos Aires


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Intermediate Argentine Tango elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of advanced Argentine tango
through a demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. performance, choreography, costume,
history, vocabulary, rhythm and music).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the
examination. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. Over 80% of students passed the
examination.  (03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Inconclusive
Of the 3 students who took the mid-term, all got a 70% or higher on maaterial pertaining to
social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the importance of positions and posture.
(02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
92% of students who took the mid-term got a 70% or higher.Exam - A) Midterm exam
pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the importance of positions
and posture.  (12/21/2012)


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the
examination (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - B) Final
in-class demonstration of
intermediate Argentine Tango skills,
musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric.
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SKY DANC 163   : Tango Buenos Aires


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Intermediate Argentine Tango elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of advanced Argentine tango
through a demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. performance, choreography, costume,
history, vocabulary, rhythm and music).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 5 or more points


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students passed the
examination. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of intermediate Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric was administered. 100% of students scored 5 or more points.
(12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of intermediate Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric was administered. 100% of students scored 5 or more points.
(02/23/2017)
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SKY DANC 163   : Tango Buenos Aires


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Intermediate Argentine Tango elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of advanced Argentine tango
through a demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. performance, choreography, costume,
history, vocabulary, rhythm and music).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of intermediate Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric was administered. 100% of students scored 5 or more points.
(02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of intermediate Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette
using an 8 point rubric was administered. 100% of students scored 5 or more points.
(03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion met
Based on pre-assessment, all three students received a 5 or higher on final skills
demonstration related to Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.  (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
Based on pre-assessment, 92% of students received a 5 or higher on final skills
demonstration. Presentation/Performance - B) Final in-class demonstration of intermediate
Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8 point rubric.  (12/21/2012)


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt their knowledge, skills and abilities
had improved. (12/13/2019)


Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango
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SKY DANC 163   : Tango Buenos Aires


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Intermediate Argentine Tango elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of advanced Argentine tango
through a demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. performance, choreography, costume,
history, vocabulary, rhythm and music).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond positively to at least
70% of survey questions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt their knowledge, skills and abilities
had improved. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt their knowledge, skills and abilities
had improved. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt their knowledge, skills and abilities
had improved. (02/23/2017)
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SKY DANC 163   : Tango Buenos Aires


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Intermediate Argentine Tango elements - Students will be able to provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of advanced Argentine tango
through a demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g. performance, choreography, costume,
history, vocabulary, rhythm and music).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt their knowledge, skills and abilities
had improved. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
 Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt their knowledge, skills and abilities
had improved. (03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Inconclusive
All three students responded positively to the self-assessment. Student self-assessment
survey was on perceived confidence, ability, and their class experience with Argentine Tango.
(02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
92% of students responded positively to the self-assessment. Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with Argentine Tango.
(12/21/2012)


SKY DANC 164   : Tango De La Confiteria


1) Elements of Tango de la Confiteria - Demonstrate an understanding of low advanced Tango de la Confiteria elements and techniques through improvisation
with appropriate balance, posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).
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SKY DANC 164   : Tango De La Confiteria


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Start Date: 06/01/2010
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will score 70% or better


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students received a passing
score (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students received a passing
score.  (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students received a passing
score. (12/20/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Exam - A) Midterm exam pertaining
to social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.
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SKY DANC 164   : Tango De La Confiteria


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Elements of Tango de la Confiteria - Demonstrate an understanding of low advanced Tango de la Confiteria elements and techniques through improvisation
with appropriate balance, posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students received a passing
score. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students received a passing
score. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
 Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students received a passing
score. (03/24/2015)


Action: Students who did not pass
either missed the exam or missed too
many classes to understand and
comprehend the material.
Attendance in this class would be
greatly improved by having a
consistent meeting place; this class is
often displaced when the theater is
being rented out.


Reporting Cycle: 2009 - 2010
Result Type: Criterion not met
Of the 44 students who completed the mid-term, 32 had a score of 70% or better. Need to
spend more time reviewing exam. Exam - A) Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of
Tango, floor craft, balance, and the importance of positions and posture.  (01/15/2010)
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SKY DANC 164   : Tango De La Confiteria


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Elements of Tango de la Confiteria - Demonstrate an understanding of low advanced Tango de la Confiteria elements and techniques through improvisation
with appropriate balance, posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


 (04/04/2013)
Action Plan Category: Plan
purchase of new equipment or
supplies


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 5 or more points


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students scored a 5 or higher (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students scored a 5 or higher (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students scored a 5 or higher (12/20/2017)


Presentation/Performance - B) Final
in-class demonstration of Argentine
Tango skills, musicality, and
etiquette using an 8 point rubric.
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SKY DANC 164   : Tango De La Confiteria


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Elements of Tango de la Confiteria - Demonstrate an understanding of low advanced Tango de la Confiteria elements and techniques through improvisation
with appropriate balance, posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students scored a 5 or higher (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students scored a 5 or higher (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students scored a 5 or higher. (03/24/2015)


Action: This type of Tango takes a
great deal of work and practice. The
students who did not pass on the
rubric either needed more time or
missed too much class to successfully
complete and demonstrate the skills.
Attendance in this class would be
greatly improved if the meeting place
were consistent.  This class is often
displaced do to scheduling conflicts
with impacted facilities.
(04/04/2013)


Reporting Cycle: 2009 - 2010
Result Type: Criterion not met
28 of 44 students scored with a grade of 5 or higher.Presentation/Performance - B) Final in-
class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.  (01/15/2010)
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SKY DANC 164   : Tango De La Confiteria


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Elements of Tango de la Confiteria - Demonstrate an understanding of low advanced Tango de la Confiteria elements and techniques through improvisation
with appropriate balance, posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Action Plan Category: Plan
purchase of new equipment or
supplies


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond positively to at least
70% of survey questions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt they had improved skills, ability and
knowledge (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt they had improved skills, ability and
knowledge.  (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt they had improved skills, ability and
knowledge. (12/20/2017)


Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango
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SKY DANC 164   : Tango De La Confiteria


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Elements of Tango de la Confiteria - Demonstrate an understanding of low advanced Tango de la Confiteria elements and techniques through improvisation
with appropriate balance, posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt they had improved skills, ability and
knowledge. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt they had improved skills, ability and
knowledge. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
 Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt they had improved skills, ability and
knowledge. (03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2009 - 2010
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 44 students who completed the class, all indicated improved self-efficacy. This was
measured as follows: Survey - C) Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and
their class experience with Argentine Tango . (01/15/2010)
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SKY DANC 390   : Dance Composition/Theory/Chore


1) Performance, choreography, production - Produce, choreograph and perform a solo and/or group dance (3-5 minutes long) using a conceptual framework
for expressing a choreographic message, as well as music, costumes, and relevant technical domains.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Directly related to Course Outcome


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: No
discussion


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)


Course not taught in 19-20 (12/13/2019)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will successfully report/discuss
effective steps towards the
production and choreography of a
dance.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 10 students who completed the class, 8 students successfully reported/discussed
effective steps towards the production and choreography of a dance (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2010 - 2011
Result Type: Criterion met


Exam - A) Final Exam: Students will
take a written exam in which they
analyze and/or report upon the
process and progress within the
production and choreography of
dance.
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SKY DANC 390   : Dance Composition/Theory/Chore


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Performance, choreography, production - Produce, choreograph and perform a solo and/or group dance (3-5 minutes long) using a conceptual framework
for expressing a choreographic message, as well as music, costumes, and relevant technical domains.


Of the 21 students who completed the class, 16 students successfully reported/discussed
effective steps towards the production and choreography of a dance (01/14/2011)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate the mastery of
choreography, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, dance
styles and performance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion not met
3 of the students who completed the course (30%) successfully demonstrated the mastery of
choreography, and improvement in their use of technical skills, dance styles and performance
techniques. (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2010 - 2011
Result Type: Criterion met
20 of the students who completed the course successfully demonstrated the mastery of
choreography, and improvement in their use of technical skills, dance styles and performance


Presentation/Performance - B)
Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance for
mastery of choreography,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of dance styles and
performance techniques.
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SKY DANC 390   : Dance Composition/Theory/Chore


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Performance, choreography, production - Produce, choreograph and perform a solo and/or group dance (3-5 minutes long) using a conceptual framework
for expressing a choreographic message, as well as music, costumes, and relevant technical domains.


techniques. (01/14/2011)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will successfully complete 80% of in-
class assignments.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion met
9/10 students (90%) who completed the class successfully completed the in-class
assignments (which included progressive exercises). (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2010 - 2011
Result Type: Criterion met
20/21 students (95%) who completed the class successfully completed the in-class
assignments (which included progressive exercises). (01/14/2011)


Other - C) Progressive Skill
Development: Daily participation
points in progressive exercises.
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SKY DANC 391               : Dance Composition -- Theory and Choreography


Critical Analysis - Upon successful completion of the course, the student will be able to analyze dance choreography and provide a conceptual framework for
understanding the meaning reflected in the performance.


Start Date: 09/10/2014
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: Work will be
evaluated on a rubric related to
content, organization and ability to
apply principles learned in class.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Assessment of a variety of choreography forms via critical written assignments. Assignments
were evaluated for content, organization and ability to apply principles learned in class.
Based on rubric over 90% of students who completed the class received a passing grade
(12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Assessment of a variety of choreography forms via critical written assignments. Assignments
were evaluated for content, organization and ability to apply principles learned in class.
Based on rubric over 90% of students who completed the class received a passing grade.
(12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Other - Assessment of a variety of
choreography forms via critical
written assignments. Assignments
are evaluated for content,
organization and ability to apply
principles learned in class.
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SKY DANC 391               : Dance Composition -- Theory and Choreography


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Critical Analysis - Upon successful completion of the course, the student will be able to analyze dance choreography and provide a conceptual framework for
understanding the meaning reflected in the performance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Assessment of a variety of choreography forms via critical written assignments. Assignments
were evaluated for content, organization and ability to apply principles learned in class.
Based on rubric over 90% of students who completed the class received a passing grade.
(03/24/2015)


Success Criterion: Libretto will be
evaluated on a three point rubric
based on the following areas of
evaluation. Student must score a 2
or higher to successfully complete.
Areas of evaluation are:


Exploring the motivations and
intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and forms
will express the choreographic
message, how to adapt the piece for
a particular venue / audience, what
technical support the piece will


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Written libretto for a dance piece exploring the motivations and intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and forms will express the choreographic message, how to adapt
the piece for a particular venue / audience, what technical support the piece will require and
how it can impact the community was required. Slightly more than 90% of the students
scored a 2 or higher to successfully complete. (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/19/2018)


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Written libretto for a dance piece exploring the motivations and intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and forms will express the choreographic message, how to adapt
the piece for a particular venue / audience, what technical support the piece will require and


Other - Written libretto for a dance
piece exploring the motivations and
intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and forms
will express the choreographic
message, how to adapt the piece for
a particular venue / audience, what
technical support the piece will
require and how it can impact the
community.
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SKY DANC 391               : Dance Composition -- Theory and Choreography


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


Critical Analysis - Upon successful completion of the course, the student will be able to analyze dance choreography and provide a conceptual framework for
understanding the meaning reflected in the performance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


require and how it can impact the
community


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


how it can impact the community was required. Slightly more than 90% of the students
scored a 2 or higher to successfully complete. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Written libretto for a dance piece exploring the motivations and intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and forms will express the choreographic message, how to adapt
the piece for a particular venue / audience, what technical support the piece will require and
how it can impact the community was required. Slightly more than 90% of the students
scored a 2 or higher to successfully complete. (03/24/2015)


SKY DANC 450: Intermediate / Advanced Dance Production


1) Skills and Expression - Develop creative expression through the repertory/performance experience; an understanding of line, form, and shape; and a different
means of theatrical expression with movement, voice, narrative and/or live music.


Course Outcome Status: Active
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SKY DANC 450: Intermediate / Advanced Dance Production


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Skills and Expression - Develop creative expression through the repertory/performance experience; an understanding of line, form, and shape; and a different
means of theatrical expression with movement, voice, narrative and/or live music.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Directly related to Course Outcome


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: No
discussion


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)


Course not taught in 19-20 (12/13/2019)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be receive a grade of 70% or
higher on the tests.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/22/2017)


Exam - A) Written Final Exam:
Objective tests and final examination
on aspects of history, music,
terminology and/or cultural aspects
of this dance form.
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SKY DANC 450: Intermediate / Advanced Dance Production


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Skills and Expression - Develop creative expression through the repertory/performance experience; an understanding of line, form, and shape; and a different
means of theatrical expression with movement, voice, narrative and/or live music.


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students received a grade of 70% or higher on their written test, in which they
demonstrated an understanding of the aspects of musicality, terminology and cultural
aspects of the dance form. (12/21/2012)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement on 3 of 5
assigned technical skills, style, and
creative expression.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/22/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
78% of students showed improvement on 3 of 5 assigned technical skills, style, and creative
expression. (12/21/2012)


Presentation/Performance - B)
Evaluation of student's final
performance in instructor's
choreographed dance at midterm
and at the end of semester for
application of technical skills, style,
and creative expression as assigned
by the instructor.
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SKY DANC 450: Intermediate / Advanced Dance Production


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Skills and Expression - Develop creative expression through the repertory/performance experience; an understanding of line, form, and shape; and a different
means of theatrical expression with movement, voice, narrative and/or live music.


Action: Although the criterion were
met; it was by a slim margin. Student
attendance was impacted by the
need for more instructor time for
HBA hours in order to participate in
the kinds of performance activities
that the cheerleading students were
most interested in. (04/04/2013)
Action Plan Category: Make staffing
changes


Reporting Cycle: 2011 - 2012
Result Type: Criterion met
70% showed improvement: 24 Total Students, 17 demonstrated the application of technical
skills, style and creative expression as assigned.
This number would have been higher, if not for the late-semester drop-outs of the
cheerleaders; they would have been more successful in their own class, rather than
functioning as one of the many student groups.  This is due to their increased number of
cheers to be learned, and their desire to perform more than what is required (at games, in
addition to the shows).   (12/30/2011)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will complete 80% of in-class
workouts.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/22/2017)


Other - C) Progressive Skill
Development: Daily participation
points in progressive exercises.
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SKY DANC 450: Intermediate / Advanced Dance Production


Interpretation and Performance - Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a
demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements of this dance form (e.g. costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)


1) Skills and Expression - Develop creative expression through the repertory/performance experience; an understanding of line, form, and shape; and a different
means of theatrical expression with movement, voice, narrative and/or live music.


Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
93% of students completed 80% of in-class workouts (progressive skill development).
(12/21/2012)


Reporting Cycle: 2011 - 2012
Result Type: Criterion met
73% of students completed 80% of in-class workouts (progressive skill development). (14/19
Students) (05/30/2012)


Reporting Cycle: 2010 - 2011
Result Type: Criterion met
82% (14/17) of students completed 80% of in-class workouts (progressive skill development).
(05/28/2011)
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Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art
SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Culture and History - Understanding of the cultural and historical events that led to the development of Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Tap and Musical Theater Dance.


Start Date: 07/27/2012
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their exam/quiz.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 70% of the
students scored 70% or higher (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 60% of the
students scored 70% or higher (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts. More than 70% of the students
scored 70% or higher (12/19/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts. Slightly less than 70% of the


Exam - A)   Quizzes & Final Exam:
Students answer multiple-choice and
short-answer questions to identify
dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Culture and History - Understanding of the cultural and historical events that led to the development of Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Tap and Musical Theater Dance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Showed an almost 10% point
increase year to year.


students scored 70% or higher. (02/22/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Inconclusive
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 60% of the
students scored 70% or higher. (02/08/2016)


Action: Look at assessment and also
pedagogy (03/24/2015)
Action Plan Category: Engage in
professional development


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion not met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 50% of the
students scored 70% or higher. (03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
88% (15/17) Final exams received a grade of 70% or higher.Students answer multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to identify dancers and dances within their historical, cultural
and stylistic contexts. (12/20/2012)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. More than 80% of students received a grade of 70% or
higher on their essay. (12/13/2019)


Essay - B)   Midterm/Final Paper:
Students write a paper on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history.  Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Culture and History - Understanding of the cultural and historical events that led to the development of Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Tap and Musical Theater Dance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their essay.


Discussed with dean and colleagues


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. Slightly more than 80% of students received a grade of
70% or higher on their essay. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. Slightly more than 70% of students received a grade of
70% or higher on their essay. (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. Slightly more than 75% of students received a grade of
70% or higher on their essay. (02/23/2017)


successful.
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Culture and History - Understanding of the cultural and historical events that led to the development of Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Tap and Musical Theater Dance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. Slightly more than 70% of students received a grade of
70% or higher on their essay. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Inconclusive
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful.Slightly less than 70% of students received a grade of 70%
or higher on their essay. (03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion met
Students improved on this over past semesters. Slightly more than 70% successfully wrote a
paper on a historically important person or performance in dance history. Papers are graded
on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in the context of dance
history. Students complete a peer-review process of their rough drafts to ensure that they
are successful.  (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
94% (16/17) Students received a grade of 70% or higher on their essay.Students write a paper
on a historically important person or performance in dance history. Papers are graded on the
student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in the context of dance history.
Students complete a peer-review process of their rough drafts to ensure that they are
successful. (12/20/2012)


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)Essay - C)  Forum: Students must
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Culture and History - Understanding of the cultural and historical events that led to the development of Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Tap and Musical Theater Dance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their Forum posts.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description. More than 80% of the students
received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 80% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 70% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 70% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (02/23/2017)


post reactions and descriptions of
the videos watched in class. Forum
postings are graded for content and
effective analysis and description.
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Culture and History - Understanding of the cultural and historical events that led to the development of Ballet, Jazz, Modern, Tap and Musical Theater Dance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Talked with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 70% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
 Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 80% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
70% (14/20) of students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts.Forum
postings are graded for content and effective analysis and description. (12/20/2012)


Dance Styles - Ability to understand and describe the major styles of dance in the Western world.


Start Date: 07/27/2012
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher


Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description. More than 80% of the students
received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (12/13/2019)


Essay - Forum: Students must post
reactions and descriptions of the
videos watched in class. Forum
postings are graded for content and
effective analysis and description.
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Dance Styles - Ability to understand and describe the major styles of dance in the Western world.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


on their Forum posts. results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 80% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts.  (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 70% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Talked with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 70% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Dance Styles - Ability to understand and describe the major styles of dance in the Western world.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings
are graded for content and effective analysis and description.Slightly more than 70% of the
students received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
70% of students (16/20) received a grade of 70% or higher on their Forum posts.Students
must post reactions and descriptions of the videos watched in class. Forum postings are
graded for content and effective analysis and description. (12/20/2012)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their essay.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. Over 80% of students received a grade of 70% or higher on
their essay (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. More than 80% of students received a grade of 70% or
higher on their essay (12/19/2018)


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Essay - Midterm/Final Paper:
Students write a paper on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history.  Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
successful.
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Dance Styles - Ability to understand and describe the major styles of dance in the Western world.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. More than 70% of students received a grade of 70% or
higher on their essay. (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Just
barely below 70%


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. Slightly less than 70% of students received a grade of 70%
or higher on their essay. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or performance in dance history.
Papers were graded on the student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in
the context of dance history. Students completed a peer-review process of their rough drafts
to ensure that they are successful. Slightly more than 70% of students received a grade of
70% or higher on their essay. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
94% (16/17) Students received a grade of 70% or higher on their essay.Students write a paper
on a historically important person or performance in dance history. Papers are graded on the
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Dance Styles - Ability to understand and describe the major styles of dance in the Western world.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


student's ability to describe and compare the movement style in the context of dance history.
Students complete a peer-review process of their rough drafts to ensure that they are
successful. (12/20/2012)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their exam/quiz.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts. More than 80% of the students
scored 70% or higher. (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 80% of the
students scored 70% or higher. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 70% of the
students scored 70% or higher. (12/19/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Exam - Quizzes & Final Exam:
Students answer multiple-choice and
short-answer questions to identify
dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.
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SKY DANC 100: Dance Appreciation


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Dance Styles - Ability to understand and describe the major styles of dance in the Western world.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: 5%
improvement from past year


Result Type: Inconclusive
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 65% of the
students scored 70% or higher. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Inconclusive
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer questions to identify dancers and
dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than 60% of the
students scored 70% or higher. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 70% of the students who took all the quizzes and final exam were able to successfully
identify dancers and dances within their historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.
(02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
88% (15/17) Final exams received a grade of 70% or higher.Students answer multiple-choice
and short-answer questions to identify dancers and dances within their historical, cultural
and stylistic contexts. (12/20/2012)


SKY DANC 102 : A Survey of Jazz Dance from Streets to Stage


Identify Movement Styles - Describe and identify the influences and characteristics of different genres of dance as they evolved into a form of Jazz Dance that
is now a staple of musical theater.


Start Date: 02/22/2017
Course Outcome Status: Active
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SKY DANC 102 : A Survey of Jazz Dance from Streets to Stage


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Identify Movement Styles - Describe and identify the influences and characteristics of different genres of dance as they evolved into a form of Jazz Dance that
is now a staple of musical theater.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Directly related to Course Outcome


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: No
discussion


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)


Course not taught in 19-20 (12/13/2019)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 75% or
more will be at a passing level (C) or
higher on the rubric used to assess
student performance.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/23/2017)


Exam - Quizzes, written critiques and
short writing assignments utilizing
identification and analysis for style,
genre and other influences on
particular productions.


Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Other - Critique videos of dances
from different productions and
compare those with influences from
vaudeville, film and other forms of
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SKY DANC 102 : A Survey of Jazz Dance from Streets to Stage


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Identify Movement Styles - Describe and identify the influences and characteristics of different genres of dance as they evolved into a form of Jazz Dance that
is now a staple of musical theater.


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 75% will
have a passing grade (C) or higher on
the submitted critique assignments.


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/23/2017)


Jazz dance


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 75% or
more will have a passing (C) grade or
higher on the final exam.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/23/2017)


Exam - Final Exam on course topics
including analysis of productions in
terms of personal reactions and
understanding audience bias and
presumptions.
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SKY DANC 102 : A Survey of Jazz Dance from Streets to Stage


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Identify Movement Styles - Describe and identify the influences and characteristics of different genres of dance as they evolved into a form of Jazz Dance that
is now a staple of musical theater.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Historical, Cultural and Media Influences - Describe the historical and cultural interactions between the creation of a dance in musical theater production and
the performers and audiences of its time.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Directly related to Course Outcome


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: No
discussion


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)


Course not taught in 19-20 (12/13/2019)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the course, 75% or
more will be at a passing level (C) or
higher on the rubric used to assess
student performance.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/23/2017)


Quizzes, written critiques and short
writing assignments utilizing
identification and analysis for
historical and cultural interactions
between dance, theater and the
type of society that it represents.
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SKY DANC 102 : A Survey of Jazz Dance from Streets to Stage


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Historical, Cultural and Media Influences - Describe the historical and cultural interactions between the creation of a dance in musical theater production and
the performers and audiences of its time.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 75% will
have a passing grade (C) or higher on
the submitted critique assignments.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/23/2017)


Other - Critique videos of dances
from different productions and
compare those with influences from
vaudeville, film and other forms of
Jazz dance


Success Criterion: Of the students
who complete the class, 75% or
more will have a passing (C) grade or
higher on the final exam.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/19/2017)


Exam - Final Exam on course topics
including analysis of productions in
terms of personal reactions and
understanding audience bias and
presumptions
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SKY DANC 102 : A Survey of Jazz Dance from Streets to Stage


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Historical, Cultural and Media Influences - Describe the historical and cultural interactions between the creation of a dance in musical theater production and
the performers and audiences of its time.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 16-17 (02/23/2017)


SKY DANC 150.1: Hip Hop I


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography. - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break step, ball
change and shuffle steps.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will be able
to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique
exercises


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 5 or more technique areas related to Hip Hop Dance. (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 5 or more technique areas related to Hip Hop Dance. (12/19/2018)


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises appropriate for a beginning
level.
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SKY DANC 150.1: Hip Hop I


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography. - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break step, ball
change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 5 or more technique areas related to Hip Hop Dance. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students were able to earn enough points, based on improvement from
participation, in at least 5 or more technique areas related to Hip Hop Dance. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 28 students who enrolled 23 were able to earn enough points, based on improvement
from participation, in at least 5 or more technique areas related to Hip Hop Dance.
(02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% who enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate corrections
into their beginning / intermediate routines from the instructor. The 80% were able to do 3 or
more corrections. 70%were able to do at least two corrections (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
beginning steps they have learned.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
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SKY DANC 150.1: Hip Hop I


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography. - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break step, ball
change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% who enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their beginning / intermediate routines from the instructor. Over 80% were
able to do 3 or more corrections. Over 90%were able to do at least two corrections
(12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% who enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their beginning / intermediate routines from the instructor. Over 80% were
able to do 3 or more corrections. Over 90%were able to do at least two corrections
(12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
90% who enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate corrections
into their beginning / intermediate routines from the instructor. The 80% were able to do 3 or
more corrections. 90%were able to do at least two corrections (02/23/2017)


demonstration.
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SKY DANC 150.1: Hip Hop I


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography. - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break step, ball
change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
21 of 28 students who enrolled in the class were able to successfully receive and incorporate
corrections into their beginning routines from the instructor. The 21 were able to do 3 or
more corrections. 4 were able to do at least two corrections. (02/08/2016)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at a beginning level, integration of technical
skills, and utilization of performance techniques. Over 80% of students demonstrated
proficiency at a beginning level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at a beginning level, integration of technical
skills, and utilization of performance techniques. Over 90% of students demonstrated
proficiency at a beginning level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques. (12/19/2018)


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met


Presentation/Performance -
Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance at a
beginning level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques.
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SKY DANC 150.1: Hip Hop I


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Beginning level skills, patterns, routines and choreography. - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break step, ball
change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Students were graded on their final performance at a beginning level, integration of technical
skills, and utilization of performance techniques. Over 90% of students demonstrated
proficiency at a beginning level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at a beginning level, integration of technical
skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 83% of students demonstrated proficiency
at a beginning level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and performance
techniques. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at a beginning level, integration of technical
skills, and utilization of performance techniques. 24 of 28 students demonstrated proficiency
at a beginning level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and performance
techniques.


 (02/08/2016)


SKY DANC 150.2: Hip Hop II


Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately
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SKY DANC 150.2: Hip Hop II


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


understand and execute beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping,
locking, break step, ball change and shuffle steps.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will be able
to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique
exercises


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
90% of students were able to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique exercises successfully
(12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique exercises successfully
(12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique exercises successfully
(12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique exercises successfully
(02/23/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises appropriate for an
intermediate level.
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SKY DANC 150.2: Hip Hop II


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and
execute beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break
step, ball change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Inconclusive
No results in 2015-16 to report. No students took the second level class. (02/08/2016)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students who completed the class will be able to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students who completed the class will be able to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level. (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students who completed the class will be able to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level. (12/20/2017)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
intermediate steps they have
learned.  Students receive
corrections from the instructor, and
must incorporate these corrections
into their demonstration.
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SKY DANC 150.2: Hip Hop II


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and
execute beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break
step, ball change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students who completed the class will be able to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level.  (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Inconclusive
No results in 2015-16 to report. No students took the second level class. (02/08/2016)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at an
intermediate level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
techniques.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students demonstrated proficiency at an intermediate level, and improvement in their
use of technical skills, and performance techniques. (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students who completed the class will be able to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level. (12/19/2018)


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met


Presentation/Performance -
Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance at an
intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques.
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SKY DANC 150.2: Hip Hop II


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Intermediate level skills, patterns, routines and choreography - Students will demonstrate the movement skills necessary to accurately understand and
execute beginning level patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines and choreography in the hip hop dance technique. These may include popping, locking, break
step, ball change and shuffle steps.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


100% of students demonstrated proficiency at an intermediate level, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, and performance techniques. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students demonstrated proficiency at an intermediate level, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, and performance techniques. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Inconclusive
No results in 2015-16 to report. No students took the second level class. (02/08/2016)


SKY DANC 164   : Tango De La Confiteria


1) Elements of Tango de la Confiteria - Demonstrate an understanding of low advanced Tango de la Confiteria elements and techniques through improvisation
with appropriate balance, posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Start Date: 06/01/2010
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met


Exam - A) Midterm exam pertaining
to social etiquette of Tango, floor
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SKY DANC 164   : Tango De La Confiteria


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


1) Elements of Tango de la Confiteria - Demonstrate an understanding of low advanced Tango de la Confiteria elements and techniques through improvisation
with appropriate balance, posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will score 70% or better


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students received a passing
score (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students received a passing
score.  (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students received a passing
score. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students received a passing
score. (02/23/2017)


craft, balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.
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SKY DANC 164   : Tango De La Confiteria


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


1) Elements of Tango de la Confiteria - Demonstrate an understanding of low advanced Tango de la Confiteria elements and techniques through improvisation
with appropriate balance, posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students received a passing
score. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
 Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor craft, balance, and the
importance of positions and posture was administered. 100% of students received a passing
score. (03/24/2015)


Action: Students who did not pass
either missed the exam or missed too
many classes to understand and
comprehend the material.
Attendance in this class would be
greatly improved by having a
consistent meeting place; this class is
often displaced when the theater is
being rented out.


 (04/04/2013)
Action Plan Category: Plan
purchase of new equipment or
supplies


Reporting Cycle: 2009 - 2010
Result Type: Criterion not met
Of the 44 students who completed the mid-term, 32 had a score of 70% or better. Need to
spend more time reviewing exam. Exam - A) Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of
Tango, floor craft, balance, and the importance of positions and posture.  (01/15/2010)


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8


Presentation/Performance - B) Final
in-class demonstration of Argentine
Tango skills, musicality, and
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SKY DANC 164   : Tango De La Confiteria


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


1) Elements of Tango de la Confiteria - Demonstrate an understanding of low advanced Tango de la Confiteria elements and techniques through improvisation
with appropriate balance, posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 5 or more points


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean and colleagues


point rubric was administered. 100% of the students scored a 5 or higher (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students scored a 5 or higher (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students scored a 5 or higher (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students scored a 5 or higher (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met


etiquette using an 8 point rubric.
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SKY DANC 164   : Tango De La Confiteria


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


1) Elements of Tango de la Confiteria - Demonstrate an understanding of low advanced Tango de la Confiteria elements and techniques through improvisation
with appropriate balance, posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students scored a 5 or higher (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric was administered. 100% of the students scored a 5 or higher. (03/24/2015)


Action: This type of Tango takes a
great deal of work and practice. The
students who did not pass on the
rubric either needed more time or
missed too much class to successfully
complete and demonstrate the skills.
Attendance in this class would be
greatly improved if the meeting place
were consistent.  This class is often
displaced do to scheduling conflicts
with impacted facilities.
(04/04/2013)
Action Plan Category: Plan
purchase of new equipment or
supplies


Reporting Cycle: 2009 - 2010
Result Type: Criterion not met
28 of 44 students scored with a grade of 5 or higher.Presentation/Performance - B) Final in-
class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills, musicality, and etiquette using an 8 point
rubric.  (01/15/2010)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond positively to at least
70% of survey questions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt they had improved skills, ability and
knowledge (12/13/2019)


Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango
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SKY DANC 164   : Tango De La Confiteria


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


1) Elements of Tango de la Confiteria - Demonstrate an understanding of low advanced Tango de la Confiteria elements and techniques through improvisation
with appropriate balance, posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt they had improved skills, ability and
knowledge.  (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt they had improved skills, ability and
knowledge. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: See
Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt they had improved skills, ability and
knowledge. (02/23/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2015- 2016
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt they had improved skills, ability and
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SKY DANC 164   : Tango De La Confiteria


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


1) Elements of Tango de la Confiteria - Demonstrate an understanding of low advanced Tango de la Confiteria elements and techniques through improvisation
with appropriate balance, posture, connection and positioning of the dance frame (the embrace).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


knowledge. (02/08/2016)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
 Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and their class experience with
Argentine Tango was administered. 100% of students felt they had improved skills, ability and
knowledge. (03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2009 - 2010
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 44 students who completed the class, all indicated improved self-efficacy. This was
measured as follows: Survey - C) Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and
their class experience with Argentine Tango . (01/15/2010)


SKY DANC 390   : Dance Composition/Theory/Chore


1) Performance, choreography, production - Produce, choreograph and perform a solo and/or group dance (3-5 minutes long) using a conceptual framework
for expressing a choreographic message, as well as music, costumes, and relevant technical domains.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Directly related to Course Outcome


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: No
discussion


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)


Course not taught in 19-20 (12/13/2019)
Result Type: Inconclusive


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/19/2018)


Exam - A) Final Exam: Students will
take a written exam in which they
analyze and/or report upon the
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SKY DANC 390   : Dance Composition/Theory/Chore


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


1) Performance, choreography, production - Produce, choreograph and perform a solo and/or group dance (3-5 minutes long) using a conceptual framework
for expressing a choreographic message, as well as music, costumes, and relevant technical domains.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will successfully report/discuss
effective steps towards the
production and choreography of a
dance.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 10 students who completed the class, 8 students successfully reported/discussed
effective steps towards the production and choreography of a dance (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2010 - 2011
Result Type: Criterion met
Of the 21 students who completed the class, 16 students successfully reported/discussed
effective steps towards the production and choreography of a dance (01/14/2011)


process and progress within the
production and choreography of
dance.


Success Criterion: 70% of students


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/19/2018)


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018


Presentation/Performance - B)
Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance for
mastery of choreography,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of dance styles and
performance techniques.
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SKY DANC 390   : Dance Composition/Theory/Chore


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


1) Performance, choreography, production - Produce, choreograph and perform a solo and/or group dance (3-5 minutes long) using a conceptual framework
for expressing a choreographic message, as well as music, costumes, and relevant technical domains.


will demonstrate the mastery of
choreography, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, dance
styles and performance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion not met
3 of the students who completed the course (30%) successfully demonstrated the mastery of
choreography, and improvement in their use of technical skills, dance styles and performance
techniques. (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2010 - 2011
Result Type: Criterion met
20 of the students who completed the course successfully demonstrated the mastery of
choreography, and improvement in their use of technical skills, dance styles and performance
techniques. (01/14/2011)


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will successfully complete 80% of in-
class assignments.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Criterion met
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Other - C) Progressive Skill
Development: Daily participation
points in progressive exercises.
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SKY DANC 390   : Dance Composition/Theory/Chore


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


1) Performance, choreography, production - Produce, choreograph and perform a solo and/or group dance (3-5 minutes long) using a conceptual framework
for expressing a choreographic message, as well as music, costumes, and relevant technical domains.


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2013 - 2014
Result Type: Criterion met
9/10 students (90%) who completed the class successfully completed the in-class
assignments (which included progressive exercises). (02/04/2014)


Reporting Cycle: 2010 - 2011
Result Type: Criterion met
20/21 students (95%) who completed the class successfully completed the in-class
assignments (which included progressive exercises). (01/14/2011)


SKY DANC 391               : Dance Composition -- Theory and Choreography


Critical Analysis - Upon successful completion of the course, the student will be able to analyze dance choreography and provide a conceptual framework for
understanding the meaning reflected in the performance.


Start Date: 09/10/2014
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: Work will be Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Assessment of a variety of choreography forms via critical written assignments. Assignments
were evaluated for content, organization and ability to apply principles learned in class.
Based on rubric over 90% of students who completed the class received a passing grade
(12/13/2019)


Other - Assessment of a variety of
choreography forms via critical
written assignments. Assignments
are evaluated for content,
organization and ability to apply
principles learned in class.
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SKY DANC 391               : Dance Composition -- Theory and Choreography


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Critical Analysis - Upon successful completion of the course, the student will be able to analyze dance choreography and provide a conceptual framework for
understanding the meaning reflected in the performance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


evaluated on a rubric related to
content, organization and ability to
apply principles learned in class.


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Assessment of a variety of choreography forms via critical written assignments. Assignments
were evaluated for content, organization and ability to apply principles learned in class.
Based on rubric over 90% of students who completed the class received a passing grade.
(12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Assessment of a variety of choreography forms via critical written assignments. Assignments
were evaluated for content, organization and ability to apply principles learned in class.
Based on rubric over 90% of students who completed the class received a passing grade.
(03/24/2015)
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SKY DANC 391               : Dance Composition -- Theory and Choreography


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Critical Analysis - Upon successful completion of the course, the student will be able to analyze dance choreography and provide a conceptual framework for
understanding the meaning reflected in the performance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: Libretto will be
evaluated on a three point rubric
based on the following areas of
evaluation. Student must score a 2
or higher to successfully complete.
Areas of evaluation are:


Exploring the motivations and
intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and forms
will express the choreographic
message, how to adapt the piece for
a particular venue / audience, what
technical support the piece will
require and how it can impact the
community


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Written libretto for a dance piece exploring the motivations and intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and forms will express the choreographic message, how to adapt
the piece for a particular venue / audience, what technical support the piece will require and
how it can impact the community was required. Slightly more than 90% of the students
scored a 2 or higher to successfully complete. (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Written libretto for a dance piece exploring the motivations and intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and forms will express the choreographic message, how to adapt
the piece for a particular venue / audience, what technical support the piece will require and
how it can impact the community was required. Slightly more than 90% of the students
scored a 2 or higher to successfully complete. (12/20/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive


Other - Written libretto for a dance
piece exploring the motivations and
intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and forms
will express the choreographic
message, how to adapt the piece for
a particular venue / audience, what
technical support the piece will
require and how it can impact the
community.
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SKY DANC 391               : Dance Composition -- Theory and Choreography


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Critical Analysis - Upon successful completion of the course, the student will be able to analyze dance choreography and provide a conceptual framework for
understanding the meaning reflected in the performance.


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Class not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Written libretto for a dance piece exploring the motivations and intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and forms will express the choreographic message, how to adapt
the piece for a particular venue / audience, what technical support the piece will require and
how it can impact the community was required. Slightly more than 90% of the students
scored a 2 or higher to successfully complete. (03/24/2015)


Application of Skill & Technique - Upon successful completion of this course, a student will be able to apply diverse, original and creative approaches to artistic
design problems, demonstrating an understanding of line, form, space, time, theatrical/dance drama, costume, lighting, props and/or different means od dance
accompanimentb(i.e. narrative/text, recorded or live music).


Start Date: 09/10/2014
Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: Created piece will
be evlauated based on it's creativity,
organization and ability to fully
utilize the form and location to
convey or express ideas / feelings.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Capstone Assignment/Project - Students created a solo / group dance to be performed at the
fall showcase. Slightly more that 90% of the students created a passing piece based on it's
creativity, organization and ability to fully utilize the form and location to convey or express
ideas / feelings (12/13/2019)


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive


Capstone Assignment/Project -
Creation of a solo / group dance to
be performed at either fall or spring
showcase
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SKY DANC 391               : Dance Composition -- Theory and Choreography


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Application of Skill & Technique - Upon successful completion of this course, a student will be able to apply diverse, original and creative approaches to artistic
design problems, demonstrating an understanding of line, form, space, time, theatrical/dance drama, costume, lighting, props and/or different means od dance
accompanimentb(i.e. narrative/text, recorded or live music).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Course not taught in 18-19 (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Capstone Assignment/Project - Students created a solo / group dance to be performed at the
fall showcase. Slightly more that 90% of the students created a passing piece based on it's
creativity, organization and ability to fully utilize the form and location to convey or express
ideas / feelings. (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Capstone Assignment/Project - Students created a solo / group dance to be performed at the
fall showcase. Slightly more that 90% of the students created a passing piece based on it's
creativity, organization and ability to fully utilize the form and location to convey or express
ideas / feelings.


 (03/24/2015)


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)Presentation/Performance -
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SKY DANC 391               : Dance Composition -- Theory and Choreography


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Application of Skill & Technique - Upon successful completion of this course, a student will be able to apply diverse, original and creative approaches to artistic
design problems, demonstrating an understanding of line, form, space, time, theatrical/dance drama, costume, lighting, props and/or different means od dance
accompanimentb(i.e. narrative/text, recorded or live music).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Success Criterion: Students must
score at 70% or higher on all areas to
demonstrate competency. Four
assignments per semester are used.
If the student demonstrates
progression the final assignments
can be weighted more heavily.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with dean and colleagues


Result Type: Criterion met
Presentation/Performance - Quarterly presentation / performance by students or student led
groups were designed to demonstrate application of principles related to diversity, creativity,
design, form/space/time, theatrics, costumes and props.Slightly more than 90% of students
scored at a passing level on all areas to demonstrate competency. Four assignments per
semester were used. If the student demonstrated progression the final assignments were
weighted more heavily (12/13/2019)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/19/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Criterion met
Presentation/Performance - Quarterly presentation / performance by students or student led
groups were designed to demonstrate application of principles related to diversity, creativity,
design, form/space/time, theatrics, costumes and props.Slightly more than 90% of students
scored at a passing level on all areas to demonstrate competency. Four assignments per
semester were used. If the student demonstrated progression the final assignments were
weighted more heavily (12/20/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017


Quarterly presentation /
performance by student or student
led groups designed to demonstrate
application of principles related to
diversity, creativity, design,
form/space/time, theatrics,
costumes and props.
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SKY DANC 391               : Dance Composition -- Theory and Choreography


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


Application of Skill & Technique - Upon successful completion of this course, a student will be able to apply diverse, original and creative approaches to artistic
design problems, demonstrating an understanding of line, form, space, time, theatrical/dance drama, costume, lighting, props and/or different means od dance
accompanimentb(i.e. narrative/text, recorded or live music).


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/21/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2014 - 2015
Result Type: Criterion met
Presentation/Performance - Quarterly presentation / performance by students or student led
groups were designed to demonstrate application of principles related to diversity, creativity,
design, form/space/time, theatrics, costumes and props.Slightly more than 90% of students
scored at a passing level on all areas to demonstrate competency. Four assignments per
semester were used. If the student demonstrated progression the final assignments were
weighted more heavily. (03/24/2015)


SKY DANC 450: Intermediate / Advanced Dance Production


1) Skills and Expression - Develop creative expression through the repertory/performance experience; an understanding of line, form, and shape; and a different
means of theatrical expression with movement, voice, narrative and/or live music.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Assessment Methods Result Actions


Directly related to Course Outcome


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: No
discussion


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)


Course not taught in 19-20 (12/13/2019)
Result Type: Inconclusive
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SKY DANC 450: Intermediate / Advanced Dance Production


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


1) Skills and Expression - Develop creative expression through the repertory/performance experience; an understanding of line, form, and shape; and a different
means of theatrical expression with movement, voice, narrative and/or live music.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be receive a grade of 70% or
higher on the tests.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/22/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students received a grade of 70% or higher on their written test, in which they
demonstrated an understanding of the aspects of musicality, terminology and cultural
aspects of the dance form. (12/21/2012)


Exam - A) Written Final Exam:
Objective tests and final examination
on aspects of history, music,
terminology and/or cultural aspects
of this dance form.


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Presentation/Performance - B)
Evaluation of student's final
performance in instructor's
choreographed dance at midterm
and at the end of semester for
application of technical skills, style,
and creative expression as assigned
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SKY DANC 450: Intermediate / Advanced Dance Production


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


1) Skills and Expression - Develop creative expression through the repertory/performance experience; an understanding of line, form, and shape; and a different
means of theatrical expression with movement, voice, narrative and/or live music.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement on 3 of 5
assigned technical skills, style, and
creative expression. Who discussed the assessment,


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/22/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
78% of students showed improvement on 3 of 5 assigned technical skills, style, and creative
expression. (12/21/2012)


Action: Although the criterion were
met; it was by a slim margin. Student
attendance was impacted by the
need for more instructor time for
HBA hours in order to participate in
the kinds of performance activities
that the cheerleading students were
most interested in. (04/04/2013)
Action Plan Category: Make staffing
changes


Reporting Cycle: 2011 - 2012
Result Type: Criterion met
70% showed improvement: 24 Total Students, 17 demonstrated the application of technical
skills, style and creative expression as assigned.
This number would have been higher, if not for the late-semester drop-outs of the
cheerleaders; they would have been more successful in their own class, rather than
functioning as one of the many student groups.  This is due to their increased number of
cheers to be learned, and their desire to perform more than what is required (at games, in
addition to the shows).   (12/30/2011)


by the instructor.


Success Criterion: 70% of students Who discussed the assessment,


Reporting Cycle: 2018- 2019
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 18-19 (12/18/2018)


Other - C) Progressive Skill
Development: Daily participation
points in progressive exercises.
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SKY DANC 450: Intermediate / Advanced Dance Production


Critical Evaluation - Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art


1) Skills and Expression - Develop creative expression through the repertory/performance experience; an understanding of line, form, and shape; and a different
means of theatrical expression with movement, voice, narrative and/or live music.


will complete 80% of in-class
workouts.


results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed with Dean


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?:
Discussed


Reporting Cycle: 2017- 2018
Result Type: Inconclusive
Course not taught in 17-18 (12/20/2017)


Who discussed the assessment,
results and/or action plans? When?
Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: NA


Reporting Cycle: 2016- 2017
Result Type: Inconclusive
Class not taught in 16-17 (02/22/2017)


Reporting Cycle: 2012 - 2013
Result Type: Criterion met
93% of students completed 80% of in-class workouts (progressive skill development).
(12/21/2012)


Reporting Cycle: 2011 - 2012
Result Type: Criterion met
73% of students completed 80% of in-class workouts (progressive skill development). (14/19
Students) (05/30/2012)


Reporting Cycle: 2010 - 2011
Result Type: Criterion met
82% (14/17) of students completed 80% of in-class workouts (progressive skill development).
(05/28/2011)
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Planning Objective Report


Planning Year:  2020-2021


Objective Report:
Objective ID: 1060 Objective Title: Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team


Unit Manager: Steele, Amber Planning Unit: 2416DANC00 - Dance


Obj. Status: New/In Progress Obj. Purpose: Program Review - CPR/APP/ALUR


Unit Purpose:


Objective Description:


Institutionalize the Competitive Hip Hop Team
Support of Competitive Hip Hop Dance Team to increase outreach, community involvement, college reputation and diversity of 
students. The Dance Program at Skyline College intends to help lead the way in updating the approach to college dance by 
continuing the competitive Hip Hop dance team, which will attract students of all backgrounds who are interested in hip hop and 
urban dance styles. Students who participate in the competitive dance teams gain skills in leadership, teamwork, health and 
wellness, public speaking and performing; preparation for careers both in dance and corporate fields. I propose that we support 
this program by funding the hours of Coaches / Assistant Coaches, and covering the costs of the competitions and events that 
the students would attend.
Benefits to College, Students and Community:
Students involved in the competitive dance teams will learn build strong ties to their peers and coaches, besupported and 
encouraged to keep a 2.0 GPA, will be required to commit to a year-long program and attend rehearsals (which will keep them 
coming to classes each day, and will keep enrolled all year), will be offered advice on course planning to get in, get through and 
get out on time. While we previously offered a highly successful POM team as well, that group did not serve our objective of 
increasing diversity as much as previously anticipated (student cheer/pom club teams had been more diverse, previously). 
Since we have only (so far) institutionalized about a quarter of the funding for the coaching, we would like to initially move forward 
with just the Hip Hop Team, at this time. As it grows into permanence, we may find the expansion calls back a need for the 
Pom/Cheer teams (many students participate in both styles). We also are considering bringing the camp in-house to save money, 
and to compete in more local competitions, rather than traveling to Southern California and staying in hotels, at this time.


Skyline College Strategic Priorities (2018-23)


*SC2 Transformative Teaching and Learning


SC5 Strong and Effective Community Partnerships


SMCCCD Strategic Plan (2015-20)


*DS1 STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice


DS1.1     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 1: Access and Success


DS1.3     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 3: Program Delivery


Institutional Goals


Planning Unit Goals Objective Types Planning Priorities


No Data to Display No Data to Display No Data to Display


Due Date Status Priority Task Budget Amount


Ongoing High Institutionalize the Competitive Hip Hop Team at full funding 
levels, now that the PIF Grants have expired.
This includes funding for coaching and coordination, as well as 
registration fees for competitions.


$34,500


Tasks


No Data to Display


Assessment Measures


No Data to Display


Intended Results
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No Data to Display


Status Reports


No Data to Display


Actual Results


No Data to Display


Use of Results


No Data to Display


Gap Analysis


No Data to Display


SWOT


No Data to Display


Units Impacted


Standards


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - I.A. - Profile: Unit Purpose


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - I.B. - Profile: Programs


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - I.C. - Profile: Service Area Outcomes


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - II.A. - Analysis: Unit Effectiveness


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - II.C. - Analysis: Unit Environment


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - II.D. - Analysis: Unit Personnel


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - III.A. - Reflection: Considering Key Findings


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - III.B. - Reflection: Synergy


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - III.C. - Reflection: Aspirations


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Unit Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.B. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - I.A. - Program Profile: Purpose


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - I.B. - Program Profile: Planning Team


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - II.A. - Analysis: Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals) and Activities


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - II.B. - Analysis: Program Environment


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - II.C. - Analysis: Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs and PSLOs)


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - III.A. - Reflection: Considering Key Findings


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - III.B. - Reflection: ISLOs


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Continuation/Modification


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.B. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


Associated Standards


No Data to Display


Associated Outcomes


Documents


File Name File Size Date Modified


End of the Year Report 16 17 Competitive Dance Teams.docx 19.02 KB 4/27/2017


PIF Competitive Dance 2017_18.docx 200.206 KB 3/17/2018
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Links


Link Name Link URL
No Links to Display
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 (
I.
Section I: Program Profile
)

I.A. Program Purpose

 (
Response Detail
)Describe the purpose of the program and how it contributes to the mission of Skyline College.



Response Status:	Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

Narrative

The mission of this program is to train the community college student in the techniques, aesthetics, production processes and

analysis of dance.

Today's dance field includes not only concert-based, traditional performances, but competitions and streaming content that celebrates dancers' proficiency and precision in multiple styles of dance. In order to prepare our students to creatively communicate in their community, we have modified our program to focus on cultivating skills in diverse dance techniques, peer pedagogy, team leadership, goal-setting and collaboration. Students hone these skills through competition and performances, community involvement, cultural and historical lecture courses that illuminate the way that dance interacts with historical cultural movements.



Dance students participate in community outreach and cooperative project management during the production of dance and musical theater performances, and through the Dance Exchange Project. The previously grant-funded, annual Dance Conference to our program attracted students and community members to our campus and dance program by offering clinics from professional dance instructors from a culturally diverse selection of movement styles. Community members, students from across the district and professional guest artists join us on campus for our Dance Concerts and Spring Musical performances.



Therefore, the program is consistent with the college mission of empowering and transforming a global community of learners and fulfills the college goal of being a leading academic and cultural center for the community. Skyline dance students become performers, choreographers, teachers, directors of dance programs and/or studios, and/or discerning audience members who appreciate and understand other cultures and dance styles.

 (
Suggested Follow Ups
Date
Suggested Follow Up
)

  No Suggested Follow Ups to Display	







Associated Objectives	Planning Unit

DRAFT - Hip Hop Dance Team Institutionalization	Dance

Annual Dance Costume/Prop Budget	Dance

Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Institutionalization of Competitive Dance Teams	Dance Increase offering of technique classes that support the major	Dance Add DANC 117 Tap Dance	Dance

Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team	Dance

Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Revamp DANC AA	Dance

Additional Section of DANC 150 Hip Hop Dance	Dance Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major	Dance

 (
Search Standards Description Text
Source: CPR
Cycle: CPR (2017-18 Cycle) Search Text: DANC
Response Types: Completed
)



 (
Print Date: Wednesday, March 21, 2018
) (
Page 
10
 of 26
)



 (
Associated Outcomes
Planning Unit
)

  No Associated Outcomes to Display	

 (
Internet Links
Link
URL
No Internet Links to Display
) (
Documents
File Name
File Type
File Size
File Date
No Documents to Display
)







I.B. Program Student Learning Outcomes

 (
Response Detail
)List the current program student learning outcomes (PSLOs).



Response Status:	Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

Narrative

Students completing this program will be able to:

Provide a more authentic and individualized interpretation of a given dance form through a demonstration of appropriate levels of technique that incorporate cultural elements* of this dance form (*e.g., costume, history, vocabulary, rhythm and music) Create and develop unique movement sequences and collaboratively organize that material into a dance.

Critically evaluate and objectively discuss dance as a performance art.

 (
Suggested Follow Ups
Date
Suggested Follow Up
)

  No Suggested Follow Ups to Display	





 (
Associated Objectives
Planning Unit
)

  No Associated Objectives to Display	

 (
Associated Outcomes
Planning Unit
)

  No Associated Outcomes to Display	

 (
Internet Links
Link
URL
http://catalog.skylinecollege.edu/current/programs/dance-
 aa.php
PSLO's Skyline Dance Program
)



		Documents

		



		File Name

		File Type

		File Size

		File Date



		dance-aa and PSLO's.pdf

		Portable Document Format

		52.403 KB

		3/9/2018 8:11:04 PM



		DANC_Annual_Plan_4_Column_PSLO_Report_thru_ 2017-2018.pdf

		Portable Document Format

		103.853 KB

		3/12/2018 7:10:33 PM









I.C. Profile: Program Review Team

Comprehensive program review is intended to be a collaborative process which promotes dialogue and reflection. Please identify all individuals who contributed to or shaped the program review narrative. Include names and the title or role of each person.







 (
Response Detail
)

Response Status:         Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

Narrative

Amber Steele - Professor

Jan Fosberg - Professor, Curriculum Representative



Additional Input:

Marianne Beck - Professor, Curriculum Representative (Transfer/Articulation Officer) Jude Navari - Professor, Curriculum Representative

Gary Ferguson - Assistant Coach Joslynn Mathis-Reed - Instructor Ken Delmar - Instructor

Kevin Simmers - Instructor Diana Cushway - Instructor



Caroline Liviakis - Assistant Coach

Kelly McCann - Napa Valley College Dance Department Chair Joan Walton - Professor, San Jose State University

Dance Program Alumni (current dance majors in 4-year programs) - Jalayna Schneider, Maile Wong, Shelly Redfield



DANC 391 Students & Current Dance Majors - Aaron Alferez, Ana Umali, Amy Darwin, Caitlin Evans, Cheril Ellingson, Alina Kirichuk, Ivan Juarez, Mitchell Mau, Nataly Ramirez





 (
Suggested Follow Ups
Date
Suggested Follow Up
)

  No Suggested Follow Ups to Display	





 (
Associated Objectives
Planning Unit
)

  No Associated Objectives to Display	

 (
Associated Outcomes
Planning Unit
)

  No Associated Outcomes to Display	



Internet Links

Link	URL

Caroline Liviakis' LinkedIn Profile	https://www.linkedin.com/in/caroline-liviakis-80082588/

Gary Ferguson's LinkedIn Profile	https://www.linkedin.com/in/gary-d-ferguson-68193812/

Joslynn Mathis Reed's Linkedin Profile	https://www.linkedin.com/in/joslynn-mathis-reed-4038a09a/

 (
Documents
File Name
File Type
File Size
File Date
No Documents to Display
)





II. Section II: Assessment, Analysis, and Findings

II.A.1	Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals)

Describe the progress made on prior CPR/APP objectives including identification of achievements or areas in which further effort is needed. If the program is new with no prior CPR/APP, comment on new program implementation.



Below the narrative box, use the Associate Objectives feature to select the related objectives. Once associated, you may also view each objective. If appropriate, edit the status to Completed or Discontinued.



Search Text: DANC Response Types: Completed

 (
Response Detail
)

Response Status:	Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

Narrative

Previous APP & CPR Goals Previous CPR Goals

All Goals Set in Our 2012 CPR Have Been Achieved

Complete the Spring Musical and consider integrating into the regular program offerings

We are now in process of completing our sixth Spring Musical, and have institutionalized the process via a combination of course offerings in tandem with the Creative Arts Division (Music), ticket sales, ASSC support and SMCCD Foundation Funding Complete TracDAT assessments for all courses offered

Offer increased sections of DANC 130

We have progressed to offer this nearly once per year Whope to add sections to each semester

Offer increased sections of production classes

We have now been offering DANC 400 at least annually

When DANC 400 doesn't fit well with the schedule, we offer the one-unit alternate production course, DANC 395 or a choreography course

Our new AA will keep DANC 400 annual Previous APP Goals

Improve Technical Dance Skills By Offering More Technique Classes - Upcoming

Due to schedule constraints created by the required courses, we needed to offer more choreography courses and fewer technique courses. Without as many technique courses, students' technical dance skills were not increasing as quickly as possible. We look forward to increased student success in future years, as we will be able to focus our scheduling on

technique. These classes are also typically easier to fill, and recruit more dancers into the department than the choreography

courses.

Improve Visual Self-Analysis Skills - In Progress

In order to improve the verbalization and ability to self-analyze, we implemented additional in-class self-review discussions. This has been made possible by the upgrade of our dance studio's AV system in 2017, allowing the teacher to video tape the students in-class performances and immediately show the video to the students for critiquing sessions, where the students can gain an objective perspective on their effective use of skills in class. We anticipate that he effects of this improvement will be evident in next year's assessment results, as we are currently seeing an improvement in the students' verbal peer critiques in class.

Provided Consistency in Classroom Scheduling to Improve Attendance - Achieved

In previous years, our shortage of classroom space (3-201 shares use with many Fitness, Drama & Combatives classes,) some dance classes were scheduled in the theater, which must accommodate other events. This would then send the students into alternate classrooms, and resulted in decreased student attendance.

More recently, we have been able to schedule almost all of the dance classes in the dance studio, which has improved attendance. We do anticipate future conflicts due to the reconstruction of Building 1 over the next five years, which will remove access to the theater for DANC 410 Musical Theater, and for the dance shows, which all of the dance classes participate in.

Provide Cleaner Facilities to Prevent Illness and Improve Attendance - In Progress

As per our previous requests, the dance floor continues to need more frequent cleaning; but in particular a weekly or bi-weekly deep cleaning. There had been increased push broom cleaning which had dropped off due to a scheduling confusion last semester. Students have been noticing and commenting on this status, but even when we got a mopping once a month, it was so infrequent that there would be often streaks of mud afterward. There is still room for improvement on this front, and so we are keeping an eye on it (as we know there will be retirements in our facilities personnel this year). 3-201 sees hundreds of students each day, and is an exceptionally high-use classroom, where students are sweating and changing shoes, visitors use it during special events, etc. it continues to require special care. Additionally, its important to remember that students are literally lying on the floor in this classroom, and touching it with their hands and faces. We would love to improve on this front!

Continue to Represent Diversity and Support Student Cohorts with Historically Lower Success Rates

When comparing to college average, we would like to increase the recruitment of male students (this lower number is normal in dance programs, but nonetheless); and to improve the recruitment and success rates of Black Non-Hispanic students.

Repeatability has affected our freedom to offer diverse dance styles because it took out Dance in a Cultural Context from the curriculum (DANC 665). In an attempt to make up for this loss, we have been trying to offer more styles of dance through the annual Dance Festival 2014, 2015, 2016 (was PIF Grant Funded), teaching diverse dances in the dance production classes (DANC 395, DANC 400) and in the survey/history lecture courses (DANC 100, DANC 102). However, we need funding to continue support for coordination time for the dance festival, and guest choreographers and teachers.

We consider equity and diversity to be a constant focal point, and seek to serve students in the following ways:

Recruitment: in our Promotional Materials, we post pictures that represent our diverse student dancers, and make sure to post pictures of male dancers outside of the dance studio

Offer more sections of Hip Hop (Hopefully, by next year)

Created a successful Competitive Hip Hop team, which won 2nd place in the 2018 National Championships

Faculty professional development this summer at Alvin Ailey to represent the Black style of modern dance (planned for Summer 2018)

Hire diverse faculty and Assistant Coaches

Offer additional styles of dance as workshops, guest choreographers, etc.





 (
Print Date: Wednesday, March 21, 2018
) (
Page 
6
 of 26
)





 (
Suggested Follow Ups
Date
Suggested Follow Up
)

  No Suggested Follow Ups to Display	







Associated Objectives	Planning Unit

Revamp DANC AA	Dance

Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team	Dance

Add DANC 117 Tap Dance	Dance

Additional Section of DANC 150 Hip Hop Dance	Dance Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major	Dance

 (
Associated Outcomes
Planning Unit
)

  No Associated Outcomes to Display	



		Internet Links

		



		Link

		URL

		

		



		No Internet Links to Display

		

		

		



		

Documents

		

		

		



		File Name

		File Type

		File Size

		File Date



		APP DANCE - Spring 2017.pdf

		Portable Document Format

		370.515 KB

		3/20/2018 12:44:53 AM



		Dance_Program_Review_Spring_2012.pdf

		Portable Document Format

		1.538 MB

		3/20/2018 12:48:37 AM









II.A.2.	Progress on Program Student Learning Outcomes

Describe the progress made on PSLOs including achievements, gaps in learning, and/or areas in which further effort is needed.



Upload the TracDat report to the SPOL document repository in the Program Review folder for the current academic year (Program Uploads). Make sure the file name includes the program name or abbreviation (e.g., PRIE-TracDat 2017).



 (
Search Standards Description Text
Source: CPR
Cycle: CPR (2017-18 Cycle) Search Text: DANC
Response Types: Completed
)





 (
Response Detail
)

Response Status:	Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

Narrative

SLO & PSLO Assessment Results

Over the past two years, all SLO and PSLO Assessments in all courses (which were offered) met their criteria

Inconclusive results for critical thinking and self-assessment SLOs had been close to the mark, and have now improved to surpass the criteria. The classes with the lowest success rates in completing assignments and gaining technical skill all cited attendance as affecting their student's success on exams and performance execution.

Improving Student Critical Thinking Skills

In order to improve the verbalization and ability to self-analyze, we implemented additional in-class self-review discussions. This has been made possible by the upgrade of our dance studio's AV system, allowing the teacher to video tape the students in-class performances and immediately show the video to the students for critiquing sessions, where the students can gain an objective perspective on their effective use of skills in class.



Increased Online Course Success Rates

Online courses were behind five years ago, at 59% in online classes, but since then, we have improved out success rates to 67%, and over the last two years, we have caught up with the college average. This may be due to the modifications made over the past two years in DANC 100. We have converted to CANVAS, and have added rubrics to almost all of the assignments that students interact with, clarifying the expectations for their assignments. Students also participate in peer reviews using these rubrics, which has improved their success with Critical Thinking SLO's and PSLO's.



Facilities Improvements and Obstacles

In years previous to 2015, the Tango classes and the DANC 395, 400 and 391 courses, had seen student success impacted by being displaced from their assigned facilities. (These classes were scheduled on the stage because 3-201 was impacted by Fitness and Combatives courses.) Since the Spring 2015, we continue to see improvement because the DANC 400 course was able to be entirely scheduled in 3-201. However, with the theater reconstruction beginning in January of 2019, we anticipate facilities impacts to come up for the next few years.

Assessment

One barrier to effective assessment in previous years has been small sample sizes. This may become more dire as we move forward with the leveling of courses within TracDat. All courses in the dance department have both SLO's and Assessment

plans in leveled format, but not necessarily entered by individual level into TracDat. With the courses divided up into levels, we may see even more courses with sample sizes too small to give clear results.



All courses will continue to be assessed every semester when offered. SLO's and assessments track skill and fitness development based on a pre-test and post-test, including assessments of in-class videos, that the students and instructors evaluate together. In addition, depending on the course, assessments related to technical skill demonstration, technical and/or theoretical knowledge, cultural customs, history and basic applied anatomy and physiology are conducted. Students are evaluated by progression within levels established at a beginning, intermediate, advanced intermediate and advanced level.

Performance courses are evaluated by the student's ability to learn and effectively execute choreography and artistic expression, as well as their ability to work in teams, use time management techniques, communicate effectively and to complete the choreographic process from initial idea to final performance piece. Performance courses usually also require the students

to write about this process and to analyze their own professionalism in this context. DANC 100 is a lecture course about the history of dance, and these students are assessed via their self-expression in forums, in essay papers and via multiple-choice exams.

 (
Suggested Follow Ups
Date
Suggested Follow Up
)

  No Suggested Follow Ups to Display	



Increase offering of technique classes that support the major	Dance Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major	Dance Additional Dance / Group Exercise Facility	Dance

 (
Associated Outcomes
Planning Unit
)

  No Associated Outcomes to Display	



		Internet Links

		



		Link

		URL

		

		



		No Internet Links to Display

		

		

		



		

Documents

		

		

		



		File Name

		File Type

		File Size

		File Date



		DANC_Annual_Plan_4_Column_Assessment_Report

_thru_2017-2018.pdf

		Portable Document Format

		363.319 KB

		3/18/2018 1:42:41 AM



		DANC_Annual_Plan_4_Column_PSLO_Report_thru_ 2017-2018.pdf

		Portable Document Format

		103.853 KB

		3/18/2018 1:42:41 AM









II.A.3.a. Program Personnel

 (
Response Detail
)Describe the current staffing structure of the program and how it aligns with achieving the purpose of the program.



Response Status:	Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

Narrative

We have a Dean and Division Assistant who provide some level of administrative support to the program along with other responsibilities.

One full-time faculty member is assigned to the program but her load is split between Kinesiology and Dance. We have four adjunct teachers who teach a social, hip hop, aerobic and ballet courses. We have several volunteers, both student and general public, who assist with productions / programs and also work with individual instructors. A part-time (short-term) aide is paid

from the program to assist with productions and initiatives. Guest performers and assistants have been hired in the past several

years tied to PIF grants. Staff tied to the grants were one time in purpose and impact on the program.

As with any program that operates with one-full-time faculty member, it can be challenging to meet the purpose of the program because of workload. Outside just the time spent preparing and teaching courses, the single faculty member is responsible for all curriculum, planning, assessment, productions, community outreach, promotion and administrative tasks related to the Dance program. We are trying to build the major, curriculum, production and outreach aspects as to justify another full-time

dance instructor.



 (
Suggested Follow Ups
Date
Suggested Follow Up
)

  No Suggested Follow Ups to Display	

 (
Search Standards Description Text
Source: CPR
Cycle: CPR (2017-18 Cycle) Search Text: DANC
Response Types: Completed
) (
Associated Objectives
) (
Planning Unit
)



Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major	Dance DRAFT - Hip Hop Dance Team Institutionalization	Dance

Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Add DANC 117 Tap Dance	Dance

Additional Section of DANC 150 Hip Hop Dance	Dance

Institutionalization of Competitive Dance Teams	Dance

Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team	Dance Increase offering of technique classes that support the major	Dance Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

 (
Associated Outcomes
Planning Unit
)

 (
No Associated Outcomes to Display
)

 (
Internet Links
Link
URL
No Internet Links to Display
) (
Documents
File Name
File Type
File Size
File Date
No Documents to Display
)







II.A.3.b. Personnel FTE

Provide the current FTE of each category of personnel.

· FT Faculty FTE:

· Adjunct Faculty FTE:

· Classified Staff FTE:

·  (
Response Detail
)Administrator FTE:



Response Status:	Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

Narrative

The FTE in the program is allocated as follows:

The full time staff member teaches between 12-13.5 FLC's (80% - 90%) each semester in the Dance Program. The remained of her load is taught in yoga and pilates. Adjunct faculty teach between 9-11.25 FLC's (60% - 75%) per semester. In the summer, between 2.25 - 4.5 FLC's (15% - 30%) are offered.

No permanent classified staff are used by the program. It operates on a $4,000 stipend paid to a production assistant on a short- term basis and the efforts of volunteers and students.

Administrative support is minimal. Almost every administrative task, except for clerical, payroll on other forms of paperwork, are processed and completed by the full-time staff member.

 (
Suggested Follow Ups
Date
Suggested Follow Up
No Suggested Follow Ups to Display
)









Associated Objectives	Planning Unit

Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major	Dance Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Increase offering of technique classes that support the major	Dance Institutionalization of Competitive Dance Teams	Dance

Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Add DANC 117 Tap Dance	Dance

Additional Section of DANC 150 Hip Hop Dance	Dance

 (
Associated Outcomes
Planning Unit
)Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team	Dance



  No Associated Outcomes to Display	

 (
Internet Links
Link
URL
No Internet Links to Display
) (
Documents
File Name
File Type
File Size
File Date
No Documents to Display
)







II.A.4. Program Access

Describe matters of access relevant to your program such as offering patterns, service hours, F2F vs. DE offerings, availability of services to online students, on-campus vs. off-campus locations, unaddressed needs, and/or highly effective practices.



 (
Search Standards Description Text
Source: CPR
Cycle: CPR (2017-18 Cycle) Search Text: DANC
Response Types: Completed
)



Search Text: DANC Response Types: Completed

 (
Response Detail
)

Response Status:	Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

Narrative

We are restricted in adding additional dance courses during the most popular hours of the day due to the dance studio's impacted schedule. We anticipate the replacement of Building 1 in January 2019, which will likely cause a rise in impaction on the room 3-201, since classes which were being scheduled in the theater (Tango, DANC 410, sometimes DANC 400 and DANC

395) will all permanently return to 3-201, which they share with multiple sections of Fitness, Combatives and Drama classes. Significant options would be open if we had a second studio, which would benefit the Fitness courses (simultaneous yoga and pilates courses, and multiple groups of dance rehearsals could be accommodated).

The dean and instructors are currently discussing which classes should be offered, go on hiatus and other options for location re-scheduling.

We also will need to reorganize our course offerings due to the newly modified AA in dance, which focuses on technique courses rather than choreography courses. We are trying to balance popular offerings (hip hop, contemporary) with both the concerns of providing diverse offerings and the demands of the skills that students will need to perform and gain employment. With those objectives in mind, here is what the regular schedule of offerings has been:

FALL SPRING SUMMER DANC 100

DANC 100 DANC 100



DANC 121 or 400

DANC 391 or 330 or 395 DANC 130

DANC 140 Ballet DANC 140 Ballet

DANC 350  DANC 350  DANC 350

DANC 410



DANC 150

Evening

DANC 151 DANC 152 DANC 152

DANC 161-6 DANC 161-6 DANC 161-6

DANC 167-9 DANC 167-9 DANC 167-9

DANC 260 DANC 260

Now that we have updated the dance major, our students will be advised to take a minimum of two technique classes per semester, especially the necessary core courses:

FALL SPRING SUMMER

DANC 100 DANC 100 DANC 100

Add DANC 121 Modern Add DANC 130 Jazz DANC 130 Jazz DANC 140 Ballet DANC 140 Ballet

DANC 350 DANC 350 DANC 350

DANC 391

Add DANC 117 Tap DANC 330

DANC 395

DANC 410

DANC 400

Add DANC 150 Hip Hop DANC 150 Hip Hop

Evening

DANC 151 DANC 152 DANC 152

DANC 161-6  DANC 161-6  DANC 161-6

DANC 167-9  DANC 167-9  DANC 167-9

DANC 260 DANC 260

Highly Effective Courses, Online Courses

The Dance program currently only offers one course online. We currently offer three HIGHLY EFFECTIVE, over-full, ONLINE sections of DANC 100 Dance Appreciation. Those courses raise our load and are constantly over-filled, due to their nature as online GE courses which fulfill the Arts requirement, and are transferrable to UC and CSU's.

We have created an additional online course, DANC 102, which will fulfill the Humanities requirement, and await professional development to create the materials for that course. We anticipate that it will be entirely full, as is the other course.









 (
Suggested Follow Ups
Date
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)
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Associated Objectives	Planning Unit

Annual Dance Costume/Prop Budget	Dance Increase offering of technique classes that support the major	Dance Revamp DANC AA	Dance

Add DANC 117 Tap Dance	Dance

Additional Section of DANC 150 Hip Hop Dance	Dance Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major	Dance

 (
Associated Outcomes
Planning Unit
)

  No Associated Outcomes to Display	

 (
Internet Links
Link
URL
https://calendar.google.com/calendar? cid=Ym1vYjM5ZG10b2tmaGZmN2ZtNzE1YnNvZ29AZ3JvdX AuY2FsZW5kYXIuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbQ
Dance Studio Calendar 3-201
) (
Documents
File Name
File Type
File Size
File Date
3/20/2018 9:43:47 PM
Microsoft Word Document
41.821 KB
NARRATIVE TEMPLATE for an AA-DANCE 2018
Degree.docx
)







II.A.5. Program Environment

Describe key factors and changes impacting the program such as college initiatives, industry needs, regulatory changes, state mandates, grant requirements, personnel changes, demand for classes/services, and other issues.

 (
Search Standards Description Text
Source: CPR
Cycle: CPR (2017-18 Cycle) Search Text: DANC
Response Types: Completed
)





 (
Response Detail
)

Response Status:	Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

Narrative

Industry Skill Requirements & College Redesign Impacts College Redesign Impact - Our Redesigned AA Degree

In the pursuit of aligning with the Skyline Promise, we are now completing our Redesign of the Dance Major to increase our

graduation rates & Student Preparedness Student Preparedness

Switching Emphasis from Choreography to Technique

The major now focuses on choreography courses (4 versus 3 in technique) Alumni have reported re-taking choreography classes after transfer

More technique classes will improve students' audition chances, both at transfer institutions and for job opportunities



Adding Diversity to our Technique Offerings & Recruitment

Industry demands a mastery of the basic skills in a diversity of techniques?? Institutionalizing the Dance Festival, which offers diverse dance workshops Institutionalizing the Competitive Hip Hop Team, to increase diverse recruitment Increasing course offerings of Hip Hop, Tap, DANC 102

Graduation Rates - Faster & Better for Transfer

?Our graduation numbers are equivalent to other dance programs, state-wide

We would like to grow, and so researched obstacles to transfer within our major

Removed BIO 260 Human Anatomy, as it is considered "upper division" by transfer institutions, and students were having to re-

take the course

Despite certificates adding successful numbers to other colleges' reports, these certificates (e.g.: dance instruction) do not hold much water in hiring practices, as they are not nationalized or standardized.

Therefore, we have again decided against focusing on these offerings, as they do not align with the Skyline Promise to get students "out on time."

Industry Skill Requirements

In order to prepare students to win steady, well-paying jobs in the dance industry, technical skill must be achieved in the following dance styles: ballet (which improves skills in Jazz and Modern), Jazz, Tap and Modern (including Contemporary). Popular dance styles such as Hip Hop, Polynesian dances (Hula, Tahitian, Filipino cultural dances), Ballroom dances (competitive ballroom styles), Swing dancing, Vintage social dances, Flamenco, Latin social dances (Salsa, Bachata, Cumbia, Cuban Salsa), Tango (both social and competitive forms), etc. are all additional skills that should be chosen by the student as an emphasis in which they can excel. In an audition, however, the dancer who has the foundational skill set will be able to out- perform almost every specialty dancer, because of increased strength and versatility. This is becoming even more true in a globalized world of entertainment and popular love of dance style fusion. Just as a visual artist cannot expect to succeed in their career with only the ability to do line drawings, dancers are expected to at least have mastered the basics in these core

techniques, in order to maintain regular employment.

As California was the birthplace of modern dance (Isadora Duncan, Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey and more Modern Dance Pioneers), and the first collegiate dance program in America (Mills College), we tend to focus on the academic tradition of modern dance. However, this has led most West Coast colleges to produce mostly Modern/Contemporary dancers, which does not prepare students to work in most dance industry jobs, because they lack a diversity of techniques. Similarly, current popular dance styles (e.g.: Salsa and Hip Hop,) must be treated not just as physical education courses, but as a place for students to realize their passion and to channel that into their momentum to "Get in, Get through and Get Out ...on time!" Too often, students discover a true passion and love of dance, but because dance programs fail to recruit and educate properly from those classes. For example, if a student were a rapper in their free time, the college's job is to make the connection between rap authorship and performance, poetry, music and public speaking. We would hope that our collegiate Music and/or English programs would recruit that student, and that their love of their style of expression would help them to meet their goals in a timely manner.

Tap dancing is a required skill for dance professionals, and due to the emphasis in California on Modern Dance, college dance graduates with tap skills are becoming more rare. These skills are highly important for performances in musical theater, on and off Broadway, in amusement parks, on cruise ships and in film and live productions. Additionally, as a dance that developed from the Jazz music scene in America and was made famous by many male, African American dance superstars, this class would increase the diversity of our course offerings.





 (
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Associated Objectives	Planning Unit

Additional Section of DANC 150 Hip Hop Dance	Dance Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major	Dance Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Add DANC 117 Tap Dance	Dance

Institutionalization of Competitive Dance Teams	Dance

Additional Dance / Group Exercise Facility	Dance

Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team	Dance Increase offering of technique classes that support the major	Dance Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

 (
Associated Outcomes
Planning Unit
)Revamp DANC AA	Dance



  No Associated Outcomes to Display	
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		NARRATIVE TEMPLATE for an AA-DANCE 2018

Degree.docx

		Microsoft Word Document

		41.821 KB

		3/20/2018 10:09:14 PM









II.A.6. Program Equity

Based on the data reviewed, highlight any progress and/or effective practices employed in the program to address identified student equity gaps and minimize disproportionate impact. Describe any pre-existing or anticipate program barriers in making progress. If you intend to request resources for objectives related to equity, explain any connections between barriers described and the support/resource(s) requested.





 (
Response Detail
)

Response Status:	Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

Narrative

Continuing to Represent Diversity and Support Student Cohorts with Historically Lower Success Rates

Despite small cohort numbers, we take these trends seriously, and continue to seek ways to increase student success by improving equity and diversity in our recruitment and retention through:



Hiring practices that support diversity in

Course offerings (dance styles taught, curriculum topics in DANC 100) Guest Choreographers and guest teachers

Connecting all students to campus support as an integrated part of class orientation Doing a deep-dive into our AA and removing barriers to graduation

Removing BIO 260, which has prerequisites

We would like to increase the recruitment of male students (this lower number is normal in dance programs, but nonetheless); and to improve the recruitment and success rates of Black Non-Hispanic students.



Obstacles

Repeatability has affected our freedom to offer diverse dance styles because it took out Dance in a Cultural Context from the curriculum (DANC 665). In an attempt to make up for this loss, we have been trying to offer more styles of dance through the annual Dance Festival 2014, 2015, 2016 (was PIF Grant Funded), teaching diverse dances in the dance production classes (DANC 395, DANC 400) and in the survey/history lecture courses (DANC 100, DANC 102). However, we need funding to continue support for coordination time for the dance festival, and guest choreographers and teachers.





Effective Practices

We consider equity and diversity to be a constant focal point, and seek to serve students in the following ways:

Recruitment: in our Promotional Materials, we post pictures that represent our diverse student dancers, and make sure to post pictures of male dancers outside of the dance studio

Offer more sections of Hip Hop (Hopefully, by next year)

Created a successful Competitive Hip Hop team, which won 2nd place in the 2018 National Championships

Faculty professional development this summer at Alvin Ailey to represent the Black American style of modern dance (planned for Summer 2018)

Hire diverse faculty and Assistant Coaches

Offer additional styles of dance as workshops, guest choreographers, etc.

 (
Suggested Follow Ups
Date
Suggested Follow Up
)

  No Suggested Follow Ups to Display	





Associated Objectives	Planning Unit

DRAFT - Hip Hop Dance Team Institutionalization	Dance

Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Add DANC 117 Tap Dance	Dance

Additional Section of DANC 150 Hip Hop Dance	Dance

Institutionalization of Competitive Dance Teams	Dance

Additional Dance / Group Exercise Facility	Dance

Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team	Dance Increase offering of technique classes that support the major	Dance Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Revamp DANC AA	Dance

Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major	Dance

 (
Associated Outcomes
Planning Unit
)

 (
No Associated Outcomes to Display
)



Internet Links

Link	URL

Joslynn Mathis Reed's Linkedin Profile	https://www.linkedin.com/in/joslynn-mathis-reed-4038a09a/

Gary Ferguson's LinkedIn Profile	https://www.linkedin.com/in/gary-d-ferguson-68193812/

Skyline College PRIE Website	http://skylinecollege.edu/prie/
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		Dance Festival 2015 Program-FINAL.pdf

		Portable Document Format

		164.805 KB

		3/20/2018 10:24:51 PM



		FA16 Dance Festival_11x17_Poster-2.pdf

		Portable Document Format

		9.651 MB

		3/20/2018 10:27:10 PM



		Dance Festival_Poster_rev_5-flat.pdf

		Portable Document Format

		12.122 MB

		3/20/2018 10:27:10 PM











III. Section III: Program Curriculum (Programs With Course Offerings Only)

III.A.	Curriculum Review





There are four steps to program review of curriculum:



(1) Request your program's Course Offering Report from PRIE. Based on that report, take action to bank, delete, and/or reactivate courses. PLEASE SEE THE CPR WEBSITE (DIRECTIONS AND FORMS) FOR DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS. http://www.skylinecollege.edu/comprehensiveprogramreview/directionsforms.php



(2) Review and update all course outlines on CurricUNET. PLEASE SEE THE CPR WEBSITE (DIRECTIONS AND FORMS)

FOR DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS. http://www.skylinecollege.edu/comprehensiveprogramreview/directionsforms.php



(3) Complete the Course Outline and Prerequisite Checklist Table. Upload the file to the SPOL document repository in the Program Review folder for the current academic year (Program Uploads).



(4)  (
Response Detail
)Verify and document the two-year cycle of curriculum offering to ensure that students have access to courses necessary to complete certificates, degrees, and transfer in a timely manner. Review the sequencing of prerequisites.



Response Status:	Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

 (
Narrative
)

All courses have been modified and updated through the Curriculum Committee. No major changes were made to the majority of courses that we offer; simply updates as prescribed to the length and occurrence of assignments, textbook updates, etc. A list of banked/deleted courses is below.*

Major changes were made to the Dance AA degree, after researching the "pathways" of possible 4-year transfer institutions, collecting feedback from our graduates who have transferred, and comparing graduation rates to other CC dance programs across the state. With the advice of our transfer officer, Marianne Beck, we have removed the requirement for Human Anatomy, which is an upper division course that is an obstacle at our level. While necessary for timely progression within the Kinesiology degree, many Dance BA programs require their Kinesiology for Dancers course to cover anatomy, and so taking Human Anatomy as a lower division course becomes a barrier to completion at the CC level.

In general, what we learned is that:

Our previous major required courses that many 4-year institutions consider upper division, and therefore were only transferring as electives to their major. These included:

DANC 391 (sometimes upper division) DANC 330 (sometimes upper division)

BIO 260 Human Anatomy (always upper division)

We also discovered that the four year schools required more dance technique classes to be taken, and so we have altered our core requirements to better reflect the skills needed for successful transfer. Happily, this aligns with our reflection on the most successful courses at our campus. We anticipate that success rates will improve and the this pathway will increase the speed at which students complete their AA.

The new emphasis on technique classes will allow us to focus on teaching those courses each semester, as previous APP's and CPR's have requested. We had anticipated that this might be an AA-T, but since no such track has come down from above, we were advised to move ahead with our plans for this as a modification to our current AA.

*Banked:

DANC 125.1-4 Salsa I-IV

DANC 172.1-4 Chinese Dance I-IV

Deleted:

DANC 165 Tango Performance Improvisation DANC 166 Tango de la Guardia Vieja

DANC 167 Swing Dance I DANC 168 Swing Dance II DANC 169 Swing Dance III

DANC 260 Tango Teacher Training
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Associated Objectives	Planning Unit

Increase offering of technique classes that support the major	Dance Add DANC 117 Tap Dance	Dance

Additional Section of DANC 150 Hip Hop Dance	Dance Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major	Dance Revamp DANC AA	Dance

 (
Associated Outcomes
Planning Unit
)

  No Associated Outcomes to Display	
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		File Type
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		Course_Offering_Report_DANC.xlsx

		Microsoft Excel Document

		19.726 KB

		3/20/2018 10:32:53 PM



		CPR_Dance_Planning_Curriculum_2018.pdf

		Portable Document Format

		34.628 KB

		3/20/2018 10:40:02 PM









 (
IV.
Section IV: Reflection
)

IV.A.1. Considering Key Findings

Considering the results of CPR assessment, identify program strengths, challenges, opportunities, concerns, and areas in which further research is needed. Describe how the key findings can be used to improve program effectiveness in order to promote student learning and achievement.





 (
Response Detail
)

Response Status:	Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

Narrative

Success & Graduation

Our student success rate of 75.7% continues to be above the college average (71.3%)

During our deep-dive into updating the Dance AA, I compared the courses that we offer to multiple four year programs; CSU Fullerton, SJSU, SFSU, UC Berkeley, CSU Sacramento, as well as the 2-year programs at CCSF, CSM, Orange County, Cabrillo College and Chabot. While our average of 0.6 degree graduates is below the state average of 2 per year, I believe that we are going to improve that number by the upgrades to our degree core courses. In alignment with the Skyline College Promise, we have removed the obstacles of all courses that are considered upper-division courses at the 4-year level from our requirements. This results in a drop in units from 22 to 18, an increased alignment with the 4-year pathways, by focusing on the technique courses that are required in the first two years, and leaving the choreography courses for post-transfer, or as electives.

Equity

Our program continues to have success rates in all age groups that are above the college average rates. Areas for improvement:

American Indian Alaska Native (we only had 5 students; not enough data for clarity)

Black - Non-Hispanic Students - Needs investigation; online equivalent; in person lower by 10% (Small cohorts; data unclear) Filipino - Has been better for the first 3 years, but dropped in the last two years; 2% lower than college

I was at first shocked to see that our online courses have only a 38% success rate for Black - Non-Hispanic Students, but apparently this is the college average for online courses. Since the online professor generally grades the students' written work without an awareness of the student's identity, this makes us curious about what makes these students have lower success rates than the other online students.

Cohort Size Impact

This may be data that is also too small to interpret clearly, as we usually have fewer than 20 students per year in this cohort, and the college wide withdrawal rate in this group is already at 30%; so perhaps our success rates are mostly affected by the larger, college trends. More investigation is needed.



?Content Impact

If we see more success in the DANC 151 Hip Hop courses, then perhaps it would keep these students from withdrawing if the order of the curriculum in the online DANC 100 so that the culturally relatable material comes up earlier in the semester? But this doesn't seem to be the issue; although the Hip Hop module is at the end of the course (chronologically, that's one of the most current styles); the students have two assignments in which they can cover their favorite dance styles and the social dances that relate to their community.



F2F Impact?

In the face to face classes, these students were having more success; a 51% success rate in face to face classes. A further dig might allow us more insight; perhaps certain types of courses (choreography, technique, particular dance styles) had more success than others.

Further Inquiry

Which classes are these students enrolling in and not having success? Further inquiry is necessary.?
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Associated Objectives	Planning Unit

Add DANC 117 Tap Dance	Dance

Additional Section of DANC 150 Hip Hop Dance	Dance Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major	Dance Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team	Dance

Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Revamp DANC AA	Dance
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Associated Outcomes
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  No Associated Outcomes to Display	
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		danc_apr_o.pdf

		Portable Document Format

		150.725 KB

		3/3/2018 2:37:29 AM



		danc_apr_f2f.pdf

		Portable Document Format

		152.548 KB

		3/3/2018 2:37:29 AM



		danc_apr.pdf

		Portable Document Format

		151.097 KB

		3/3/2018 2:37:29 AM









IV.A.2. Aspirations

The key findings and program aspirations will be used as the foundation to build a strategy for program enhancement.

· What is the ideal future of the program?

· What long-term results does the program want to achieve?

· How do the key findings prompt or inform the program's aspirations?





 (
Response Detail
)

Response Status:	Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

Narrative

Program Goals and Projects



We would like to become the community college program that gives the best preparation for students to become dancers AND

to graduate and transfer in the best prepared manner. This means responding to industry standards to provide them with the technical skills to be hired as dancers, and also to make them successful at auditions for dance companies, 4-year academic programs and to work in the field at dance studios. We have modified our major and plan to expand through the following strategies.



Here are our goals, based on our findings:



Double AA Graduation Rates from 1-2 per year to ~4 per Year Offer more sections of technique to facilitate timely graduations Increase Retention of Male Students

Increase Success Rates for Black Non-Hispanic, Filipino and Alaskan Native Students



Add Diversity to our Technique Offerings

Offer more sections of Hip Hop (Hopefully, by next year)

Institutionalize the Competitive Hip Hop team, which won 2nd place in the 2018 National Championships Faculty professional development this summer at Alvin Ailey to represent

?male dancers in the Modern and Contemporary style

the Black American style of modern dance

Offer DANC 102 Jazz Dance from Streets to Stage

Hire diverse faculty and Assistant Coaches to expand our technique offerings Additional Hip Hop Sections

Tap Dance Sections



Institutionalize the Skyline College Dance Festival

Offer additional styles of dance as workshops, guest choreographers, etc.
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Associated Objectives	Planning Unit

Add DANC 117 Tap Dance	Dance

Additional Section of DANC 150 Hip Hop Dance	Dance Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major	Dance DRAFT - Hip Hop Dance Team Institutionalization	Dance

Annual Dance Costume/Prop Budget	Dance

Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Institutionalization of Competitive Dance Teams	Dance

Additional Dance / Group Exercise Facility	Dance

Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team	Dance Increase offering of technique classes that support the major	Dance Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

 (
Associated Outcomes
Planning Unit
)Revamp DANC AA	Dance



 (
No Associated Outcomes to Display
)
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 (
V.
Section V: Strategy for Program Enhancement
)

V.A. Program Strategy

Based on the key findings and aspirations, develop a plan designed to enhance the quality of the program. Describe the strategy (or strategies) to be implemented over the next six years. Strategies could include intended changes or areas of inquiry to pursue. [NOTE: In the next item, objectives will be created with action steps and resource requests to support each strategy identified here. Each objective will also be tied to an Institutional Goal.]





 (
Response Detail
)

Response Status:	Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

Narrative

Program Goals and Projects

Redesigning the Dance Major to increase graduation rates

We have equivalent numbers in graduation from our dance major, when compared state-wide We would like to grow, and so researched obstacles to transfer within our major

Despite certificates adding successful numbers to other colleges' reports, these certificates (dance instruction) do not hold much water in hiring practices, as they are not nationalized or standardized. Therefore, we have again decided against focusing on these offerings, as they do not align with the Skyline Promise to get students "out on time."

New AA

Units drop from 22 to 18

Remove Human Anatomy (upper division, obstacle to graduation)

Focus on much-needed technique courses that prepare students for transfer and employment



We seek funding to Add Diversity to our Technique Offerings & Recruitment by:

Increasing course offerings of dances which developed out of the African Diaspora in America:

Jazz - These skills are in demand for professional dancers Tap - These skills are in demand for professional dancers Hip Hop - These skills are very popular with students

DANC 102 - Jazz from Streets to Stage - Lecture course, GE Humanities

Hiring more guest choreographers to create dances in our production courses Institutionalizing the Dance Festival, which offers diverse dance workshops Bringing guest artists allows us the flexibility to hire short-term teachers

(Many teachers of World and Hip Hop Dances do not have a Masters in Dance, so this gives us much more flexibility and variety as we attempt to train our students to proceed in their academic career and hopefully fill this gap in college-level dance teachers in the future.)

Institutionalizing the Competitive Hip Hop Team, to increase diverse recruitment and represent Skyline College in the community Compete in additional competitions

Bring in a new coach

This may soon lead to need of additional rehearsal / classroom space Adjust / Problem Solve for the upcoming lack of a theater

Dance Shows - will need to be moved to an alternate location Musicals - will need to be moved or perhaps go on hiatus

Acting classes may need more time in the dance studio, which may further impact scheduling
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Annual Dance Costume/Prop Budget	Dance

Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team	Dance Increase offering of technique classes that support the major	Dance Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Revamp DANC AA	Dance

Add DANC 117 Tap Dance	Dance

Additional Section of DANC 150 Hip Hop Dance	Dance Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major	Dance Additional Dance / Group Exercise Facility	Dance

 (
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)

 (
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V.B. Action Plan and Resource Requests

Develop one of more measurable objectives (goals) to begin in the next year. Each objective will include action steps and any related resource requests. No narrative response will be entered in this section, but the objectives you create will be printed automatically in the CPR report under this item.



(1) To begin, click on PLANNING at the top of the page, then CREATE A NEW OBJECTIVE. To view previously created objectives, click PLANNING at the top of the page, then VIEW MY OBJECTIVE.

(2)  (
Response Detail
)IMPORTANT! Make sure to associate each objective to this standard in the CPR and link each objective to one or more Institutional Goals. Need help? Contact the PRIE Office for further instructions.



Response Status:	Completed	Percent Complete: 100 %

Narrative

Narrative Not required; this prompt is to remind us to go to planning

 (
Suggested Follow Ups
Date
Suggested Follow Up
No Suggested Follow Ups to Display
)

 (
Search Standards Description Text
Source: CPR
Cycle: CPR (2017-18 Cycle) Search Text: DANC
Response Types: Completed
) (
Associated Objectives
) (
Planning Unit
)



Add DANC 117 Tap Dance	Dance

Additional Section of DANC 150 Hip Hop Dance	Dance Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major	Dance Annual Dance Costume/Prop Budget	Dance

Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Institutionalization of Competitive Dance Teams	Dance

Additional Dance / Group Exercise Facility	Dance

Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop Team	Dance Increase offering of technique classes that support the major	Dance Institutionalize Dance Festival	Dance

Revamp DANC AA	Dance

 (
Associated Outcomes
Planning Unit
)

 (
No Associated Outcomes to Display
)

 (
Internet Links
Link
URL
No Internet Links to Display
) (
Documents
File Name
File Type
File Size
File Date
No Documents to Display
)
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Planning Objective Report


Planning Year:  2020-2021


Objective Report:
Objective ID: 1058 Objective Title: Facility Improvements


Unit Manager: Steele, Amber Planning Unit: 2416DANC00 - Dance


Obj. Status: New/In Progress Obj. Purpose: Program Review - CPR/APP/ALUR


Unit Purpose:


Objective Description:


Facility
Building 3, Room 3-201, the Dance Studio, is highly impacted, being used by very popular Fitness, Dance, Drama and 
Combatives courses, Basketball tournament coach space (four dates per year), commencement facilities (one date per year), and 
rental uses by both on and off-campus groups. Dance production classes can be displaced by other courses and there is room to 
grow in both dance and fitness courses.  Dance production rehearsals would easily use two rooms to accommodate student 
needs (they often need studio space to complete their assignments). Yoga, Pilates courses are often full and could offer more 
sections. 
This room sees hundreds of students each week, and our specialized, Marley floor is currently being examined, and may need to 
be replaced, entirely. The next Marley floor could last even longer, if it were (as intended) only in dance shoes, without food, 
street shoes and group exercise equipment. This request has been submitted to facilities who is currently investigating and 
costing out the replacement. We have a commitment that the floor will be repaired / replaced in the summer of 2021 with a new 
Marley placed on the surface. Special care should be taken to remove the step boxes from the back area when this happens. 
They damage the Marley when not moved properly. In fact, better storage is an ongoing need for dance
As per our previous requests, the dance floor continues to need more frequent cleaning; but in particular a weekly or bi-
weekly deep cleaning.  The floor is now being sanitized once per week(Monday morning). We are hopeful that the same machine 
used to clean the gym floor can be used in the dance room once a week. We have requested that through the dean. He will 
attempt to schedule that with the gym floor so that both can be done on the same night. This is going to be critical as we move 
out of a COVID 19 environment. Students will become more germaphobic based on media coverage and recommended hygiene 
practices. 3-201 sees hundreds of students each day, and is an exceptionally high-use classroom, where students are sweating 
and changing shoes, visitors use it during special events, etc. it continues to require special care. Additionally, its important to 
remember that students are literally lying on the floor in this classroom, and touching it with their hands and faces. We would love 
to improve on this front!
New space is incorporated in the request for the Center for Kinesiology and Human Performance submitted by the division.


Skyline College Strategic Priorities (2018-23)


*SC3 Technology and Facilities


SC7 Professional Recruitment and Retention


SMCCCD Strategic Plan (2015-20)


*DS1 STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice


DS1.3     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 3: Program Delivery


Institutional Goals


Planning Unit Goals Objective Types Planning Priorities


No Data to Display No Data to Display No Data to Display


Due Date Status Priority Task Budget Amount


New/Pending Medium Facility Repair / Update of current floor. Request submitted to 
facilities. Price pending contractor review of scope. Estimated 
repair in Summer 2021


$100,000


07/01/2020 New/Pending High Purchase Gear Box Wenger Storage Carts for Dance and utilize 
storage area either behind 3-201 or downstairs


$20,000


Tasks


No Data to Display


Assessment Measures
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No Data to Display


Intended Results


No Data to Display


Status Reports


No Data to Display


Actual Results


No Data to Display


Use of Results


No Data to Display


Gap Analysis


No Data to Display


SWOT


No Data to Display


Units Impacted


Standards


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - I.A. - Profile: Unit Purpose


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - I.B. - Profile: Programs


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - I.C. - Profile: Service Area Outcomes


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - II.A. - Analysis: Unit Effectiveness


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - II.C. - Analysis: Unit Environment


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - II.D. - Analysis: Unit Personnel


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - III.A. - Reflection: Considering Key Findings


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - III.B. - Reflection: Synergy


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - III.C. - Reflection: Aspirations


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Unit Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.B. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - I.A. - Program Profile: Purpose


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - I.B. - Program Profile: Planning Team


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - II.A. - Analysis: Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals) and Activities


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - II.B. - Analysis: Program Environment


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - II.C. - Analysis: Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs and PSLOs)


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - III.A. - Reflection: Considering Key Findings


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - III.B. - Reflection: ISLOs


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Continuation/Modification


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.B. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


Associated Standards


No Data to Display


Associated Outcomes


Documents


File Name File Size Date Modified


SMCCD Project Request Form_  Floor 
Inspection_Renovation_Replacement_3201.pdf


393.718 KB 3/21/2018
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Links


Link Name Link URL
No Links to Display
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Planning Objective Report


Planning Year:  2020-2021


Objective Report:
Objective ID: 1061 Objective Title: Institutionalize Dance Festival


Unit Manager: Steele, Amber Planning Unit: 2416DANC00 - Dance


Obj. Status: New/In Progress Obj. Purpose: Program Review - CPR/APP/ALUR


Unit Purpose:


Objective Description:


Institutionalize the Dance Festival
Provide increased diversity of dance technique training. Provide students with the opportunity to interact with the community by 
producing and participating in a diverse dance conference that is open to the public.
Funding for coordination of the fall Dance Festival (previously supported by the PIF grant), including funding for guest teachers. 
 Our last dance festival raised enough money to cover a portion of the expenses (either food and/or band, or guest teachers), but 
not the coordination hours required. Institutionalization would require funding and/or release time.
The Skyline College Dance Festival is a sliding-scale dance conference, open to members of the community, local high school 
students and Skyline College students.  The event to increases recruitment for the dance program, provides cross-cultural dance 
experiences for our community, and creates connections between students, schools and dance professionals that  support the 
pursuit of education. 
 On a Saturday in the Fall Semester, we  open the campus to the community and offer dance classes in multiple levels and 
styles.  These courses  include: hip hop, Tahitian, hula b-boying/b-girling, ballet, jazz, contemporary/modern, tap, salsa, vintage & 
social dance.  Lunch is served alongside a live salsa band and dancing, and the event  ends with a showing of the day’s 
accomplishments.  Attendees  learn new dance techniques, gain physical wellness and build lasting connections.  This 
networking will encourage students to attend Skyline College, and reward the community for continuing to support us as a cultural 
center.   


Skyline College Strategic Priorities (2018-23)


SC2 Transformative Teaching and Learning


*SC5 Strong and Effective Community Partnerships


SMCCCD Strategic Plan (2015-20)


*DS1.2     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 2: Partnerships


DS1.4     STUDENTS FIRST: Student Success, Equity, and Social Justice --> Goal 4: Resource Development and Stewardship


Institutional Goals


Planning Unit Goals Objective Types Planning Priorities


No Data to Display No Data to Display No Data to Display


Due Date Status Priority Task Budget Amount


Ongoing Medium Provide increased diversity of dance technique training.
Funding for coordination of the fall Dance Festival (previously 
supported by the PIF grant), including funding for guest teachers.


$19,400


Tasks


No Data to Display


Assessment Measures


No Data to Display


Intended Results


No Data to Display


Status Reports
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No Data to Display


Actual Results


No Data to Display


Use of Results


No Data to Display


Gap Analysis


No Data to Display


SWOT


No Data to Display


Units Impacted


Standards


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - I.A. - Profile: Unit Purpose


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - I.B. - Profile: Programs


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - I.C. - Profile: Service Area Outcomes


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - II.A. - Analysis: Unit Effectiveness


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - II.C. - Analysis: Unit Environment


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - II.D. - Analysis: Unit Personnel


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - III.A. - Reflection: Considering Key Findings


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - III.B. - Reflection: Synergy


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - III.C. - Reflection: Aspirations


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Unit Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.B. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - I.A. - Program Profile: Purpose


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - I.B. - Program Profile: Planning Team


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - II.A. - Analysis: Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals) and Activities


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - II.B. - Analysis: Program Environment


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - II.C. - Analysis: Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs and PSLOs)


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - III.A. - Reflection: Considering Key Findings


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - III.B. - Reflection: ISLOs


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Continuation/Modification


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.B. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


Associated Standards


No Data to Display


Associated Outcomes


Documents


File Name File Size Date Modified


Skyline College Dance Festival.pdf 65.725 KB 4/27/2017


Dance Conference Budget Proposal 2016.xlsx.pdf 59.104 KB 3/17/2018


Links


Link Name Link URL
No Links to Display
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Enhanced Budget with Objective and Task Detail


Budget Account #: 2416DANC00-- Planning Unit Code: 2416DANC00 Unit Manager: Steele, Amber


Budget Account: Dance Planning Unit: Dance Planning Year:2020-2021


Requested


GL Code Description Qty Cost Amount Objective Title Task Description


1110 - TEACHING SALARY Additional Section of DANC 121 
Contemporary Modern Dance per year
We currently plan to offer one section of 
the following per year, but our students 
would graduate more quickly if we could 
offer it each semester, as we do with 
Ballet. Budget GL Code should be 1310


$6,000 Increase Offerings of Core Technique 
Classes that Support the Major


Increase offerings of Core Technique 
Courses that Support the Major 


We currently plan to offer two sections of 
the following per semester to allow our 
major students to graduate more quickly.


DANC 117 Tap dance
DANC 121 Contemporary Modern Dance
DANC 130 Jazz Dance: Broadway, Lyrical 
& Pop
DANC 140 Ballet


Changes would be dependent on 
enrollment to support such offerings. May 
be better to offer technique classes on a 
rotating basis.


1110 - TEACHING SALARY Additional Section of DANC 130 Jazz 
Dance: Broadway, Lyrical & Pop
We currently plan to offer one section of 
the following per semester, but our 
students would graduate more quickly if we 
could offer both each semester, as we do 
with Ballet. Budget GL Code should be 
1310


$6,000 Increase Offerings of Core Technique 
Classes that Support the Major


Increase offerings of Core Technique 
Courses that Support the Major 


We currently plan to offer two sections of 
the following per semester to allow our 
major students to graduate more quickly.


DANC 117 Tap dance
DANC 121 Contemporary Modern Dance
DANC 130 Jazz Dance: Broadway, Lyrical 
& Pop
DANC 140 Ballet


Changes would be dependent on 
enrollment to support such offerings. May 
be better to offer technique classes on a 
rotating basis.


1490 - OTHR FAC SAL Coordination hours for the annual Dance 
Festival; ~90 hours of special rate for the 
coordination, scheduling, promotion, hiring 
of guest instructors and production of the 
dance festival. 
*The budget from the 2014 festival with
estimates for the 2015 festival are attached
in the documents here, as well as the 2016
budget.
We anticipate decreasing costs for the
festival overall by using ticket sales to
cover the provided food and band
expenses.


$12,000 Institutionalize Dance Festival Provide increased diversity of dance 
technique training.
Funding for coordination of the fall Dance 
Festival (previously supported by the PIF 
grant), including funding for guest 
teachers.
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1495 - OTHR CERT SAL Faculty coordination of team. If 
institutionalized this could become a credit 
class instead.


$12,000 Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop 
Team


Institutionalize the Competitive Hip Hop 
Team at full funding levels, now that the 
PIF Grants have expired.
This includes funding for coaching and 
coordination, as well as registration fees 
for competitions.


2342 - CUSTODIAL OVTSAL Custodial OT $900 Institutionalize Dance Festival Provide increased diversity of dance 
technique training.
Funding for coordination of the fall Dance 
Festival (previously supported by the PIF 
grant), including funding for guest 
teachers.


2494 - AIDE/SHORT TERM Hourly assistants to help coach the team $9,000 Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop 
Team


Institutionalize the Competitive Hip Hop 
Team at full funding levels, now that the 
PIF Grants have expired.
This includes funding for coaching and 
coordination, as well as registration fees 
for competitions.


4510 - MISC SUPPLIES $4,000 Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop 
Team


Institutionalize the Competitive Hip Hop 
Team at full funding levels, now that the 
PIF Grants have expired.
This includes funding for coaching and 
coordination, as well as registration fees 
for competitions.


4510 - MISC SUPPLIES Supplies $2,000 Institutionalize Dance Festival Provide increased diversity of dance 
technique training.
Funding for coordination of the fall Dance 
Festival (previously supported by the PIF 
grant), including funding for guest 
teachers.


4580 - CENTRAL DUPLICATING Duplicating $500 Institutionalize Dance Festival Provide increased diversity of dance 
technique training.
Funding for coordination of the fall Dance 
Festival (previously supported by the PIF 
grant), including funding for guest 
teachers.


4610 - TRANSP EXPENSE Transportation to events $2,000 Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop 
Team


Institutionalize the Competitive Hip Hop 
Team at full funding levels, now that the 
PIF Grants have expired.
This includes funding for coaching and 
coordination, as well as registration fees 
for competitions.


5130 - CONTR PERSONNEL Funding for the payment of guest 
instructors & choreographers at the Dance 
Festival. This was done as an independent 
contract before AB 5. We would now do 
this as a miscellaneous category on the 
short-term pay scale.
*see attached document from the 2016
Dance Conference Budget


$4,000 Institutionalize Dance Festival Provide increased diversity of dance 
technique training.
Funding for coordination of the fall Dance 
Festival (previously supported by the PIF 
grant), including funding for guest 
teachers.
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5211 - CONF IN STATE Competition registration fees $1,500 Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop 
Team


Institutionalize the Competitive Hip Hop 
Team at full funding levels, now that the 
PIF Grants have expired.
This includes funding for coaching and 
coordination, as well as registration fees 
for competitions.


5213 - CONF EXP STD Student lodging and meals for competition $6,000 Institutionalize Competitive Hip Hop 
Team


Institutionalize the Competitive Hip Hop 
Team at full funding levels, now that the 
PIF Grants have expired.
This includes funding for coaching and 
coordination, as well as registration fees 
for competitions.


6480 - REPLACE EQUIP Not sure if this is right. Money will need to 
come from facilities or CIP. Current floor 
needs to be replaced. Approved for 
Summer 2021


$100,000 Facility Improvements Facility Repair / Update of current floor. 
Request submitted to facilities. Price 
pending contractor review of scope. 
Estimated repair in Summer 2021


6480 - REPLACE EQUIP Purchase of 4 Wenger Gearbox Storage 
Units for Dance


$20,000 Facility Improvements Purchase Gear Box Wenger Storage 
Carts for Dance and utilize storage area 
either behind 3-201 or downstairs


Total for 2416DANC00-- Dance: $185,900
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Accounting Associate in Science 29 17 12 8 4 -86.2% 70 90.73 10.9


Certificate of Achievement 10 5 12 14 9 -10.0% 50 56.44 7.7


Unduplicated Total 35 21 23 20 13 -62.9% 111 76.44 9.6


Accounting (Associate Degree) Associate in Science 11 11 92.18 10.6


Accounting (Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 2 2 63.25 6.3


Accounting: Computer Specialist Career Certificate 4 3 4 2 1 -75.0% 14 51.30 7.3


Accounting: Indv. Tax Preparer Career Certificate 1 1 52.50 7.0


Administration of Justice Associate in Arts 20 16 9 7 -100.0% 52 82.69 9.6


Certificate of Achievement 15 9 7 6 3 -80.0% 40 74.15 8.6


Unduplicated Total 27 22 13 11 -88.9% 70 78.98 9.2


Administration of Justice (Associate
Degree) Associate in Arts 4 4 67.63 9.3


Administration of Justice (Associate
Degree-Transfer CSU) Associate in Science-Transfer 11 11 74.18 7.6


Administration of Justice (Associate
Degree-Transfer CSU or UC) Associate in Science-Transfer 3 3 80.50 10.8


Administration of Justice Studies
(Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 4 4 69.63 9.3


Office of Planning, Research, and Institutional Effectiveness (PRIE) 1







Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Administration of Justice - Transfer CSU
GE Associate in Science-Transfer 8 24 22 21 11 37.5% 86 83.90 9.4


Administration of Justice - Transfer IGETC
CSU Associate in Science-Transfer 3 3 3 4 13 82.42 7.8


Adm. of Justice Certificate Certificate Program 1 1 91.00 11.0


Advanced Computer User Support Career Certificate 3 3 56.17 7.0


Allied Health Science Associate in Science 85 71 93 88 55 -35.3% 392 79.72 9.6


Allied Health Science (Associate Degree) Associate in Science 50 50 79.87 9.3


Anthropology (Associate Degree-Transfer
CSU) Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 40.00 5.0


Anthropology (Associate Degree-Transfer
CSU or UC) Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 73.50 6.0


Anthropology - Transfer CSUGE Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 3 2 4 1 0.0% 11 77.50 9.9


Anthropology - Transfer IGETC/CSU GE Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 2 1 4 110.75 12.0


Art Associate in Arts 10 6 8 9 4 -60.0% 37 85.45 10.5


Art (Associate Degree) Associate in Arts 2 2 68.50 9.8


Office of Planning, Research, and Institutional Effectiveness (PRIE) 2







Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Art History - Transfer CSU GE Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 61.00 9.0


Art - Studio Art - Transfer CSU GE Associate in Arts-Transfer 3 1 4 82.38 9.4


Art - Studio Art - Transfer IGETC CSU Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 95.00 8.5


Auto Adv Engine Perf Tech Cert Certificate Program 1 1 2 118.00 10.3


Auto Engine Perf Tech Cert Certificate Program 1 1 142.00 15.5


Auto Engines Technology Cert Certificate Program 1 1 78.50 7.5


Automotive Advanced Engine
Performance Technology (Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 11 11 121.68 10.0


Automotive Chassis, Alignment & Brake
Technology (Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 14 14 75.64 7.1


Automotive Drive Train Technology
(Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 21 21 77.10 6.4


Automotive Electricity/Electronics
(Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 20 20 61.45 6.0


Automotive Engines Technology
(Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 19 19 56.55 5.0


Automotive Technician - Entry Level Certificate of Specialization 12 4 16 28.94 3.0


Office of Planning, Research, and Institutional Effectiveness (PRIE) 3







Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Automotive Technician - Entry Level
(Certificate) Certificate of Specialization 2 2 52.00 4.0


Automotive Technology Associate in Science 8 5 2 8 2 -75.0% 25 124.83 10.9


Automotive Technology: Advanced Engine
Performance Tech Certificate of Achievement 27 12 24 12 -100.0% 75 114.85 9.3


Automotive Technology: Asian Engine
Performance Tech Certificate of Achievement 14 8 1 10 32 61.97 5.9


Automotive Technology (Associate
Degree) Associate in Science 6 6 120.92 8.8


Automotive Technology: Chassis
Technology Certificate of Achievement 58 42 30 10 5 -91.4% 145 58.69 5.4


Automotive Technology: Drive Train
Technology Certificate of Achievement 37 35 28 27 12 -67.6% 139 59.09 5.5


Automotive Technology: Electricity/
Electronics Certificate of Achievement 34 52 20 26 19 -44.1% 151 60.94 5.6


Automotive Technology: Engine
Performance Certificate of Achievement 23 14 19 12 12 -47.8% 80 104.35 8.7


Automotive Technology: Engines
Technology Certificate of Achievement 44 40 33 11 21 -52.3% 149 55.03 5.3


Office of Planning, Research, and Institutional Effectiveness (PRIE) 4







Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Automotive Technology: Technician Associate in Science 1 3 1 -100.0% 5 120.50 15.7


Biology (Associate Degree-Transfer CSU) Associate in Science-Transfer 5 5 108.80 10.5


Biology (Associate Degree-Transfer UC) Associate in Science-Transfer 10 10 100.10 9.0


Biology AST- CSUGE Associate in Science-Transfer 2 1 3 105.17 8.7


Biology AST-IGETC Associate in Science-Transfer 2 2 92.75 7.0


Biotechnology Associate in Science 4 5 2 1 -75.0% 12 95.21 10.0


Biotechnology (Associate Degree) Associate in Science 1 1 127.00 11.5


Biotechnology: Entry Level Biotechnology
Manufacturing  (Ended Spring 2013) Career Certificate 1 1 1.00 1.0


Biotechnology Manufacturing Assistant Certificate of Achievement 2 2 61.50 9.5


Business Administration (Associate
Degree-Transfer CSU) Associate in Science-Transfer 44 44 84.86 8.8


Business Administration (Associate
Degree-Transfer CSU or UC) Associate in Science-Transfer 29 29 79.33 6.7


Business Administration Cert Certificate Program 1 6 2 9 81.17 7.4


Office of Planning, Research, and Institutional Effectiveness (PRIE) 5







Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Business Administration (Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 6 6 85.25 10.3


Business: Administrative Assistant
( Ended Spring 2012 ) Associate in Science 1 2 3 83.33 16.7


Certificate of Achievement 1 1 47.50 12.5


Unduplicated Total 1 3 74.38 15.6


Business: Air Freight Forwarding Certificate of Specialization 1 -100.0% 1 25.00 5.0


Business: Asian Business Practices Certificate of Achievement 2 1 2 1 -100.0% 6 81.42 10.8


Business: Business Admin. for Transfer,
CSUGE Associate in Science-Transfer 34 53 59 59 25 -26.5% 230 84.22 9.1


Business: Business Admin. for Transfer,
IGETC-CSU Associate in Science-Transfer 20 27 41 59 17 -15.0% 164 81.66 7.9


Business: Business Administration Certificate of Achievement 4 3 3 6 1 -75.0% 17 92.29 8.8


Business: Business Administration
(Ended Spring 2013) Associate in Science 20 3 7 1 -95.0% 31 96.00 11.3


Business:  Business Information Systems
( Ended Spring 2012 ) Associate in Science 1 1 116.50 26.0


Business: Business Management Associate in Science 2 1 3 3 3 50.0% 12 98.83 11.3


Certificate of Achievement 1 1 3 5 50.20 4.6


Unduplicated Total 2 4 6 200.0% 17 84.53 9.3
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Business: Computer Information
Specialist Certificate of Achievement 3 1 2 -100.0% 6 57.08 7.9


Business: Computer Information
Specialist ( Ended Spring 2012 ) Associate in Science 1 1 1 -100.0% 3 65.67 17.7


Business: Entrepreneurship Certificate of Specialization 1 2 1 -100.0% 4 49.88 5.9


Business: Entrepreneurship and Small
Business Management Certificate of Achievement 3 1 4 30.50 3.4


Business: Import and Export Certificate of Achievement 3 -100.0% 3 42.67 4.5


Business: International Business Certificate of Achievement 3 2 1 3 -100.0% 9 48.72 6.6


Business: International Logistics Associate in Science 1 1 146.50 11.0


Business: International Logistics Customs
Broker Career Certificate 2 -100.0% 2 11.25 3.3


Business: International Trade Associate in Science 1 1 1 1 0.0% 4 105.50 12.8


Certificate of Achievement 1 1 1 -100.0% 3 57.17 7.5


Unduplicated Total 2 2 -50.0% 6 84.79 10.5


Business: Lawyer's Assistant (Ended
Spring 2014) Certificate of Achievement 1 -100.0% 1 108.50 16.5


Business: Legal Aspects of International
Business Certificate of Achievement 2 1 -100.0% 3 62.67 6.7
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Business: Legal Secretary Associate in Science 1 1 116.50 26.0


Business Management (Associate Degree) Associate in Science 4 4 134.13 17.9


Business Management (Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 3 3 67.00 7.7


Business: Medical Billing & Coding Cert. Certificate Program 1 1 65.50 10.5


Business: Medical Billing & Coding (Ended
Spring 2014) Certificate of Achievement 11 2 1 -100.0% 14 25.36 4.5


Business: Medical Office Assistant (Ended
Spring 2014) Certificate of Achievement 5 2 1 -100.0% 8 53.75 7.4


Business: Medical Office Receptionist Certificate of Achievement 1 3 2 6 63.33 11.4


Business: Medical Transcriptionist (Ended
Spring 2014) Associate in Science 1 2 1 -100.0% 4 70.00 10.9


Business: Multimedia Technology Associate in Science 2 1 2 1 -100.0% 6 77.17 9.8


Certificate of Achievement 1 2 -100.0% 3 58.00 8.7


Unduplicated Total 3 2 -100.0% 8 70.78 9.4


Business: Ocean Freight Forwarding Certificate of Specialization 1 -100.0% 1 25.00 5.0


Business: Office Assistant Certificate of Achievement 3 2 2 2 1 -66.7% 10 47.40 8.9
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Business: Office Assistant ( Ended Spring
2012 ) Associate in Science 1 3 1 1 -100.0% 6 96.50 16.7


Business: Office Information Systems
( Ended Spring 2012 ) Associate in Science 1 1 116.50 26.0


Business: Office Management Associate in Science 1 1 87.50 10.5


Certificate of Achievement 4 2 1 1 -100.0% 8 49.17 7.3


Unduplicated Total 2 -100.0% 8 53.00 7.6


Business: Web Developer Associate in Science 1 1 213.00 28.5


Cent. Srv. Tech/Clin.Prac Cert Certificate Program 1 1 19.50 5.5


Communication Studies Associate in Arts 9 5 6 4 2 -77.8% 26 89.77 10.1


Communication Studies (Associate
Degree) Associate in Arts 5 5 74.80 10.8


Communication Studies (Associate
Degree-Transfer CSU) Associate in Arts-Transfer 8 8 78.50 7.9


Communication Studies (Associate
Degree-Transfer CSU or UC) Associate in Arts-Transfer 7 7 72.50 6.0


Communication Studies - Transfer CSU GE Associate in Arts-Transfer 5 13 32 26 14 180.0% 90 76.73 8.7


Communication Studies - Transfer IGETC
CSU Associate in Arts-Transfer 2 5 10 12 5 150.0% 34 77.69 8.3
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Computer Science (Associate Degree-
Transfer UC) Associate in Science-Transfer 1 1 82.00 5.0


Cosmetology Associate in Science 1 2 5 5 1 0.0% 14 89.96 9.1


Certificate of Achievement 22 33 19 27 23 4.5% 124 55.41 5.4


Unduplicated Total 23 34 24 31 24 4.3% 132 58.91 5.8


Cosmetology (Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 2 2 47.75 4.0


Cosmetology Certificate Certificate Program 1 6 1 1 9 46.83 5.1


Cosmetology: Esthetician Certificate of Achievement 23 25 21 46 22 -4.3% 137 34.78 4.2


Dance Associate in Arts 1 1 0.0% 2 73.50 7.0


Early Childhood Education Associate in Science 29 19 15 18 11 -62.1% 92 86.77 11.1


Certificate of Achievement 27 33 21 25 12 -55.6% 118 57.66 8.0


Unduplicated Total 48 46 31 41 22 -54.2% 176 70.41 9.3


Early Childhood Education (Associate
Degree) Associate in Science 14 14 87.50 11.9


Early Childhood Education (Associate
Degree-Transfer CSU) Associate in Science-Transfer 11 11 77.09 8.7


Early Childhood Education (Associate
Degree-Transfer CSU or UC) Associate in Science-Transfer 1 1 100.00 13.5


Early Childhood Education (Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 13 13 63.88 8.2
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Early Childhood Education: Child
Development Associate in Science 1 -100.0% 1 136.50 25.5


Early Childhood Education: Early
Intervention Assistant Certificate of Achievement 1 1 -100.0% 2 97.50 11.8


Early Childhood Education for Transfer,
CSUGE Associate in Science-Transfer 13 16 23 17 9 -30.8% 78 85.73 9.5


Early Childhood Education for Transfer,
IGETC CSU Associate in Science-Transfer 1 1 1 3 80.00 8.2


Early Childhood Education: Foundations Career Certificate 2 3 1 1 3 50.0% 10 58.50 8.9


Early Childhood Education: Fundamentals Career Certificate 3 1 4 27.50 2.3


Early Childhood Education: Special
Education Certificate of Achievement 3 3 2 5 1 -66.7% 14 73.39 9.1


Early Childhood Special Education
(Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 2 2 58.25 7.0


Electrical Engineering - AS Associate in Science 1 1 133.50 15.5


Electrical Engineering (Associate Degree) Associate in Science 2 2 124.50 10.5


Elementary Teacher Ed. - Transfer CSU GE Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 59.00 9.5
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Emergency Medical Tech Cert Certificate Program 52 20 72 24.65 2.9


Emergency Medical Technology Career Certificate 85 49 21 58 25 -70.6% 238 35.51 4.2


Emergency Medical Technology
(Certificate) Career Certificate 22 22 31.41 3.8


English Associate in Arts 7 6 6 6 -100.0% 25 82.20 9.8


English (Associate Degree) Associate in Arts 2 2 75.00 11.3


English (Associate Degree-Transfer CSU) Associate in Arts-Transfer 8 8 84.75 9.3


English - Transfer CSU GE Associate in Arts-Transfer 2 9 3 14 76.07 8.8


English - Transfer IGETC CSU Associate in Arts-Transfer 2 4 6 66.92 7.2


Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Management (Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 1 1 111.00 9.0


Entrepreneurship (Certificate) Certificate of Specialization 2 2 104.75 12.0


Entry Level Computer User Support Career Certificate 1 1 65.50 10.0


Esthetician (Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 14 14 39.71 4.5
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


ESTM: Climate Protection Professional Career Certificate 26 26 10.46 2.0


ESTM: Energy Efficiency Associate in Science 1 2 3 74.83 9.8


ESTM: Residential Energy Efficiency Certificate of Achievement 1 1 45.00 4.0


ESTM: Solar Design, Estimation, Finance,
and Sales Skills Career Certificate 2 2 4 41.75 5.0


ESTM: Solar Technology and Business Associate in Science 1 1 2 101.00 11.8


Certificate of Achievement 1 2 3 82.83 9.2


Unduplicated Total 1 4 90.10 10.2


Family and Consumer Sciences Associate in Science 1 2 3 72.33 9.3


Certificate of Achievement 2 -100.0% 2 41.50 5.3


Unduplicated Total -100.0% 3 60.00 7.7


Fashion Merchandising Associate in Science 3 2 1 -100.0% 6 90.75 11.6


Certificate of Achievement 1 -100.0% 1 85.50 9.0


Unduplicated Total 4 -100.0% 6 90.00 11.2


Fashion Merchandising Cert Certificate Program 1 1 86.50 11.0


Foundations in Early Childhood Education
(Certificate) Career Certificate 3 3 58.17 4.8


Fundamentals In Early Childhood
Education (Certificate) Career Certificate 3 3 70.17 10.3
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


History (Associate Degree-Transfer CSU) Associate in Arts-Transfer 4 4 80.13 8.5


History (Associate Degree-Transfer CSU or
UC) Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 73.00 6.5


History - Transfer CSU GE Associate in Arts-Transfer 5 7 2 2 16 79.59 9.1


History - Transfer IGETC CSU Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 1 2 -100.0% 5 74.40 5.3


Hospitality: Guest Service Entry-Level
Professional Career Certificate 1 2 9 12 20.46 2.9


Individual Tax Preparer (Certificate) Career Certificate 1 1 96.50 9.0


Interdisciplinary Studies: Arts and
Humanities (Associate Degree) Associate in Arts 34 34 85.34 10.0


Interdisciplinary Studies: Arts &
Humanities CSU GE Pattern Associate in Arts 2 2 97.50 10.3


Interdisciplinary Studies: Arts &
Humanities CSU IGETC Pattern Associate in Arts 2 2 -100.0% 4 80.50 10.1


Interdisciplinary Studies: Arts &
Humanities Skyline Pattern Associate in Arts 42 40 45 38 16 -61.9% 181 87.34 10.4


Interdisciplinary Studies: Arts &
Humanities UC IGETC Pattern Associate in Arts 1 1 0.0% 2 81.25 8.3
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Interdisciplinary Studies: Health and
Physical Education (Associate Degree) Associate in Arts 6 6 79.67 5.8


Interdisciplinary Studies: Health &
Physical Education. AA Degree Skyline Associate in Arts 9 9 25 10 6 -33.3% 59 73.09 6.5


Interdisciplinary Studies: Letters and
Science (Associate Degree) Associate in Arts 68 68 84.50 9.6


Interdisciplinary Studies: Letters &
Science CSU GE Pattern Associate in Arts 1 1 2 99.00 9.8


Interdisciplinary Studies: Letters &
Science CSU IGETC Pattern Associate in Arts 4 4 86.13 9.6


Interdisciplinary Studies: Letters &
Science Skyline Pattern Associate in Arts 109 99 96 64 27 -75.2% 395 82.92 9.4


Interdisciplinary Studies: Organiz
Structures Skyline Pattern Associate in Arts 8 5 11 5 5 -37.5% 34 88.63 9.2


Interdisciplinary Studies: Social and
Behavioral Sciences (Associate Degree) Associate in Arts 48 48 82.98 10.1


Interdisciplinary Studies: Social and
Natural Sciences (Associate Degree) Associate in Arts 46 46 88.64 9.8


Interdisciplinary Studies: Social & Behav
Sci CSU GE Pattern Associate in Arts 1 2 1 0.0% 4 66.63 9.5
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Interdisciplinary Studies: Social & Behav
Sci CSU IGETC Pattern Associate in Arts 3 1 4 84.00 7.9


Interdisciplinary Studies: Social & Behav
Sci Skyline Pattern Associate in Arts 59 53 66 58 21 -64.4% 257 83.02 9.7


Interdisciplinary Studies: Social & Behav
Sci UC IGETC Pattern Associate in Arts 1 1 86.00 8.5


Interdisciplinary Studies: Social & Nat Sci
CSU GE Pattern Associate in Arts 1 1 1 3 91.17 7.5


Interdisciplinary Studies: Social & Nat Sci
CSU IGETC Pattern Associate in Arts 1 6 -100.0% 7 85.29 10.4


Interdisciplinary Studies: Social & Nat Sci
Skyline Pattern Associate in Arts 85 59 70 53 29 -65.9% 295 84.17 9.1


Interdisciplinary Studies: Social & Nat Sci
UC IGETC Pattern Associate in Arts 2 2 88.25 7.3


International Studies Associate in Arts 1 -100.0% 1 96.50 10.0


Journalism Associate in Arts 4 1 1 -100.0% 6 102.50 11.5


Certificate of Achievement 2 2 57.00 11.0


Unduplicated Total 3 -100.0% 8 91.13 11.4


Journalism (Associate Degree) Associate in Arts 1 1 98.50 10.0
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Journalism (Associate Degree-Transfer
CSU) Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 94.00 7.5


Journalism (Associate Degree-Transfer
CSU or UC) Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 84.00 6.5


Journalism - Transfer CSUGE Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 2 78.25 6.3


Journalism - Transfer IGETC CSU Associate in Arts-Transfer 2 2 4 79.38 9.0


Kinesiology (Associate Degree-Transfer
CSU) Associate in Arts-Transfer 10 10 85.75 8.7


Kinesiology (Associate Degree-Transfer
CSU or UC) Associate in Arts-Transfer 7 7 82.86 7.6


Kinesiology for Transfer, CSU-GE Associate in Arts-Transfer 32 17 25 16 7 -78.1% 97 81.86 9.0


Kinesiology for Transfer, IGETC-CSU Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 2 5 9 -100.0% 17 76.97 7.9


Liberal Arts (Ended Spring 2008) Associate in Arts 7 2 2 -100.0% 11 94.77 17.6


Massage Therapy Certificate of Achievement 17 14 7 1 -94.1% 39 48.42 4.8


Massage Therapy (Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 9 9 55.17 5.8


Mathematics Associate in Arts 6 7 3 2 2 -66.7% 20 103.18 9.4
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Mathematics (Associate Degree) Associate in Arts 3 3 108.50 10.0


Mathematics (Associate Degree-Transfer
CSU) Associate in Science-Transfer 4 4 94.50 8.1


Mathematics (Associate Degree-Transfer
CSU or UC) Associate in Science-Transfer 12 12 94.79 7.6


Mathematics for Transfer, CSU-GE Associate in Science-Transfer 6 5 5 3 2 -66.7% 21 95.74 9.6


Mathematics for Transfer, IGETC CSU Associate in Science-Transfer 4 12 12 12 3 -25.0% 43 91.74 8.0


MEDA: Administrative Medical Assisting Associate in Science 1 2 3 6 90.67 8.5


MEDA: Administrative Medical Assisting
Cert Certificate of Achievement 4 4 3 11 56.32 7.9


MEDA: Medical Coding Certificate Certificate of Achievement 3 7 2 12 66.79 9.4


MEDA: Medical Insurance Billing Cert Certificate of Achievement 2 6 1 9 60.61 8.7


Medical Transcriptionist Cert Certificate Program 1 1 23.00 7.0


Music Associate in Arts 1 5 3 -100.0% 9 105.61 13.2


Music (Associate Degree-Transfer CSU or
UC) Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 99.00 7.0
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Music - Transfer CSUGE Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 151.50 14.5


Natural Science Associate in Science 17 28 12 20 4 -76.5% 81 99.54 9.2


Natural Science (Associate Degree) Associate in Science 14 14 96.36 9.5


Network Engineering (Associate Degree) Associate in Science 3 3 127.83 14.5


Network Engineering Cert Certificate Program 2 1 1 1 5 72.60 10.9


NETX: Advanced Computer User Support Skill Certificate 1 1 141.00 19.0


NETX: Entry Level Computer User Support Career Certificate 1 1 2 46.25 5.0


NETX: Network Engineering Associate in Science 1 4 5 84.50 12.4


NETX: Network Engineering Cert Certificate Program 4 1 5 80.20 9.0


NETX: PC Configuration and Repair Cert Career Certificate 4 4 3 11 76.73 8.8


NETX: Wiring and Installation Cert Career Certificate 1 4 5 93.00 11.3


NEXT: Basic Networking Cert Career Certificate 1 2 3 68.17 7.8


Paralegal, Legal Assistant Associate in Arts 4 5 7 4 2 -50.0% 22 74.18 11.9
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Paralegal, Legal Assistant (Associate
Degree) Associate in Arts 1 1 67.00 7.5


Paralegal, Legal Assistant (Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 4 4 34.25 5.8


Paralegal, Legal Asst Cert Certificate Program 1 1 26.00 5.0


Paralegal/Legal Asstistant Certificate of Achievement 9 3 7 13 1 -88.9% 33 52.55 7.3


Physical Education Associate in Arts 6 2 1 1 -100.0% 10 79.10 10.9


Physical Education (Associate Degree) Associate in Arts 1 1 81.00 7.0


Physics (Associate Degree-Transfer CSU) Associate in Science-Transfer 1 1 86.00 7.0


Physics (Associate Degree-Transfer CSU
or UC) Associate in Science-Transfer 11 11 101.45 8.3


Physics: Physics for Transfer, CSUGE Associate in Science-Transfer 1 3 2 1 1 0.0% 8 111.19 10.0


Physics: Physics for Transfer, IGETC CSU Associate in Science-Transfer 3 4 7 7 2 -33.3% 23 101.39 8.4


Political Science AAT - CSU GE Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 67.00 6.5


Political Science (Associate Degree-
Transfer CSU) Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 73.00 6.5
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Political Science (Associate Degree-
Transfer UC) Associate in Arts-Transfer 3 3 84.17 7.7


Psychology Associate in Arts 13 4 8 6 3 -76.9% 34 85.12 9.9


Psychology (Associate Degree) Associate in Arts 8 8 85.25 10.4


Psychology (Associate Degree-Transfer
CSU) Associate in Arts-Transfer 36 36 72.89 7.5


Psychology (Associate Degree-Transfer
CSU or UC) Associate in Arts-Transfer 20 20 76.40 7.9


Psychology for Transfer, CSU-GE Associate in Arts-Transfer 55 32 44 49 28 -49.1% 208 80.07 9.1


Psychology for Transfer, IGETC CSU Associate in Arts-Transfer 15 21 25 29 11 -26.7% 101 81.01 7.9


Respiratory Care Associate in Science 21 20 20 18 1 -95.2% 80 101.47 12.1


Respiratory Care (Associate Degree) Associate in Science 26 26 98.37 11.0


Sociology (Associate Degree-Transfer
CSU) Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 77.00 7.0


Sociology (Associate Degree-Transfer
CSU or UC) Associate in Arts-Transfer 5 5 68.60 6.4


Sociology:CSU Transfer Associate in Arts-Transfer 1 1 116.50 15.0
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Solar Energy Technology Certificate of Specialization 1 1 1 3 1 0.0% 7 43.14 5.0


Solar Energy Technology: Solar
Installation Skill Certificate 3 2 2 7 31.71 4.6


Spanish Associate in Arts 3 4 1 3 1 -66.7% 12 98.63 11.5


Spanish (Associate Degree-Transfer CSU
or UC) Associate in Arts-Transfer 2 2 89.00 11.0


Spanish - Transfer CSU GE Associate in Arts-Transfer 2 1 4 7 115.57 11.9


Speech Communication (Ended Spring
2011) Associate in Arts 1 1 70.00 13.0


Studio Arts (Associate Degree-Transfer
CSU) Associate in Arts-Transfer 4 4 73.50 6.1


Surgical Technology: AS Degree Skyline Associate in Science 5 1 6 5 -100.0% 17 83.97 9.0


Surgical Technology (Associate Degree) Associate in Science 6 6 93.08 10.8


Surgical Technology: Central Service
Technology  (Ended Spring 2013) Career Certificate 1 2 3 35.50 5.3


Surgical Technology: Central Service Tech
With Clinical Practice Career Certificate 21 1 2 -100.0% 24 43.33 7.1
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Surgical Technology (Certificate) Certificate of Achievement 6 6 63.58 6.9


Surgical Technology: Certificate Skyline Certificate of Achievement 18 9 6 19 -100.0% 52 62.88 7.7


Telecom & Network Info Tech: Basic
Networking Certificate of Specialization 4 1 -100.0% 5 68.50 8.3


Telecom & Network Info Tech: Network
Engineering Associate in Science 3 5 4 11 4 33.3% 27 82.43 11.5


Certificate of Achievement 2 1 3 1 -50.0% 7 82.14 10.9


Unduplicated Total 5 6 13 5 0.0% 31 82.37 11.4


Telecom & Network Info Tech: PC
Configuration & Repair Skill Certificate 6 1 -100.0% 7 53.43 6.3


Telecom & Network Info Tech: Telecom &
Wireless Tech  (Ended Spring 2013) Associate in Science 1 1 83.50 17.0


Telecom & Network Info Tech: Wiring &
Installation Certificate of Specialization 4 1 -100.0% 5 76.20 10.9


Total Awards: 1,394 1,220 1,327 1,265 1,428 2.4% 6,634 75.23 8.32


Total Completers (Unduplicated): 1,036 921 1,027 973 1,064 2.7% 4,471 111.63 12.35


Total Bachelor Awards:


Total Bachelor Completers (Unduplicated):


Total Degree Awards: 846 779 900 853 999 18.1% 4,377 119.35 13.33
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Degrees and Certificates Awarded 
2014-2015 Through 2018-2019


College: Skyline


Award Type
2014-
2015


2015-
2016


2016-
2017


2017-
2018


2018-
2019


% Change
2014-2015 to


2018-2019 Total


Avg.
Units


Earned


Avg.
Time to


Complete


Total Degree Completers (Unduplicated): 618 587 690 650 740 19.7% 3,114 119.35 13.33


Total Certificate Awards: 548 441 427 412 429 -21.7% 2,257 79.65 8.57


Total Certificate Completers (Unduplicated): 452 356 365 358 351 -22.3% 1,600 79.65 8.57
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SKY Dept - Dance


Assessment: Course Four Column


SKY DANC 100:Dance Appreciation


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Culture and History - Understanding
of the cultural and historical events
that led to the development of Ballet,
Jazz, Modern, Tap and Musical
Theater Dance.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 07/27/2012 Success Criterion: 70% of students


will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their exam/quiz.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer
questions to identify dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic contexts.Slightly more than
70% of the students scored 70% or higher (12/13/2019)


Exam - A)   Quizzes & Final Exam:
Students answer multiple-choice and
short-answer questions to identify
dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their essay.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or
performance in dance history. Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and compare the movement
style in the context of dance history. Students completed a
peer-review process of their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. More than 80% of students received a
grade of 70% or higher on their essay. (12/13/2019)


Essay - B)   Midterm/Final Paper:
Students write a paper on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history.  Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
successful.


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos
watched in class. Forum postings are graded for content


Essay - C)  Forum: Students must
post reactions and descriptions of
the videos watched in class. Forum
postings are graded for content and
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their Forum posts. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


and effective analysis and description. More than 80% of
the students received a grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts (12/13/2019)


effective analysis and description.


Dance Styles - Ability to understand
and describe the major styles of
dance in the Western world.


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 07/27/2012 Success Criterion: 70% of students


will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their Forum posts. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students posted reactions and descriptions of the videos
watched in class. Forum postings are graded for content
and effective analysis and description. More than 80% of
the students received a grade of 70% or higher on their
Forum posts. (12/13/2019)


Essay - Forum: Students must post
reactions and descriptions of the
videos watched in class. Forum
postings are graded for content and
effective analysis and description.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their essay.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students wrote papers on a historically important person or
performance in dance history. Papers were graded on the
student's ability to describe and compare the movement
style in the context of dance history. Students completed a
peer-review process of their rough drafts to ensure that
they are successful. Over 80% of students received a grade
of 70% or higher on their essay (12/13/2019)


Essay - Midterm/Final Paper:
Students write a paper on a
historically important person or
performance in dance history.
Papers are graded on the student's
ability to describe and compare the
movement style in the context of
dance history.  Students complete a
peer-review process of their rough
drafts to ensure that they are
successful.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will receive a grade of 70% or higher
on their exam/quiz.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students answered multiple-choice and short-answer
questions to identify dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic contexts. More than 80% of
the students scored 70% or higher. (12/13/2019)


Exam - Quizzes & Final Exam:
Students answer multiple-choice and
short-answer questions to identify
dancers and dances within their
historical, cultural and stylistic
contexts.
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SKY DANC 102 :A Survey of Jazz Dance from Streets to Stage


No data found for the selected criteria.
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SKY DANC 117.1:Tap Dance I


No data found for the selected criteria.
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SKY DANC 117.2:Tap Dance II


No data found for the selected criteria.
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SKY DANC 121.1:Contemporary Modern Dance I


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Anatomical alignment - Students will
be able to demonstrate the correct
anatomical alignment needed to
perform exercises safely.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will complete 70% of daily workouts


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students were able to complete more than
70% of the workouts with proper anatomical alignment
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


Creativity and Performance -
Students will be able to create and
develop unique movement sequences
and collaboratively organize that
material into a modern dance piece
for performance and/or conditioning
outside the classroom environment.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement on 3 of 5
corrections


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students demonstrated improvement in all
areas in which corrections were received. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Across
the Floor assessed using
performance/unique movements
rubric In class demonstration. On a
weekly basis, students must perform
spinal isolations, dance
walks, body rolls and basic turns
during the Across the Floor section
of class. Students receive corrections
from the instructor in process, and
incorporate these corrections into
their demonstration during the next
repetition
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SKY DANC 121.2:Contemporary Modern Dance II


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Anatomical alignment - Students will
be able to demonstrate the correct
anatomical alignment needed to
perform exercises safely.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will complete 70% of daily workouts


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students were able to complete more than
70% of the workouts with proper anatomical alignment
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


Creativity and Performance -
Students will be able to create and
develop unique movement sequences
and collaboratively organize that
material into a modern dance piece
for performance and/or conditioning
outside the classroom environment.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement on 3 of 5
corrections


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students demonstrated improvement in all
areas in which corrections were received. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Across
the Floor assessed using
performance/unique movements
rubric In class demonstration. On a
weekly basis, students must perform
spinal isolations, dance
walks, body rolls and basic turns
during the Across the Floor section
of class. Students receive corrections
from the instructor in process, and
incorporate these corrections into
their demonstration during the next
repetition
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SKY DANC 121.3:Contemporary Modern Dance III


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Anatomical alignment - Students will
be able to demonstrate the correct
anatomical alignment needed to
perform exercises safely.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will complete 70% of daily workouts


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students were able to complete more than
70% of the workouts with proper anatomical alignment
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


Creativity and Performance -
Students will be able to create and
develop unique movement sequences
and collaboratively organize that
material into a modern dance piece
for performance and/or conditioning
outside the classroom environment.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement on 3 of 5
corrections


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students demonstrated improvement in all
areas in which corrections were received. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Across
the Floor assessed using
performance/unique movements
rubric In class demonstration. On a
weekly basis, students must perform
spinal isolations, dance
walks, body rolls and basic turns
during the Across the Floor section
of class. Students receive corrections
from the instructor in process, and
incorporate these corrections into
their demonstration during the next
repetition
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SKY DANC 121.4:Contemporary Modern Dance IV


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Anatomical alignment - Students will
be able to demonstrate the correct
anatomical alignment needed to
perform exercises safely.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will complete 70% of daily workouts


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students were able to complete more than
70% of the workouts with proper anatomical alignment
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises


Creativity and Performance -
Students will be able to create and
develop unique movement sequences
and collaboratively organize that
material into a modern dance piece
for performance and/or conditioning
outside the classroom environment.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement on 3 of 5
corrections


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students demonstrated improvement in all
areas in which corrections were received. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Across
the Floor assessed using
performance/unique movements
rubric In class demonstration. On a
weekly basis, students must perform
spinal isolations, dance
walks, body rolls and basic turns
during the Across the Floor section
of class. Students receive corrections
from the instructor in process, and
incorporate these corrections into
their demonstration during the next
repetition
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SKY DANC 130.1:Jazz I


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Techniques / Exercises - Demonstrate
technique and exercises that lead to
the mastery of steps and movement
particular to jazz dance


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be able to assign themselves a
constructive alignment correction by
analyzing video of their movement


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Almost 90% of the students who completed the class were
able to assign themselves an alignment correction based on
video analysis and feedback. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Video
Self-Analysis: Students learn to
critique their own movement by
watching video of their
performances.


Choreography - Demonstrate an
understanding of Jazz dance
techniques and its application to
creative and artistic expression by
creating a piece of dance
choreography that incorporates
artistic and technical domains.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: Over 70% of the
students who complete the class will
develop an individual piece and work
to develop a group piece.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of the students who completed the class
successfully develop  an individual piece and participated in
the work to develop a group piece. (12/13/2019)


Exam - Students will choreograph
piece building on techniques and
principles of creative and artistic
expression. This will be done on a
group and individual basis.
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SKY DANC 130.2:Jazz II


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Techniques / Exercises_1 -
Demonstrate technique and exercises
that lead to the mastery of steps and
movement particular to jazz dance


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be able to assign themselves a
constructive alignment correction by
analyzing video of their movement


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Almost 90% of the students who completed the class were
able to assign themselves an alignment correction based on
video analysis and feedback. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Video
Self-Analysis: Students learn to
critique their own movement by
watching video of their
performances.


Choreography_1 - Demonstrate an
understanding of Jazz dance
techniques and its application to
creative and artistic expression by
creating a piece of dance
choreography that incorporates
artistic and technical domains.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: Over 70% of the
students who complete the class will
develop an individual piece and work
to develop a group piece.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of the students who completed the class
successfully develop  an individual piece and participated in
the work to develop a group piece. (12/13/2019)


Exam - Students will choreograph
piece building on techniques and
principles of creative and artistic
expression. This will be done on a
group and individual basis.
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SKY DANC 130.3:Jazz III


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Techniques / Exercises_1 -
Demonstrate technique and exercises
that lead to the mastery of steps and
movement particular to jazz dance


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be able to assign themselves a
constructive alignment correction by
analyzing video of their movement


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Almost 90% of the students who completed the class were
able to assign themselves an alignment correction based on
video analysis and feedback. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Video
Self-Analysis: Students learn to
critique their own movement by
watching video of their
performances.


Choreography_1 - Demonstrate an
understanding of Jazz dance
techniques and its application to
creative and artistic expression by
creating a piece of dance
choreography that incorporates
artistic and technical domains.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: Over 70% of the
students who complete the class will
develop an individual piece and work
to develop a group piece.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of the students who completed the class
successfully develop  an individual piece and participated in
the work to develop a group piece.  (12/13/2019)


Exam - Students will choreograph
piece building on techniques and
principles of creative and artistic
expression. This will be done on a
group and individual basis.
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SKY DANC 130.4:Jazz IV


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Techniques / Exercises_1 -
Demonstrate technique and exercises
that lead to the mastery of steps and
movement particular to jazz dance


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be able to assign themselves a
constructive alignment correction by
analyzing video of their movement


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Almost 90% of the students who completed the class were
able to assign themselves an alignment correction based on
video analysis and feedback. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Video
Self-Analysis: Students learn to
critique their own movement by
watching video of their
performances.


Choreography_1 - Demonstrate an
understanding of Jazz dance
techniques and its application to
creative and artistic expression by
creating a piece of dance
choreography that incorporates
artistic and technical domains.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: Over 70% of the
students who complete the class will
develop an individual piece and work
to develop a group piece.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of the students who completed the class
successfully develop  an individual piece and participated in
the work to develop a group piece.  (12/13/2019)


Exam - Students will choreograph
piece building on techniques and
principles of creative and artistic
expression. This will be done on a
group and individual basis.
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SKY DANC 140.1:Ballet I


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Technique - Demonstrate and identify
individual and group ballet steps and
movement patterns, technique,
exercises and vocabulary that lead to
the mastery of steps and movement
particular to ballet.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: Over 70% of
students who complete the class will
show progression in some or all
levels.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students who completed the class
demonstrated progression in some or all levels based on
skill. (12/13/2019)


Pre and post testing - Exam on
competency in steps, movement
patterns, techniques, exercises and
vocabulary based on level.


Artistic Perspective - Develop an
awareness and appreciation of the
cultural forces and individuals that
contributed to the origins of
ballet. Develop an ability to critically
appreciate and evaluate concert
ballet dance.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019 Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will score on
a semester average 2.0 or higher.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students who completed the class had average
scores of 2.3 or higher. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Student
skills (Plie, Tendu, Degage,
Balance,Adagio, Petit Allegro, small /
large jumps, GrandAllegro, Pirouttes,
Coda) are evaluated on a classby
class basis based on level and are
visually scored on a rubric of
3=Excellent; 2 =Satisfactory, 1= Poor
and 0 = Non-attendance.
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SKY DANC 140.2:Ballet II


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Technique - Demonstrate and identify
individual and group ballet steps and
movement patterns, technique,
exercises and vocabulary that lead to
the mastery of steps and movement
particular to ballet.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: Over 70% of
students who complete the class will
show progression in some or all
levels.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students who completed the class
demonstrated progression in some or all levels based on
skill. (12/13/2019)


Pre and post testing - Exam on
competency in steps, movement
patterns, techniques, exercises and
vocabulary based on level.


Artistic Perspective - Develop an
awareness and appreciation of the
cultural forces and individuals that
contributed to the origins of
ballet. Develop an ability to critically
appreciate and evaluate concert
ballet dance.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019 Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will score on
a semester average 2.0 or higher.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students who completed the class had average
scores of 2.3 or higher. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Student
skills (Plie, Tendu, Degage,
Balance,Adagio, Petit Allegro, small /
large jumps, GrandAllegro, Pirouttes,
Coda) are evaluated on a classby
class basis based on level and are
visually scored on a rubric of
3=Excellent; 2 =Satisfactory, 1= Poor
and 0 = Non-attendance.
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SKY DANC 140.3:Ballet III


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Artistic Perspective - Develop an
awareness and appreciation of the
cultural forces and individuals that
contributed to the origins of
ballet. Develop an ability to critically
appreciate and evaluate concert
ballet dance.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019 Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will score on
a semester average 2.0 or higher.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students who completed the class had average
scores of 2.3 or higher (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Student
skills (Plie, Tendu, Degage,
Balance,Adagio, Petit Allegro, small /
large jumps, GrandAllegro, Pirouttes,
Coda) are evaluated on a classby
class basis based on level and are
visually scored on a rubric of
3=Excellent; 2 =Satisfactory, 1= Poor
and 0 = Non-attendance.
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SKY DANC 140.4:Ballet IV


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Technique - Demonstrate and identify
individual and group ballet steps and
movement patterns, technique,
exercises and vocabulary that lead to
the mastery of steps and movement
particular to ballet.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: Over 70% of
students who complete the class will
show progression in some or all
levels.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students who completed the class
demonstrated progression in some or all levels based on
skill. (12/13/2019)


Pre and post testing - Exam on
competency in steps, movement
patterns, techniques, exercises and
vocabulary based on level.


Artistic Perspective - Develop an
awareness and appreciation of the
cultural forces and individuals that
contributed to the origins of
ballet. Develop an ability to critically
appreciate and evaluate concert
ballet dance.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019 Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will score on
a semester average 2.0 or higher.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students who completed the class had average
scores of 2.3 or higher (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - Student
skills (Plie, Tendu, Degage,
Balance,Adagio, Petit Allegro, small /
large jumps, GrandAllegro, Pirouttes,
Coda) are evaluated on a classby
class basis based on level and are
visually scored on a rubric of
3=Excellent; 2 =Satisfactory, 1= Poor
and 0 = Non-attendance.
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SKY DANC 150.1:Hip Hop I


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Beginning level skills, patterns,
routines and choreography. -
Students will demonstrate the
movement skills necessary to
accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic
qualities, routines and choreography
in the hip hop dance technique. These
may include popping, locking, break
step, ball change and shuffle steps.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will be able
to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique
exercises


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 80% of students were able to earn enough points,
based on improvement from participation, in at least 5 or
more technique areas related to Hip Hop Dance.
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises appropriate for a beginning
level.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% who enrolled in the class were able to successfully
receive and incorporate corrections into their beginning /
intermediate routines from the instructor. The 80% were
able to do 3 or more corrections. 70%were able to do at
least two corrections (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
beginning steps they have learned.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
demonstration.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at a
beginning level, integration of technical skills, and utilization
of performance techniques. Over 80% of students
demonstrated proficiency at a beginning level, and
improvement in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance at a
beginning level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques.
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SKY DANC 150.2:Hip Hop II


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Intermediate level skills, patterns,
routines and choreography -
Students will demonstrate the
movement skills necessary to
accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic
qualities, routines and choreography
in the hip hop dance technique. These
may include popping, locking, break
step, ball change and shuffle steps.


Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: Performance
Criteria: 70% of students will be able
to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique
exercises


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
90% of students were able to demonstrate 5 of 7 technique
exercises successfully (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Assessment Instrument: In-Class
participation points in progressive
exercises appropriate for an
intermediate level.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students who completed the class will be able to
perform 3 of 5 corrections at a proficient level (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
intermediate steps they have
learned.  Students receive
corrections from the instructor, and
must incorporate these corrections
into their demonstration.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at an
intermediate level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
techniques.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students demonstrated proficiency at an
intermediate level, and improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance techniques. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Performance: Students will be
graded on their performance at an
intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques.
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SKY DANC 151.1 :Social Dance I


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Beginning level skills, patterns,
routines and choreography -
Students will demonstrate the
movement skills necessary to
accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic
qualities, routines and choreography
in social dance technique. Dances
covered may include the East Coast
Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox Trot, Night
Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot,
Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.


Assessment Cycles: 2015-2016
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 02/10/2016


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level in their final
performance.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to
successfully receive and incorporate corrections into their
beginning routines from the instructor. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
beginning steps they have learned in
one form of social dance. Students
receive corrections from the
instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
choreography and performance in
their final performance of the
semester.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to
successfully receive and incorporate corrections into their
beginning routines from the instructor. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students will be graded on their
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be able to demonstrate progress
in at least two different types of
social dance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to earn enough points, based
on improvement from participation, in at least 2 or more
types of Social Dance (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -  In-
Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at
least two different types of social
dance appropriate for a beginning
level.
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SKY DANC 151.2:Social Dance II


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Intermediate level skills, patterns,
routines and choreography -
Students will demonstrate the
movement skills necessary to
accurately understand and execute
intermediate level patterns, aesthetic
qualities, routines and choreography
in social dance technique. Dances
covered may include the East Coast
Swing, Slow Waltz, Fox Trot, Night
Club Two-Step, Tango, Foxtrot,
Rumba, Merengue and Salsa.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 02/10/2016


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at an
intermediate level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
techniques.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at an
intermediate level, integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at an intermediate level, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, and performance techniques
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students will be graded on their
performance at an intermediate
level, integration of technical skills,
and utilization of performance
techniques


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be able to demonstrate progress
in at least two different types of
social dance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students completed in-Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at least two different types
of social dance appropriate for an intermediate level.
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - In-Class
participation points in progressive
dance techniques in at least two
different types of social dance
appropriate for an intermediate
level.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level in their final
performance


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to
successfully receive and incorporate corrections into their
intermediate routines from the instructor. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
intermediate steps they have
learned in one form of social dance.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
choreography and performance in
their final performance of the
semester.
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SKY DANC 151.3 :Social Dance III


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Advanced / Intermediate level skills,
patterns, routines and choreography
- Students will demonstrate the
movement skills necessary to
accurately understand and execute
advanced / intermediate level
patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines
and choreography in social dance
technique. Dances covered may
include the East Coast Swing, Slow
Waltz, Fox Trot, Night Club Two-Step,
Tango, Foxtrot, Rumba, Merengue
and Salsa.


Assessment Cycles: 2015-2016
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 02/10/2016


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at an
advanced intermediate level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
techniques.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at an
advanced intermediate level, integration of technical skills,
and utilization of performance techniques. 100%
demonstrated proficiency at an advanced intermediate
level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students will be graded on their
performance at an advanced
intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be able to demonstrate progress
in at least two different types of
social dance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to earn enough points, based
on improvement from participation, in at least 2 or more
types of Social Dance (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - In-Class
participation points in progressive
dance techniques in at least two
different types of social dance
appropriate for an advanced
intermediate level.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level in their final
performance.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to
successfully receive and incorporate corrections into their
advanced intermediate routines from the instructor.
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
advanced intermediate steps they
have learned in one form of social
dance. Students receive corrections
from the instructor, and must
incorporate these corrections into
their choreography and performance
in their final performance of the
semester.
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SKY DANC 152.1 :Cuban Salsa I


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Beginning level skills, patterns,
routines and choreography -
Students will demonstrate the
movement skills necessary to
accurately understand and execute
beginning level patterns, aesthetic
qualities, routines and choreography
in Cuban Salsa dance technique.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019
Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level in their final
performance.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to
successfully receive and incorporate corrections into their
beginning routines from the instructor. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
beginning steps they have learned in
Cuban Salsa. Students receive
corrections from the instructor, and
must incorporate these corrections
into their choreography and
performance in their final
performance of the semester.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at a
beginning level, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to
successfully receive and incorporate corrections into their
beginning routines from the instructor (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students will be graded on their
performance at a beginning level,
integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance
techniques


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be able to demonstrate progress
in Cuban Salsa dance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to earn enough points, based
on improvement from participation, in Cuban Salsa dance.
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -  In-
Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in at
least two different types of social
dance appropriate for a beginning
level.
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SKY DANC 152.2:Cuban Salsa II


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Intermediate level skills, patterns,
routines and choreography_1 -
Students will demonstrate the
movement skills necessary to
accurately understand and execute
intermediate level patterns, aesthetic
qualities, routines and choreography
in Cuban Salsa dance technique.
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 02/10/2016


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at an
intermediate level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
techniques.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at an
intermediate level, integration of technical skills, and
utilization of performance techniques. 100% demonstrated
proficiency at an intermediate level, and improvement in
their use of technical skills, and performance techniques
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students will be graded on their
performance at an intermediate
level, integration of technical skills,
and utilization of performance
techniques


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be able to demonstrate progress
in at least two different types of
social dance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students completed in-Class participation points in
progressive dance techniques in Cuban Salsa dance for an
intermediate level (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - In-Class
participation points in progressive
dance techniques in Cuban Salsa for
an intermediate level.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level in their final
performance


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to
successfully receive and incorporate corrections into their
intermediate routines from the instructor. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
intermediate steps they have
learned in Cuban Salsa dance.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
choreography and performance in
their final performance of the
semester.
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SKY DANC 152.3:Cuban Salsa III


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Advanced / Intermediate level skills,
patterns, routines and choreography
- Students will demonstrate the
movement skills necessary to
accurately understand and execute
advanced / intermediate level
patterns, aesthetic qualities, routines
and choreography in Cuban Salsa
dance technique.


Assessment Cycles: 2015-2016
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 02/10/2016


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate proficiency at an
advanced intermediate level, and
improvement in their use of
technical skills, and performance
techniques.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Students were graded on their final performance at an
advanced intermediate level, integration of technical skills,
and utilization of performance techniques. 100%
demonstrated proficiency at an advanced intermediate
level, and improvement in their use of technical skills, and
performance techniques (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students will be graded on their
performance at an advanced
intermediate level, integration of
technical skills, and utilization of
performance techniques


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will be able to demonstrate progress
in Cuban salsa dance techniques.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students were able to earn enough points, based
on improvement from participation, in Cuban Salsa dance
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - In-Class
participation points in progressive
dance techniques in Cuban Salsa
dance appropriate for an advanced
intermediate level.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will be able
to perform 3 of 5 corrections at a
proficient level in their final
performance.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleague


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
100% of students enrolled in the class were able to
successfully receive and incorporate corrections into their
advanced intermediate routines from the instructor.
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students are asked to perform the
advanced intermediate steps they
have learned in Cuban Salsa dance.
Students receive corrections from
the instructor, and must incorporate
these corrections into their
choreography and performance in
their final performance of the
semester.
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SKY DANC 152.4:Cuban Salsa IV


No data found for the selected criteria.
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SKY DANC 161   :Tango Argentino


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
1) Tango elements - Demonstrate an
understanding of beginning Argentine
Tango elements and techniques
through improvisation with
appropriate balance, posture,
connection and positioning of the
dance frame (the embrace).


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 06/01/2010


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will score 70% or better
Related Documents:
Midterm Exam DANC 161


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance of positions and posture
was administered. 100% of students passed the exam.
(12/13/2019)


Exam - A) Midterm exam pertaining
to social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 5 or more points


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met


Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills,
musicality, and etiquette using an 8 point rubric was
administered. 100% of the students received a passing
grade. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - B) Final
in-class demonstration of Argentine
Tango skills, musicality, and
etiquette using an 8 point rubric.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond positively to at least
70% of survey questions Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and
their class experience with Argentine Tango was
administered. 100% of students felt then had improved
skills, knowledge and understanding (12/13/2019)


Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango
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SKY DANC 162   :Tango Milonga


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
1) Tango Milonga elements -
Students will be able to provide a
more authentic and individualized
interpretation of Tango Milonga
through a demonstration of
appropriate levels of technique that
incorporate cultural elements* of this
dance form (*e.g. Costume, history,
vocabulary, rhythm and music)
Course Outcome Status: Active


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will score 70% or better Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance of positions and posture
was administered. 100% of students passed the exam
(12/13/2019)


Exam - A) Midterm exam pertaining
to social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 5 or more points Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills,
musicality, and etiquette using an 8 point rubric was
administered. 100% of students successfully scored 5 or
more points. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - B) Final
in-class demonstration of Argentine
Tango skills, musicality, and
etiquette using an 8 point rubric.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond positively to at least
70% of survey questions Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and
their class experience with Argentine Tango was
administered. 100% of students expressed a belief that their
skills, knowledge and ability had improved. (12/13/2019)


Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango
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SKY DANC 163   :Tango Buenos Aires


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
1) Intermediate Argentine Tango
elements - Students will be able to
provide a more authentic and
individualized interpretation of
advanced Argentine tango through a
demonstration of appropriate levels
of technique that incorporate cultural
elements* of this dance form (*e.g.
performance, choreography,
costume, history, vocabulary, rhythm
and music).
Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 06/01/2010


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will score 70% or better Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance of positions and posture
was administered. 100% of students passed the
examination (12/13/2019)


Exam - A) Midterm exam pertaining
to social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 5 or more points


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance of positions and posture
was administered. 100% of students passed the
examination (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - B) Final
in-class demonstration of
intermediate Argentine Tango skills,
musicality, and etiquette using an 8
point rubric.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond positively to at least
70% of survey questions


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and
their class experience with Argentine Tango was
administered. 100% of students felt their knowledge, skills
and abilities had improved. (12/13/2019)


Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango
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SKY DANC 164   :Tango De La Confiteria


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
1) Elements of Tango de la Confiteria
- Demonstrate an understanding of
low advanced Tango de la Confiteria
elements and techniques through
improvisation with appropriate
balance, posture, connection and
positioning of the dance frame (the
embrace).


Course Outcome Status: Active
Start Date: 06/01/2010


Success Criterion: 80% of students
will score 70% or better Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Midterm exam pertaining to social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance of positions and posture
was administered. 100% of students received a passing
score (12/13/2019)


Exam - A) Midterm exam pertaining
to social etiquette of Tango, floor
craft, balance, and the importance of
positions and posture.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will score 5 or more points Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with Dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Final in-class demonstration of Argentine Tango skills,
musicality, and etiquette using an 8 point rubric was
administered. 100% of the students scored a 5 or higher
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance - B) Final
in-class demonstration of Argentine
Tango skills, musicality, and
etiquette using an 8 point rubric.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will respond positively to at least
70% of survey questions


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Survey- student self-assessment on confidence, ability, and
their class experience with Argentine Tango was
administered. 100% of students felt they had improved
skills, ability and knowledge (12/13/2019)


Survey - C) Survey- student self-
assessment on confidence, ability,
and their class experience with
Argentine Tango
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SKY DANC 390   :Dance Composition/Theory/Chore


No data found for the selected criteria.
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SKY DANC 391               :Dance Composition -- Theory and Choreography


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Critical Analysis - Upon successful
completion of the course, the student
will be able to analyze dance
choreography and provide a
conceptual framework for
understanding the meaning reflected
in the performance.


Assessment Cycles: 2013-2014
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 09/10/2014


Success Criterion: Work will be
evaluated on a rubric related to
content, organization and ability to
apply principles learned in class.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Assessment of a variety of choreography forms via critical
written assignments. Assignments were evaluated for
content, organization and ability to apply principles learned
in class. Based on rubric over 90% of students who
completed the class received a passing grade (12/13/2019)


Other - Assessment of a variety of
choreography forms via critical
written assignments. Assignments
are evaluated for content,
organization and ability to apply
principles learned in class.


Success Criterion: Libretto will be
evaluated on a three point rubric
based on the following areas of
evaluation. Student must score a 2
or higher to successfully complete.
Areas of evaluation are:


Exploring the motivations and
intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and forms
will express the choreographic
message, how to adapt the piece for
a particular venue / audience, what
technical support the piece will
require and how it can impact the
community


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Written libretto for a dance piece exploring the motivations
and intentions that inspire the choreographer, what lines
and forms will express the choreographic message, how to
adapt the piece for a particular venue / audience, what
technical support the piece will require and how it can
impact the community was required. Slightly more than
90% of the students scored a 2 or higher to successfully
complete. (12/13/2019)


Other - Written libretto for a dance
piece exploring the motivations and
intentions that inspire the
choreographer, what lines and forms
will express the choreographic
message, how to adapt the piece for
a particular venue / audience, what
technical support the piece will
require and how it can impact the
community.


Application of Skill & Technique - Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)Capstone Assignment/Project -
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Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Upon successful completion of this
course, a student will be able to apply
diverse, original and creative
approaches to artistic design
problems, demonstrating an
understanding of line, form, space,
time, theatrical/dance drama,
costume, lighting, props and/or
different means od dance
accompanimentb(i.e. narrative/text,
recorded or live music).


Assessment Cycles: 2013-2014
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 09/10/2014


Success Criterion: Created piece will
be evlauated based on it's creativity,
organization and ability to fully
utilize the form and location to
convey or express ideas / feelings. Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action


plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Result Type: Criterion met
Capstone Assignment/Project - Students created a solo /
group dance to be performed at the fall showcase. Slightly
more that 90% of the students created a passing piece
based on it's creativity, organization and ability to fully
utilize the form and location to convey or express ideas /
feelings (12/13/2019)


Creation of a solo / group dance to
be performed at either fall or spring
showcase


Success Criterion: Students must
score at 70% or higher on all areas to
demonstrate competency. Four
assignments per semester are used.
If the student demonstrates
progression the final assignments
can be weighted more heavily.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Presentation/Performance - Quarterly presentation /
performance by students or student led groups were
designed to demonstrate application of principles related to
diversity, creativity, design, form/space/time, theatrics,
costumes and props.Slightly more than 90% of students
scored at a passing level on all areas to demonstrate
competency. Four assignments per semester were used. If
the student demonstrated progression the final
assignments were weighted more heavily (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Quarterly presentation /
performance by student or student
led groups designed to demonstrate
application of principles related to
diversity, creativity, design,
form/space/time, theatrics,
costumes and props.
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SKY DANC 395.1 :Dance Workshop I


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Choreography & Performance -
Successful, collaborative completion
and performance of a complete
choreographic work.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will describe a constructive and
collaborative process that resulted in
a successful performance.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students described a constructive and
collaborative process that resulted in a successful
performance. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students take a written exam,
identifying and analyzing their
process and progress throughout the
choreographic process. Points will be
given based on the student's
reporting of successful collaborative
techniques that led to the
achievement of the performance.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate mastery of the
choreography and improvement of
technical skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
Over 90% of students demonstrated mastery of the
choreography and improvement of technical skills at a
beginning level. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Evaluation of student's final
performance in instructor's
choreographed dance at midterm
and at the end of semester for
application of technical skills, style,
and creative expression as assigned
by the instructor


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will successfully complete 80% of in-
class assignments.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
90% of students successfully completed over 80% of in-class
assignments. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Progressive Skill Development: Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises
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SKY DANC 395.2:Dance Workshop II


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Choreography & Performance -
Successful, collaborative completion
and performance of a complete
choreographic work.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will describe a constructive and
collaborative process that resulted in
a successful performance.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
 90% of students described a constructive and collaborative
process that resulted in a successful performance.
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students take a written exam,
identifying and analyzing their
process and progress throughout the
choreographic process. Points will be
given based on the student's
reporting of successful collaborative
techniques that led to the
achievement of the performance.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate mastery of the
choreography and improvement of
technical skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
90% of students demonstrated mastery of the
choreography and improvement of technical skills an an
intermediate level. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Evaluation of student's final
performance in instructor's
choreographed dance at midterm
and at the end of semester for
application of technical skills, style,
and creative expression as assigned
by the instructor


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will successfully complete 80% of in-
class assignments.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
 90% of students successfully completed 80% of in-class
assignments. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Progressive Skill Development: Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises
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SKY DANC 395.3:Dance Workshop III


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Choreography & Performance -
Successful, collaborative completion
and performance of a complete
choreographic work.


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will describe a constructive and
collaborative process that resulted in
a successful performance.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
 90% of students described a constructive and collaborative
process that resulted in a successful performance.
(12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Students take a written exam,
identifying and analyzing their
process and progress throughout the
choreographic process. Points will be
given based on the student's
reporting of successful collaborative
techniques that led to the
achievement of the performance.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will demonstrate mastery of the
choreography and improvement of
technical skills.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
90% of students demonstrated mastery of the
choreography and improvement of technical skills at an
advance / intermediate level. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Evaluation of student's final
performance in instructor's
choreographed dance at midterm
and at the end of semester for
application of technical skills, style,
and creative expression as assigned
by the instructor


Success Criterion: 70% of students
will successfully complete 80% of in-
class assignments.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
90% of students successfully completed 80% of in-class
assignments. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Progressive Skill Development: Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises
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SKY DANC 395.4:Dance Workshop IV


No data found for the selected criteria.
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SKY DANC 400.1 :Dance Performance and Production I


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills and Expression - Develop an
understanding of performance
production through the
repertory/performance
experience,including rehearsal,
stagecraft and promotional


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019 Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement on 3 of 5
assigned technical skills, style, and
creative expression.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues.


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students showed improvement on 3 of 5 assigned
technical skills, style, and creative expression. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Evaluation of student's final
performance in instructor's
choreographed dance at midterm
and at the end of semester for
application of technical skills, style,
and creative expression as assigned
by the instructor.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will show
progression in daily exercises /
activities at a beginning level .


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students who completed the class will showed
progression in daily exercises / activities at a beginning level
. (12/13/2019)


Pre and post testing - Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises / activities based on
beginning level.
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SKY DANC 400.2:Dance Performance and Production II


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills and Expression - Develop an
understanding of performance
production through the
repertory/performance
experience,including rehearsal,
stagecraft and promotional


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019 Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement on 3 of 5
assigned technical skills, style, and
creative expression.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students showed improvement on 3 of 5 assigned
technical skills, style, and creative expression. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Evaluation of student's final
performance in instructor's
choreographed dance at midterm
and at the end of semester for
application of technical skills, style,
and creative expression as assigned
by the instructor.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will show
progression in daily exercises /
activities at an intermediate level .


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students who completed the class showed
progression in daily exercises / activities at an intermediate
level . (12/13/2019)


Pre and post testing - Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises / activities based on an
intermediate level.
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SKY DANC 400.3:Dance Performance and Production III


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills and Expression - Develop an
understanding of performance
production through the
repertory/performance
experience,including rehearsal,
stagecraft and promotional


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019 Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement on 3 of 5
assigned technical skills, style, and
creative expression.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students showed improvement on 3 of 5 assigned
technical skills, style, and creative expression. (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Evaluation of student's final
performance in instructor's
choreographed dance at midterm
and at the end of semester for
application of technical skills, style,
and creative expression as assigned
by the instructor.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who complete the class will show
progression in daily exercises /
activities at an advanced /
intermediate level .


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students who completed the class showed
progression in daily exercises / activities at an advanced /
intermediate level . (12/13/2019)


Pre and post testing - Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises / activities based on an
advanced / intermediate level.
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SKY DANC 400.4:Dance Performance and Production IV


Course Outcomes Assessment Methods Results Actions
Skills and Expression - Develop an
understanding of performance
production through the
repertory/performance
experience,including rehearsal,
stagecraft and promotional


Assessment Cycles: 2018-2019
Course Outcome Status: Active


Start Date: 12/13/2019 Success Criterion: 70% of students
will show improvement on 3 of 5
assigned technical skills, style, and
creative expression.


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
80% of students showed improvement on 3 of 5 assigned
technical skills, style, and creative expression (12/13/2019)


Presentation/Performance -
Evaluation of student's final
performance in instructor's
choreographed dance at midterm
and at the end of semester for
application of technical skills, style,
and creative expression as assigned
by the instructor.


Success Criterion: 70% of students
who will have completed the class
must show progression in daily
exercises / activities at an advanced
level .


Who discussed the assessment, results and/or action
plans? When? Where (e.g., dept. meeting)?: Discussed
with dean and colleagues


Reporting Cycle: 2019- 2020 (current)
Result Type: Criterion met
 80% of students who completed the class showed
progression in daily exercises / activities at an advanced
level . (12/13/2019)


Pre and post testing - Daily
participation points in progressive
exercises / activities based on an
advanced level.
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SKY DANC 410.1:Dance for the Musical Theater Production I


No data found for the selected criteria.
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SKY DANC 410.2:Dance for the Musical Theater Production II


No data found for the selected criteria.
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SKY DANC 410.3:Dance for the Musical Theater Production III


No data found for the selected criteria.
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SKY DANC 410.4:Dance for the Musical Theater Production IV


No data found for the selected criteria.
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SKY DANC 450:Intermediate / Advanced Dance Production


No data found for the selected criteria.
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		Allan Hancock Total				7
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		American River Total				1

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		1
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				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		3
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		San Mateo Total				1

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		1

		Santa Ana Total				1

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		1

		Santa Monica Total				3

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		3

		Santa Rosa Total				5

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		5

		Sequoias Total				2

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		2

		Skyline Total				1

				Associate of Arts (A.A.) degree		1

		West Valley Total				4

				Certificate requiring 12 to < 18 units		4
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Dance Online Courses


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


Summer 38 48


Fall 76 108 148 166 243


Spring 92 148 124 206 235


Total 167 284 315 369 473


Unduplicated Headcount by Term


Enrollments by Term


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


Summer 38 48


Fall 76 108 148 166 243


Spring 92 148 124 206 235


Total 168 294 320 372 478
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Dance Online Courses


Female Male Unreported


2014-2015 122 73.1% 41 24.6% 4 2.4%


2015-2016 209 73.6% 68 23.9% 7 2.5%


2016-2017 224 71.1% 81 25.7% 10 3.2%


2017-2018 232 62.9% 126 34.1% 11 3.0%


2018-2019 298 63.0% 167 35.3% 8 1.7%


Total 1,047 67.3% 469 30.1% 40 2.6%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


Am. Ind./Alaska Native 1 0.6% 1 0.3%


Asian 28 16.8% 48 16.9% 60 19.0% 102 27.6% 94 19.9%


Black - Non-Hispanic 10 6.0% 12 4.2% 6 1.9% 8 2.2% 8 1.7%


Filipino 39 23.4% 58 20.4% 81 25.7% 74 20.1% 126 26.6%


Hispanic/Latino 38 22.8% 36 12.7% 44 14.0% 59 16.0% 87 18.4%


Pacific Islander 1 0.6% 3 1.1% 4 1.3% 2 0.5% 6 1.3%


White Non-Hispanic 17 10.2% 51 18.0% 43 13.7% 52 14.1% 57 12.1%


Multi Races 30 18.0% 68 23.9% 73 23.2% 66 17.9% 89 18.8%


Unreported 3 1.8% 8 2.8% 3 1.0% 6 1.6% 6 1.3%


Unduplicated Headcount by Gender and Ethnicity
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Dance Online Courses


Unduplicated Headcount by Goal


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


4yr stu take class for 4yr col 14 8.4% 19 6.7% 10 3.2% 7 1.9% 5 1.1%


College Preparation 1 0.6% 3 1.1% 2 0.6% 4 1.1% 6 1.3%


CTE Certif/Career Development 9 5.4% 15 5.3% 16 5.1% 8 2.2% 6 1.3%


Degree/Transfer 134 80.2% 229 80.6% 275 87.3% 340 92.1% 443 93.7%


Exploratory 9 5.4% 18 6.3% 12 3.8% 10 2.7% 13 2.7%


Total 167 284 315 369 473


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019


Age Under 18 6 3.6% 14 4.9% 9 2.9% 35 9.5% 46 9.7%


Age 18 - 22 111 66.5% 203 71.5% 207 65.7% 262 71.0% 333 70.4%


Age 23 - 28 31 18.6% 37 13.0% 62 19.7% 41 11.1% 58 12.3%


Age 29 - 39 15 9.0% 18 6.3% 29 9.2% 24 6.5% 26 5.5%


Age 40 - 49 3 1.8% 9 3.2% 7 2.2% 4 1.1% 8 1.7%


Age 50 - 59 1 0.6% 3 1.1% 1 0.3% 2 0.5% 2 0.4%


Age 60 + 1 0.3%


Total 167 284 315 369 473


Unduplicated Headcount by Age


Unduplicated Headcount by Fall Unit Load


FALL 2014 FALL 2015 FALL 2016 FALL 2017 FALL 2018


Full Time (12+ Units) 50 65.8% 67 62.0% 96 64.9% 106 63.9% 158 65.0%


Part Time (Less Than 12 Units) 26 34.2% 41 38.0% 52 35.1% 60 36.1% 85 35.0%


Total 76 108 148 166 243
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Dance Online Courses (Excludes Summer)


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2014-2015 168 100 59.5% 76.8% 23.2%


2015-2016 256 176 68.8% 85.5% 14.5%


2016-2017 272 184 67.6% 90.8% 9.2%


2017-2018 372 314 84.4% 93.8% 6.2%


2018-2019 478 362 75.7% 91.6% 8.4%


Total 1,546 1,136 73.5% 89.4% 10.6%


Annual Course Success and Retention (Excludes Summer)


Enrollments Success Count Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


Fall 2014 76 40 52.6% 75.0% 25.0%


Fall 2015 108 73 67.6% 85.2% 14.8%


Fall 2016 148 102 68.9% 93.2% 6.8%


Fall 2017 166 144 86.7% 96.4% 3.6%


Fall 2018 243 176 72.4% 91.4% 8.6%


Spring 2015 92 60 65.2% 78.3% 21.7%


Spring 2016 148 103 69.6% 85.8% 14.2%


Spring 2017 124 82 66.1% 87.9% 12.1%


Spring 2018 206 170 82.5% 91.7% 8.3%


Spring 2019 235 186 79.1% 91.9% 8.1%


Total 1,546 1,136 73.5% 89.4% 10.6%


Term Course Success and Retention (Excludes Summer)
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Dance Online Courses (Excludes Summer)


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 Total
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Am. Ind./Alaska Native 1 100% 0% 100% 2 50% 50% 100% 100% 3 67% 33%


Asian 28 54% 39% 44 84% 5% 49 84% 6% 104 89% 8% 94 82% 9% 319 82% 10%


Black - Non-Hispanic 10 50% 20% 13 31% 23% 6 50% 33% 8 75% 25% 8 50% 0% 45 49% 20%


Filipino 39 62% 21% 49 78% 12% 73 59% 14% 74 80% 9% 127 79% 9% 362 73% 12%


Hispanic/Latino 38 58% 18% 34 50% 21% 34 74% 3% 59 88% 0% 89 70% 8% 254 70% 9%


Pacific Islander 1 0% 100% 3 33% 33% 5 20% 0% 2 100% 0% 7 29% 29% 18 33% 22%


White Non-Hispanic 17 76% 18% 42 79% 14% 38 74% 5% 52 81% 4% 57 82% 7% 206 79% 8%


Multi Races 31 58% 19% 64 64% 17% 62 66% 8% 67 81% 6% 90 72% 8% 314 70% 11%


Unreported 3 67% 33% 7 71% 14% 3 33% 33% 6 100% 0% 6 83% 17% 25 76% 16%


Total 168 60% 23% 256 69% 14% 272 68% 9% 372 84% 6% 478 76% 8% 1,546 73% 11%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Ethnicity (Excludes Summer)
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Dance Online Courses (Excludes Summer)


2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 Total
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Age Under 18 6 83% 17% 13 77% 15% 9 78% 0% 35 89% 6% 46 96% 2% 109 89% 6%


Age 18 - 22 112 58% 22% 184 71% 13% 174 70% 9% 264 85% 5% 336 74% 7% 1,070 74% 10%


Age 23 - 28 31 61% 19% 31 61% 13% 56 66% 7% 42 69% 12% 60 62% 18% 220 64% 14%


Age 29 - 39 15 53% 40% 16 69% 25% 26 54% 15% 24 92% 8% 26 85% 8% 107 72% 17%


Age 40 - 49 3 67% 33% 9 33% 33% 6 67% 33% 4 100% 0% 8 88% 13% 30 67% 23%


Age 50 - 59 1 100% 0% 3 67% 33% 1 0% 0% 2 100% 0% 2 100% 0% 9 78% 11%


Age 60 + 100% 100% 100% 1 100% 0% 100% 1 100% 0%


Total 168 60% 23% 256 69% 14% 272 68% 9% 372 84% 6% 478 76% 8% 1,546 73% 11%


Course Success and Withdrawal by Age (Excludes Summer)
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SKYLINE COLLEGE STUDENT OUTCOMES
Dance Online Courses (Excludes Summer)


Course Success and Retention by Gender (Excludes Summer)


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2014-2015 Female 123 58.5% 79.7% 20.3%


2014-2015 Male 41 63.4% 70.7% 29.3%


2014-2015 Unreported 4 50.0% 50.0% 50.0%


2014-2015 Total 168 59.5% 76.8% 23.2%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2015-2016 Female 187 65.8% 84.0% 16.0%


2015-2016 Male 63 76.2% 88.9% 11.1%


2015-2016 Unreported 6 83.3% 100.0% 0.0%


2015-2016 Total 256 68.8% 85.5% 14.5%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2016-2017 Female 193 67.9% 90.7% 9.3%


2016-2017 Male 71 67.6% 93.0% 7.0%


2016-2017 Unreported 8 62.5% 75.0% 25.0%


2016-2017 Total 272 67.6% 90.8% 9.2%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2017-2018 Female 233 87.6% 95.3% 4.7%


2017-2018 Male 128 78.1% 91.4% 8.6%


2017-2018 Unreported 11 90.9% 90.9% 9.1%


2017-2018 Total 372 84.4% 93.8% 6.2%


Enrollments Success Rate Retention Rate Withdrawal Rate


2018-2019 Female 301 79.1% 93.4% 6.6%


2018-2019 Male 169 70.4% 88.8% 11.2%


2018-2019 Unreported 8 62.5% 87.5% 12.5%


2018-2019 Total 478 75.7% 91.6% 8.4%
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SKYLINE COLLEGE PRODUCTIVITY 
Dance Online Courses


Year FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


2014-2015 .60 16.90 845 3 56.3


2015-2016 1.0 29.40 74.0% 882 4.4% 5 58.8


2016-2017 1.0 32.0 8.8% 960 8.8% 5 64.0


2017-2018 1.20 37.20 16.3% 930 -3.1% 6 62.0


2018-2019 1.40 47.80 28.5% 1,024 10.1% 7 68.3


Term FTEF FTES


FTES
Percent
Change Load


Load
Percent
Change Sections


Census
Enroll /
Section


Fall 2014 .20 7.70 1,155 1 77.0


Fall 2015 .40 10.80 40.3% 810 -29.9% 2 54.0


Fall 2016 .40 14.80 37.0% 1,110 37.0% 2 74.0


Fall 2017 .60 16.60 12.2% 830 -25.2% 3 55.3


Fall 2018 .60 24.30 46.4% 1,215 46.4% 3 81.0


Spring 2015 .40 9.20 -62.1% 690 -43.2% 2 46.0


Spring 2016 .40 14.80 60.9% 1,110 60.9% 2 74.0


Spring 2017 .40 12.40 -16.2% 930 -16.2% 2 62.0


Spring 2018 .60 20.60 66.1% 1,030 10.8% 3 68.7


Spring 2019 .80 23.50 14.1% 881 -14.4% 4 58.8


Summer 2015 .20 3.80 -83.8% 570 -35.3% 1 38.0


Summer 2016 .20 4.80 26.3% 720 26.3% 1 48.0
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DEFINITIONS


Term Definition


Reporting Period Academic Year(s): 2014-2015 to 2018-2019


Duplicated Headcount (Enrollments) Counts each student once for every course in which they enroll.


Unduplicated Headcount Counts each student once and only once, regardless of the number of courses in
which they enroll.


Course Success Grades starting with ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’, and ‘P’ are considering successful – all other letter
grades represent unsuccessful outcomes. The success rate is calculated based on the
following formula: number of registrations with grades A, B, C, or P ÷ Number of
registrations with a non-blank grade. Note that the denominator includes withdrawals,
i.e. grades of W.


Course Retention The percentage of enrollments that earned any letter grade other than W.


Course Withdrawal The percentage of enrollments that earned a W letter grade.


4 yr stu take class for 4 yr col Students with education goal listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year college


College Preparation Goal Students with education goal listed as Complete Credits for HS Diplom, or Improve
Basic Skills


CTE Certif/Career Development Goal Students with education goal listed as Acquire Job Skills/ New Career, Earn 2 year
Certificate without Transfer, Maintain Certificate/License, Update Job Skills/ Job
Advance, or  Earn Vocational Certificate without Transfer


Degree/Transfer Goal Students with education goal listed as Earn AA/AS & Transfer to 4 year institution,
Earn AA/AS w/out Transfer, or Transfer to 4 year institution without AA/AS


Exploratory Goal Students with education goal not listed as 4-year students take class for 4-year
college, College Preparation, CTE Certificate/Career Development, or Degree/Transfer


Full-Time Equivalent Faculty (FTEF) Total faculty workload divided by 15. Excludes faculty workload assigned to sections
that were cancelled.


Full-Time Equivalent Students (FTES) 1 FTES = 525 contact hours. Cancelled sections and audit enrollments are excluded
from this figure.


Load Weekly Student Contact Hours (WSCH) ÷ FTEF. Cancelled sections and audit
enrollments are excluded from this figure.


Fall Unit Load Based on the unit enrollment districtwide.
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Planning Objective Report


Planning Year:  2020-2021


Objective Report:
Objective ID: 1059 Objective Title: Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the 


Major


Unit Manager: Steele, Amber Planning Unit: 2416DANC00 - Dance


Obj. Status: New/In Progress Obj. Purpose: Program Review - CPR/APP/ALUR


Unit Purpose:


Objective Description:


Increase Offerings of Core Technique Classes that Support the Major
DANC 117 Tap Dance
DANC 121 Contemporary Modern Dance
DANC 130 Jazz Dance: Broadway, Lyrical & Pop
DANC 140 Ballet
Classes should be offered per major pathway plan, but at least two should be offered every semester budget, enrollment and 
circumstances permitting.


Skyline College Strategic Priorities (2018-23)


*SC1 Student Completion


SC2 Transformative Teaching and Learning


SC7 Professional Recruitment and Retention


Institutional Goals


Planning Unit Goals Objective Types Planning Priorities


No Data to Display No Data to Display No Data to Display


Due Date Status Priority Task Budget Amount


Ongoing Medium Increase offerings of Core Technique Courses that Support the 
Major 


We currently plan to offer two sections of the following per 
semester to allow our major students to graduate more quickly.


DANC 117 Tap dance
DANC 121 Contemporary Modern Dance
DANC 130 Jazz Dance: Broadway, Lyrical & Pop
DANC 140 Ballet


Changes would be dependent on enrollment to support such 
offerings. May be better to offer technique classes on a rotating 
basis.


$12,000


Tasks


No Data to Display


Assessment Measures


No Data to Display


Intended Results


No Data to Display


Status Reports
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No Data to Display


Actual Results


No Data to Display


Use of Results


No Data to Display


Gap Analysis


No Data to Display


SWOT


No Data to Display


Units Impacted


Standards


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - I.A. - Profile: Unit Purpose


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - I.B. - Profile: Programs


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - I.C. - Profile: Service Area Outcomes


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - II.A. - Analysis: Unit Effectiveness


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - II.C. - Analysis: Unit Environment


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - II.D. - Analysis: Unit Personnel


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - III.A. - Reflection: Considering Key Findings


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - III.B. - Reflection: Synergy


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - III.C. - Reflection: Aspirations


ALUR - ALUR (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Unit Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.B. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - I.A. - Program Profile: Purpose


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - I.B. - Program Profile: Planning Team


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - II.A. - Analysis: Progress on Prior Program Objectives (Goals) and Activities


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - II.B. - Analysis: Program Environment


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - II.C. - Analysis: Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs and PSLOs)


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - III.A. - Reflection: Considering Key Findings


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - III.B. - Reflection: ISLOs


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.A. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Continuation/Modification


APP - APP (2019-20 Cycle) - IV.B. - Strategy for Program Enhancement: Action Plan and Resource Requests


Associated Standards


No Data to Display


Associated Outcomes


Documents


File Name File Size Date Modified
No Documents to Display


Links


Link Name Link URL
No Links to Display
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